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SUr+1ARY 

Various methods were evaluated to remove the resin and debris from the makeup 
and purification demineralizers. There are two preferred concepts. The 
existing waste disposal system should be utilized if some contamination of 
currently clean lines is acceptable. A skid mounted, temporary, upflow/ 
downflow system should be utilized if the demineralizers and associated piping 
are to be cleaned to the maximum extent practicable with minimum contamination 
of the existing system. Both methods provide for removal of complex organic 
compounds from the effluent and elution of Cesium from the resin. The resin 
and debris will be diluted with concrete to be disposed of in accordance with 
10CFR61 burial limits. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

This study evaluates options for removing resins, fuel, and debris from the 
pressurized water make-up and purification demineralizers MU-K-1A and -lB. 
The method of removal must accomplish the following functions: 

1. Remove complex organic compounds from the demineralizer prior to releasing 
the effluent to the submerged dem;neral;zer system. 

2. Elute or rinse the 137Cs from the demineralizer and its contents to 
minimize the activity of the waste products prior to their removal. 

3. Minimize fuel fine contamination of the SDS prefilters. 

4. Remove, package and dispose of the demineralizer contents as commercial 
wastes. 

5. Flush the system. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Various approaches have been considered for resin removal as described in 
Reference 1. Numerous activities directed at assessing the contents of the 
demineralizer resulted in the estimates shown in Table 1. Los Alamos National 
Laboratory has made independent fuel assessments of the demineralizers and 
concluded that the maximum contained in "A" is 15.5 lbs and in "B" is 1.6 lbs. 
Apparently shrinkage of the resin bed has occurred. The shrinkage observed is 
approximately that produced in Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) experiments 
at 1.7 x 109 rads, i.e. -56%. Visual observations by GPU have shown that 
the IIA" demineralizer contains a dry caked resin and debris bed while the "B" 
deminer~lizer is approximately half-full of highly radioactive water, resin 
and debris. 
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A study by Westinghouse Hanford evaluated integrated doses at certain equipment 
locations within the IIAII demineralizer cubicle. Results of this evaluation are 
shown in Table 2. Of particular' concern for resin removal were the condition 
of the valves associated with the resin fill and sluice lines. The table shows 
that dose rates have not reached the range where operation would be affected. 
Dose rates were ~stimated from radiation surveys and extrapolated back to the 
accident based on GPU estimates of isotopic concentrations to establish inte
grated doses. If, as estimated, the 118 11 cubicle contains bolice the activity 
in approximately the same location, integrated doses will approach twice the 
value shown for the nAil cubicle. Sampling operations in April 1983 demon
strated that the resin fill line valves in both cubicles would open using 
normal controls. 

The amount of debris in the lines leading to each demineralizer is somewhat 

uncertain. Letdown flow has been circulated subsequent to the accident through 
the line which bypasses the demineralizers and their inlet filters. Flushing 
operations were performed in October 1980. However, the makeup and purifica
tion filters and demineralizers have been isolated for an extended period of 
time. Resin sampling operations conducted in March and April, 1983, through 
the resin fill lines, removed standing water. Gas sampling operations of both 
nemineralizers were conducted in February 1983, using the normal inlet and 
outlet lines. The demineralizers were subsequently purged with nitrogen. Gas 
generation rate measurements are planned to be measured in the near future. 

l.j SCOPE 

Various options for removal of resin and debris are identified in this study • 
The three options which were considered to best meet the technical objectives 
are evaluated in detail. Each option includes design, fabrication and instal
lation of equipment; training and operation; and packaging, shipping and 
disposal. 
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TABLE 2 

CC»1PONENT STATUS - nAn CUBICLE 

nAn CUBICLE INTEGRATED 
CURRENT DOSE DOSE, 

Equipment # USE RATE,R/HR 107 RADS PROGNOSIS 
• 

MU-111A, GRINNEL RESIN FI LL VALVE 510 B.3 NORDELL DIAPHRAGM 
PROBABLY USABLE 

MU-R5A, CROSBY PRESSURE RELI EF 400 6.6 METAL OR BUNA-N 
SEAT .. ACCEPTABLE 

MU-Vll16A, VELAN GAS VENT 530 B.7 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU- 217 A, VELAN GAS VENT 510 B.3 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU-V192A, VELAN LIQUID SAMPLE TAP 500 B.1 PROBABLY ACCEPT.~BLE 

MU-V194B, VELAN flP Line 650 10.5 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU-V194A, VELAN flP Line 250 4.2 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU-V193A, VELAN LIQUID SAMPLE TAP 300 5.1 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU-V10BA, GRINNEL RESIN SLUICE 650 10.5 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU-V23BA, GRINNEL RESIN SLUICE 600 9.9 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU-V240A, VELAN DRAIN LINE 300 5.1 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

MU-V109A, VELAN DRAIN LINE 300 5.1 PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 

B&W MU-B PI-1 DIFFERENTIAL 200 3. PROBABLY ACCEPTABLE 
PRESSURE SWITCH 
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1.4 CRITERIA 

Various technical and non-technical criteria were established for the purpose 
of evaluating the alternatives. These criteria are described below. The 
evalllation of each alternative has been based upon the assumption that the 
waste will be diluted, where possible, for commercial disposal in accordance 
with the standards established by 10CFR61. 

1.4.1 Cost 

Each alternative has been evaluated on a total cost basis, i.e., the cost of 
design, fabrication, installation, implementation, rem0val, shipment and dis
posal. The estimated costs of equipment and manpower requirements are based 
upon conceptual technical studies. Consequently, only a relat~ve cost 
comparison is made. 

1.4.2 Schedule 

For the purposes of this study it has been assumed that all efforts to remove 
the resin and debris will be performed on a non-interference basis with other 
recovery efforts. The goal is to have the resin and debris removed from the 
demineralizers by late 1984. 

1.4.3 Space Allocation 

Equipment to remove the resin and debris must be located in areas where assem
bly, operation and removal activities will not conflict with other TMI-2 
recovery activities. Tie-in points and piping runs must be accessible. 
Interim storage locations for removed resin must be available to a1low 
decoupling of the resin removal process from shipping turnaround cycles. 
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1.4.4 Fuel/Radioactivity-Bemoval 

The capability of each approach to remote resin, fuel, and debris from the 
makeup and purification demineralizers, and also leave other TMI-2 systems 
clean, is evaluated for each approach. 

1.4.5 Technical and Operational Risk 

Several risks are inherent in the altern~tives to be evaluated: 

A. The condition of the demineralizer contents has been assessed by WHC, GPU 
and ORNL. These tests have provided much data, but uncertainties about 
'esin sluicability, liquid organic compound content, resin elution capa

bility, and fuel content cause any removal system concept to have some 
risk of not succeeding. 

B. Some required plant systems or equipment have not been operational for 
over four years. These systems, in varying degrees, will have to be made 
operational for any resin removal systefll to operate effectively. 

1.4.6 Exposure (Man-Reml 

Exposure can occur during equipment installation, operation or equipment 
removal. Although radiation surveys of each tie-in point have not been speci
fically made, general area surveys have been utilized to pick tie-in locations 
with low exposure. All of the systems under consideration w~uld ~e shielded 
to allow routine access during operation. Therefore the degree of exposure is 
pr imarily dic tated by the amount of temporary pipi ng and equipment whi ch must 
be subsequently disassembled and prepared for disposal. Exact ~lan-Rem values 
have not been calculated, but relative exposure amounts can be assessed. 
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1.5 APPROACH 

There are various approaches to the resin and debris removal problem, with 
alternative methods of accomplishing each approach. The three most promising 
approaches are listed below: 

Approach A 

Approach B 

Approach C 

Install a hydro-mechanical device into the demineralizer through 
the resin fill line. Remove the contents to a container for 
dewatering and subsequent shipment. 

Utilize the existing waste disposal system by sluicing the 
demineralizer contents to the spent resin storage tank WDS-T-IB 
and then transferring the contents to a portable concreting 
system. 

Install a temporary processing system which will carefully con
trol each removal operation. Resin and debris are removed to 
an interim storage container then subsequently transferred to a 
portable concreting system. 

7 



SECTION 2.0 

2.0 RECOMMENDATION 

Two methods of removing resin and dLJris from the make-up and purification 

demineralizers are considered to be preferred concepts. Tile existing waste 
disposal system should be utilized if some contamination of currently clean 
lines is acceptable. A skid mounted, temporary, upflow/downflow system should 
be utilized if the demineralizers and associated piping are to be cleaned to 
the maximum extent practicable with minimum contamination of the existing 
system. Both of these recommended alternatives will accomplish the functions 
listed in Section 1.1. Utilization of the existing system can be accomplished 
at a low relative cost and the shortest schedule while cleaning to the maximum 
extent practicable with the temporary upflow/downflow system is more expensive 
and has a longer schedule. Both of these methods require the operation of 
existinq valves and control systems. The costs to make these operational have 
not been considered since it is assumed that these costs would be incurred as 
a part of other normal TMI-2 recovery efforts. 

Table 3 provides a comparison of all considered approaches against the criteria 
described in Section 1.4. 
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TABLE 3 

EVALUATION SUMMARY 

COST SCHEDULE 
SPACE 

ALLOCATION 

Mechanical Highest. Need Greater than No Interim 
Storage Avail. Tank Removal to replace tanks. 24 MOS 

Chemica 1 
Treatment 

Hydro/ 
Mechanical 

Existing 
System 

Sk i d Mounted 
Upflow/ 
Oo\tKIflow 

High 

Low 

Low to 
Medium 

High 

Greater than 
24 MOS 

12-15 MOS 
to Resin 
Removal 

Not Eva 1 uated 

Equipment in 
Hays Gas Ana 1. 
Rm. (305' E 1 ev • ) 

9-12 MOS Portable 
to Resin Removal Concrete Syst. 

in Model Rm 
(305' Elev.) 

15-18 MOS 
to Resin Removal 

Skid in Hays Gas 
Ana 1. Rm (305 
Elev.) or Outside 
Make-Up Pump Rm 
(280'6" Elev.). 
Portable Concrete 
Syst. in Model Rm 
( 305' E 1 ev • ) 

FUEL/RADIOACTIVITY TECHNICAL/ 
REMOVAL OPERATIONAL RISK 

May Leave Some 
Debris in Tanks 

H it/Mi ss System 
wi 11 1 eave some 
debris in tanks. 
Particle Size 
Limited 

Will clean tanks. 
Drop-Out in Dead 
Legs Will Cause 
Hot Spots in 
Current ly Cl ean 
Piping 

Best: 
Tanks 
Line. 
Inlet 

Wi 11 Cl ean 
and Sluice 

May Clean 
and Laterals 

Very High. May 
Not Be Able to 
Get Tanks Off 
Is 1 and 

Very High. 
Complex Tem
peratur'.:! and 
Chemica 1 
Contra ls 

Requires design, 
fabrication and 
test of new 
equipment. 

Some chance of 
plugging sluice 
line. High 
technical risk 
for TRU measure 
device. 

Low operational 
risk if sluic
able. High 
technical risk 
for TRU measure 
device. 

EXPOSURE 

Very High 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Lowest if 
1 i qui d ac t i v it) 
reduced or loca 
shielding added 
in access areas 

Moderate. Long 
Runs of Contam
inated Pipe 
Require Disposa 



SECTION 3.0 

EVALUATION 

Various approaches to resin removal were evaluated by Westinghouse Hanford Co. 
An overview is given of the approaches which were judged to be unacceptable 
during the initial conce~tual design studies. A more detailed evaluation is 
presented of the three approaches discussed in Section 2.0. 

3.1 PHYSICAL TANK REMOVAL 

Removal of the demineralizer tanks in shielded containers \'Ias evaluated but 

was eliminated early in the design process. The high radiation dose rates in 
the demineralizer cubicle would make access possible only by remote means. 

Pipes would have to be severed and capped, walls penetrated, shielding and 
transportation devices designed, fabricated and tested. It was concluded that 

personnel exposures would be high and building operations severely restricted 
because of the high potential for contamination. 

Costs would be high since tank replacement and significant building modifica

tion would be required. A special interim storage area would have to be con
structed on-site because of the high activity levels. Transportation otf-site 
is probably not possible without reducing the activity of the demineralizer 
contents. The significance of these problems led to the conclusion that 
removal is not technically viable. 

3.2 IN-SITU TREATMENT 

Four areas of in-situ treatment were considered: dissolution; solidification; 
acid digestion; and chemical oxidation/dissolution. Of these, chemical 
oxidation/dissolution was determined to be the most feasible. 

Laboratory scale tests showed that the most promising resin oxidation/ 
dissolution process was the iron-catalyzed, hydrogen peroxide system. The 
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hydrogen peroxide reverses the polymeric process and breaks up the cross
linkages that link the resin monomers together. Resin reaction parameters 
determine the amount of degradation that occurs. Resin may merely be degraded 
to fine pumpable solids or the resin may be degraded to polymer chains small 
enough to completely dissolve in the reaction media. Several WHC lab tests 
were run with encouraging results. The resin was rapidly degraded at rp.ason
able temperatures (~90oC) and concentrations (~15% H202). The r~te appeared 
to be controllable by manipulating temperature and concentration. However s 

this system may have difficulties converting melted or charred res.n because 
of the reaction mechanisms. 

Use of concentrated sodium hypochlorite solution (12-15% chlorine) was also 

investigated. Sodium hypochlorite apparently breaks up monomer chains as well 
as cross-linkages. It will also react with carbonized resin (elemental car
bon). However s the overall reaction rate for the sodium hypochlorite system 
was substantially slower than for the corresponding hydrogen perioxide system. 

If the resin is considered fully degraded and carbonized s then a high tempera
ture dissolution such as sulfuric-nitric acid at about 2500C (480oF) is 
preferred. If this seems too difficult then the low temperature sodium hypo
chlorite dissolution should be considered with provision for lengthly digestion 
times and lots of liquid reactant. 

The results of the resin characterization program indicated that the demin
eralizer contents would most likely be sluicable. Also~ there was a major 
concern that liquid wastes would not be compatible with SOS. Therefore, this 
approach was not given further consideration. 

3.3 HYOROMECHANICAL SYSTEM 

The hydromechanical system provides for the removal of complex organic com
pounds from the demineralizer effluent prior to sending the effluent to the 
SOS and EPICOR-II water treatment systems. The hydromechanical removal system 
also provides for elution of the resin bed with chemicals and processed water 
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to remove 137Cs prior to transferring the resin and debris to the shipping 
containers. The concept uses a high velocity water stream to breakup the resin 
bed. A suction hose is used to remove the resin and debris. Waste is shipped 
in a dewatered form. Final steps in the process are a flushing operation with 

a high pressure water lance and a rinsing operation with demineralized water 
to wash residual resin and debris from the interior surface of the demin
eralizer vessel. The individual steps of the process are as follows: 

3.3.1 Removal Procedure 

Step 1. Remove Complex Compounds and Cesium (See Figure 1) 

Water is added to the demineralizer and a nitrogen sparge is initiated to 
break-up the resin bed. Water containing eluents is added to the demineral
izer. After the bed has settled, liquid is removed very slowly (less than 
5 gpm) through the suction hose and pumped through the shipping container and 

charcoal filter. The charcoal filter will capture any complex organic com
pounds prior to the effluent being sent to the reactor coolant bleed hold-up 
tanks for subsequent processing by SOS and EPICOR II. The fill, sparge, and 
drain sequence is repeated until no further reduction in gamma radiation is 
noted in the demineralizers. 

Step 2. Remove Resin and Debris (See Figure 2) 

A water lance and the suction hose are inserted to the surface of the resin 
bed. The bed is agitated by the high pressure (approx. 1000 psi) water lance 
and nitrogen sparging. Resin and debris are removed through the suction hose 
into the shipping container. A 10 micron filter separates the resin from the 
effluent which flows through the charcoal bed containing a 1 micron filter. 
The lance and suction hose are moved about until no further resin and debris 
are observed in the removal line. Oemineralizer tank interior cleanliness is 
visually checked with fiber optics equipment. 

12 
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Step 3. Final Flush of Demineralizer (See Figure 3) 

By inserting the suction hose to the bottom of the tank while raising and 
lowering the water lance, the walls of the demineralizer can be cleaned. The 
success of this operation can be verified by use of the fiber optics. 

Step 4. ,Shi ppi ng Container Change-out 

Since the demineralizer contents exceed the volume of the shipping container 
(modified SDS liner), several shipping containers will be required for each 
demineralizer. When the shipping container is found to be full, it will be 
backflushed with nitrogen, a check will be made on resin level, and then an 
empty container will be installed. 

This procedure is based upon the assumption that the resin is shipped for dis
posal in a dewatered state. The resin could also be solidified in concrete by 
utilization of the systems described later in this study. 

3.3.2 Advantages and Disadvantages 

The hydromechanical system 'las the following advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages 

1. The required equipment (including temporary piping) is minimal; therefore, 
cost is relatively low. 

2. Equipment is small in size; therefore, all items could be located in the 
Hays gas analyzer room without removing knock out walls and instrumenta
tion. The ability to place all process equipment in the Hays gas analyzer 
room eliminates possible interference with other clean-up operations at 
TMI-2. 

3. Tie-in points to existing piping system are readily accessible. 
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Disadvantages 

1. System operators cannot see the resin bed or the position of the lance. 
The process will be very time consuming (hit and miss) with regard to 
resin and debris removal. A Fiberscope will be required to inspect the 
interior of the deminera1izer visually to determine progress of clean-up 
operation. 

2. Resin and debris cannot be removed from the 3-inch diameter resin outlet 
line at bottom of demineralizer. 

3. Water level or water volume inventory system must be employed to assure 
that deminera1izer is not overfilled with resultant spill of contaminated 
water out the resin fill line. 

4. Requires use of existing vent lines from top of deminera1izers to vent 
cover gas. The valves in these vent lines may not be operable. 

5. There is a risk that the lance could get hung-up and be impossible to 
remove. 

Based upon tne above discussion and the GPU experiences during resin sampling, 
this approach is not considered acceptable. 

3.4 TEMPORARY UP FLOW/DOWN FLOW REMOVAL SYSTEM 

The temporary upflow/downflow method of resin and debris removal is accomp
lished in three phases. Phase I provides for the removal of complex organic 
compounds and cesium. During Phase II the resin and debris are removed to a 
transfer container. The resin and debris are mixed with concrete for shipping 
and disposal in Phase III. The temporary upflow/downflow removal system pro
vides for control of each aspect of the removal process with a minimum con
tamination of existing TMI-2 piping. 
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3.4.1 Phase I (See Figure 4) 

Complex organic compounds and cesium are removed from each demineralizer by the 
addition of water (and chemicals, if necessary) through the normal outlet. The 
resin bed is agitated by a nitrogen sparge. After the bed has settled the 

water is removed, filtered, and sent to the reactor coolant bleed hold-up tank. 
The water addition, agitation, settling and removal steps are repeated until 
the organic compounds and cesium are removed. All flows during this phase are 
at less than 5 gpm to minimize any carry-over of resin and debris. Sho~ld any 
carry-over occur, it will be captured by a 1 micron filter and subsequently 
back-flushed into the demineralizer. 

3.4.2 Phase II (See Figures 5 & 6) 

Upon completion of Phase I, resin and debris removal can be initiated. The 
equipment to accomplish this phase can be located in the Hays gas analyzer 

room (305' elev.) or outside the make-up pump room (280'6" elev.). 

The recirculation pump is start~d to establish a ~ast (120 gpm) flow rate in 

an upward direction through the demineralizer. Some resin and debris will 

overflow into the resin fill line (tests indicate approximately 700% expansion 
of resin bed). Resin and large particles of debris that overflow will be 

collected in the resin transfer container which includes built-in 100 mesh 
(150 micron) screen to retain resin beads. Most debris (including fuel fines) 
will settle to bottom of the resin transfer container. Some fuel fines and 
debris smaller than 150 microns will pass through the 100 mesh screen and will 
be recirculated through the demineralizer. This process continues until gamma 
radiation levels in the demineralizer cubicle stabilize, which indicates that 

no additional resin is being transferred from the demineralizer. The remaining 
resin and debris must be removed by downflow. 

Downflow is initiated by lowering the water level in the 300 gallon su"ge tank. 
Water is then injected into the bottom of the demineralizer through the normal 

outline line to create a slurry in the demineralizer. In parallel with this 
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step, fast upflow is initiated to clear the resin sluice line of resin and 
debris upstream of valves MU-VI08 and MU-V-238. Upflow and injection of demin
eralized water is secured when the water level in the surge tank approaches the 
high level alarm point. Immediately thereafter fast downflow is initiated by 
changing valve positions and restarting the recirculation pump. Fast downflow 
recirculation is continued until all resin and debris have been sluiced from 
the demineralizer. 

3.4.3 Phase III 

When sufficient resin and debris have been accumulated in the resin transfer 
container a recirculating slurry is established between the temporary con
creting station in the model room (305' elev.) and the transfer container (see 
Figure 7). The resin and debris are then transferred into the concreting con
tainer until either 2200 Curies of activity are accumulated or sufficient 
144Ce to indicate that the 100 nCi TRU/g limit has been reached. The resin 
and debris are then dewatered and solidified in concrete. Based upon the non
TRU activity shown in Table 1, it is estimated that 6 liners of approximately 
60 cu. ft. can accommodate the waste from both demineralizers~ If rinsing or 
eluting the resin/debris bed is effective, the number of containers could 
decrease. If shipment must be made to U. S. Ecology, whose requirements are 
more stringent than 10CFR61, the number of containers may increase to as many 
as 48. As each liner is solidified, it can be placed in an interim storage 
area, thus decoupling the resin removal process from the two week shipping 
cycle. 

A GPU proposed alternative concept (Figure 8) for concreting the resin and 
debris in 55 gallon drums and the loading station could be located at the 
north end of the 280' 6" level. The recirculating slurry would be established 
between the transfer container and the concreting station. A batch of slurry 
would be added to the conical shaped tank and allowed to settle. Liquid would 
then be decanted from the solids. This batching would be continued until the 
cone was filled with solids at which time the curie and TRU content would be 
measured. Assurances would be made that the end product would be within 
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10CFR61 limits prior to reledsing the contents to the 55 gallon drum. Solidi
fication would take place in the 55 gallon drum and the solidified waste would 
be placed in an interim storage area. Approximately 50 drums are required to 
accommodate the non-TRU activity shown in Table 1. This could increase to 
about 390 drums if U. S. Ecology license limits for TRU are a~plied. 

3.4.4 Advantages and Disadvantages 

• The temporary upflow/downflow system has the following advantages and dis
advantages: 

• 

Advantages 

1. Allows controlled transfer of resin and debris during fast upflow. 

2. Minimizes risk of plugging the resin sluice line during fast downflow. 

3. Does not contaminate the Waste Disposal System and assures the cleanest 
plant condition of demineralizers and associated piping. 

Disadvantages 

1. New piping, tanks and associated equipment require design, fabrication, 
and testing which results in an extended schedule. 

2. Relatively 'high costs . 

3. Removal of temporary piping and equipment has some Man-Rem exposure risk. 

4. The resin and debris are assumed to be sluicable. 

5. A TRU measurement system must be designed, fabricated, and tested. 
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3.5 USE OF EXISTING SYSTEMS 

The demineralizer resin and debris can be removed utilizing the existing sys
tems for resin sluicing and solidification. This process agair. consists of 
three phases with Phase I and III being as described previously in Section 3.4. 
Once cesium and complex organics have been removed, the resin and debris are 
sluiced to the spent resin storage tank. The resin and debris can then be 
transferred in a slurry to a temporary concreting station in the model room at 
the 305 1 elev . 

3.5.1 Removal Procedure (See Figure 9) 

When the cesium and complex organics have been removed from the resin and 
debris, they can be sluiced to the spent resin storage tank as follows: 

Add nitrogen and demineralized water to demineralizer through the normal outlet 
line to generate a resin slurry. Then add demineralized water to the demin
eralizer through the sluice line using the existing connection to the sluice 
line header. This will unpack resin in the resin sluice line upstream of 
valves MU-VI08 and MU-V238. Monitor the pressure increase in the demineralizer 
until it reaches approximately 75 psig. Then secure the water to the sluice 
line and open the inlet valve to the spent resin storage tank WDS-T-1B. 
Attempt to maintain 75 rsig in the demineralizer by throttling nitrogen and 
demineralizer water valves. If the pressure goes to zero, the contents have 
been transferred to the spent resin storage tank. If the pressure remains 
constant with MU-Vl14 and MU-V-292 shut and the sluice line valves open, the 
sluice line is plugged. The estimated quantity of demineralized water required 
to sluice resin and debris from each demineralizer is 1200 gallons. 

Once the resin and debris are in the spent resin storage tank they can be 
transferred to the concreting station. Generate a slurry by adding demineral
ized water and adding nitrogen. Vent gas from spent resin storage tank to 

waste gas system. Add water at a rate of 50 gpm for 20 minutes (1000 gallons). 
The spent resin storage tank will now contain approximately 2200 gallons of 

• 
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water (capacity is 3861 gallons). Continue to sparge with nitrogen to maintain 
slurry and then pump the slurry to the temporary concreting system located in 
the model room through the existing piping intended for this purpose. The 
solidification process is as described in Section 3.4. 

3.5.2 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Utilization of the existing systems has the following advantages and 
disadvantages: 

Advantages 

1. Has the shortest schedule for resin removal. 

2. Utilizes many nOrITlal TMI-2 procedures for resin removal. 

3. Relatively low cost. 

Disadvantages 

1. Contaminates existing clean piping, tanks and equipment. 

2. Assumes resin and debris are sluicable. 

3. Greater risk of plugging sluice line since all contents are removed at 
once • 

4. A TRU measurement system must be designed, fabricated, and tested • 
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SUMMARY 

This document describes a concept for removing the resin and debris from the 
TIreeMile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) Make-Up and Purification Demineralizers by 
methods other than sluicing the contents through the existing resin sluice 
lines. The concept uses a high velocity water stream to break up or agitate 
the resin bed in combination with a vacuum hose to remove the resin and debris. 
The concept is based on the assumption that the resin and debris are, or can 
be made, sluicable by impingement of a high velocity stream of water on the 
resin bed. A concept is also described for loading shippin~ containers to 
assure proper resin levels prior to shipment off-site. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

The concept described herein provi~es an alternate approach to resin and debris 
removal which will be included in a forthcoming Planning Study. The Planning 
Study will evaluate a number of various concepts for possible implementation 

; 

at TMI-2. In cddition to the alternate approach to resin removal, a concept 
is described for loading SDS type shipping containers with resin and debris. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

A conceptual design (Reference 1) of a resin and debris removal system was pre
sented to EG&G/GPU personnel on March 30, 1983. The concept was based on the 
assumption that the resin beds in both make-up and purification demineralizers 
were in a sluicable form. It used the existing piping system to pump the 
demineralizer contents to a hold-up tank (resin transfer container) prior to 
shipment off-site for di~posal. GPU personnel requested that WHC develop 
alternatives for removing resin and debris since: 

1) Tests on resin samples obtained from both demineralizers have yet 
to confirm that the contents are sluicable in their present form. 



2) GPU had a need for evaluating alternatives to assure that the 
concept selected for implementation is the most effective with 
regard to cost and schedule. 

Based on the above, WHC proposed (Reference 2) that an alternate concept 
be developed for mechanical removal of resin and debris and that a concept 
be developed to assure proper resin levels in the shipping containers prior to 
shipment off-site. 

1.3 SCOPE 

This study identifies the functions and requirements for a resin removal 
system and describes a method for mechanical removal. The basic steps of 
the removal process are outlined and the physical interfaces with the existing 
TMI-2 equipment and plant are ·identified. Advantages and disadvantages of the 
mechanical removal approach are listed for evaluation and comparison with . 
other concepts previously identified. 

Th.is study also presents a concept for loading shipping containers with resin. 
The need for a concept to determine when the relatively small shipping con
tainers (50S type liners) are filled to the proper level was identified at 
the March 30, 1983 meeting at TMI-2 and is one of a number of tasks identified 
in Reference 2. 

1 .4 CRITERIA 

The follcwing criteria are specified in the Resin and Debris Removal System 
Conceptual Design Report (Reference 1) and are applicable to the removal con
cepts discussed herein. 

2 



1.4.1 Removal System Functions 

The resin and debris removal system shall provide the following specific 
function~: 

A. Removal of essentially all radioactive solids and liquids from the Make-up 
and Purification Deminera1izers, MU-K-1A and lB. 

B. Treatment of all liquid effluents to assure compatibility with on-site 
water processing systems (Submerged Demineralizer System and EPICOR II). 

C. On-site handling of radioactive deminera1izer contents consistent with 
normal TMI-2 practices. 

D. Containerization of the radioactive demineralizer contents in a form 
suitable for use in a DOE research and development program. 

E. Transportation of radioactive deminera1izer contents to a DOE site 
using licensed or licensable containers and casks . 

• 
F. Flushing of lines after resin removal is complete. 

1.4.2 Removal System Process Requirements 

A. Existing TMI-2 systems and equipment shall be used to the maximum extent 
practical. 

B. Selection of existing piping and routing of new piping shall minimize 
personnel exposure consistent with ALARA considerations in place at TMI-2. 
Maximum use should be made of existing architectural features. 

C. Operational process selection shall result in minimizing personnel 
exposure consistent with ALARA considerations in place at TMI-2. 

D. The resin and debris removal system shall perform its required functions 
only during normal plant operating and clean-up conditions. 

3 
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E. The resin and debris removal system is a temporary system and shall be 
removed when its required functions have been performed. Any modifica
tions to the existing TMI-2 systems shall include provisions for return
ing those systems to their original configuration. Radiation levels in 
the permanent piping shall be left in a condition acceptable for the 
original design usage. 

F. Materials used in the removal system shall be compatible with the con
veyed and contained internal fluids and with the surrounding environment 
including the anticipated radiological dosage. 

G. Operation of the resin and debris removal process shall be independent of 
the handling, storage and transportation of the waste packages. 

H. TMI-2 plant demineralized water, processed water, reactor coolant grade 
water and nitrogen sources may be utilized provided that precautions 
exist to preclude backflow into these systems. 

1.4.3 Codes and Standards 

A. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.143, Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste 
Management Systems, Structures, and Components Installed in Light
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants. 

B. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division 1. 

C. ANSI 831.1 Power Piping Systems. 

D. Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 173, Department of 
Transportation Hazardous Material Regulations. 

E. NEG - National Electric Code. 

F. NEMA - National Electrical Manufacturers' Association. 

G. ASME/ANSI NQA-l, Quality Assurance requirements for Nuclear Power Plants. 
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1.5 APPROACH 

The mechanical removal system provides for the removal of complex organic 
compounds from the jemineralizer effluent prior to sending the effluent 
to the SOS and EPICOR-II water treatment systems. The mechanical removal 
system also provides for elution of the resin bed with processed water to 
remove 137CS prior to transferring the resin and debris to the shipping 
containers. A method for loading the shipping containers with resin is 
described. Final steps in the process are a flushing operation with a 
high pressure water lance and a rinsing operation with demineralized water 
to wash residual resin and debris from the interior surfaces of the deminer
alizer vessel. Individual steps of the process are outlined below: 

5 



Step 1. Remove Complex Compounds and Cesium (See Figure 1) 

Procedure Comments 

Insert vacuum line to 310' elevation. Insert through resin fill line. 

Start transfer pump. Add demineralized Secure fill when water enters 
water through normal inlet line. Fill to transfer pump. Vent demineralizer 
310' elevation. Secure transfer pump. 

Sparge resin bed with nitrogen through 
normal outline line. 

Secure nitrogen sparge. Add.a~proxi

mately 100 gallons of demineralized 
water through normal outline line. 

When resin and debris settle, pump 
down to 310' elevation using transfer 
pump. Pump through shipping container 
and charcoal filter to reactor coolant 
bleed hold-up tanks. 

Repeat last two steps until sampling 
or radiation monitors indicate no further 
reduction in gamma radiation from the 
demineralizer. 

6 

through existing vent to waste gas 
system. Assumes existing vents 
from demineralizers are operable. 

Vent demineralizer through existing 
vent to waste gas system. Sparging 
will initiate break-up of resin bed. 

Will require water meter installa
tion in demineralized water supply 
1 ine. Chemical injection capabil ity 
in water supply line may also be 
required for elution of cesium from 
resin bed. Water level now at 
approximately 311' elevation. 

Assumes that one pass through 
charcoal filter will remove suffi
cient complex organic compounds 
to be compatible with SOS and 
EPICOR II. Flow rate is less 
than 5 gpm. 
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Step 2. Remove Resin and Debris (See Figure 2) 

Procedure 

Lower vacuum line to surface of resin 
bed. 

Insert lance into resin bed. 

Sparge with nitrogen through normal 
outline 1ine. 

Start high pressure pump. 

Start transfer pump. 

Collect resin in shipping container. 

8 

Comments 

Lance is high pressure flexible 
hose containing nozzle with spray 
pattern at right angles to lance 
(provides horizontal circular 
spray pattern). 

Vent demineralizers through 
existing vents to waste gas 
system. 

M~thod of controlling or monitoring 
water level in demineralizer will 
be required to prevent overfilling 

demineralizer. 

Shipping container has 10 micron 
back flushable metallic filters 
to retain resin. Water (and small 
fuel fines) that exit the shipping 
container enters charcoal filter. 
Charcoal filter has one micron 
retention filter to retain 80-100 
mesh c~arcoal fines. 



Step 2. Remove Resin and Debris (See Figure 2) (continued) 

Procedure 

Continue recirculating to collect 
resin. Lower lance as required to break 
up and agitate resin bed. 

When inlet flow to transfer pump stops, 
secure transfer pump and high. pressure 
pump. 

Comments 

Monitor resin and debris collection 
progress by observing TV monitor 
and radiation detectors on deminer
alizer and shipping container. TV 
camera is set up to observe influent 
to transfer pump. Instrumentation 
is required to monitor 6p across 
shipping container and charcoal 
filter and to monitor flow through 
the system. 

Check r~sin level in shipping 
container using fiberscope. If 
container is not full, backflush 
filter{s}. If container is full ~ 

proceed to Step 3. 
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Step 3. Change-Out Shipping Container (See Figure 3) 

Procedure 

Secure valve between shipping container 
and charcoal filter. 

Backflush shipping container with 
nitrogen. 

Observe final resin level with fiber
scope. 

Disconnect piping lfiex hose} to 
shipping container. 

Install new (empty) container and 
continue with resin and debris removal. 

11 

Corranents 

Open by-pass line ~round transfer 
pump. Nitrogen will clear lines 
and connections at top of con
tainer. Resin and debris in top 
few inches of shi ppi ng conta i rler 
will be blown back into deminer
ali1.er. 

Shipping container is equipped 
with plug-in connection Tor 
fiberscope. 

Remotely actu~ted tools required 
to reduce personnel exposure. 

Additional facilities will be 
required to dewater, degas and 
prepare container for storage 

and shipment. 
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Step 4. Final Flush of Demineralizer (See Figure 4) 

Procedure 

Insert vacuum line to bottom of 
demineralizer. Start transfer pump. 

Start high pressure pump. 

Wash down walls of demineralizer by 
raising and lowering lance. 

Adj ~emi~eralized witer through 
normal outlet. Fill to approximately 
312 1 elevation. 

Insert vacuum line to bottom of de
mineralizer and pump down demineralizer. 
Repeat flushing steps as required to 
clean up demineralizer interior surfaces. 
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Corrments 

Lance can be operated by hand 
since washing is done with non
radioactive water. 

Levc 1 -.:ao'l JL detel"r,li r.ed by 
raising vacuum line to 312' 
elevation and starting transfer 
pump and by water meter in de
mineralizer water supply line. 
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4. FINAL FLUSH OF DEMINERALIZER 
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q 2.0 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

The advantages and disadvantages of the mechanical removal concept are 
listed below. 

Advantages 

1. Equipment (including temporary piping) required is minimal; therefore, 
cost is relatively low. 

2. Equipment is small in size; therefore, all items could be located in the Hayes 
gas analyzer room (without removing knock out walls and instrumentation racks). 
The ability to place all process equipment in the Hayes gas analyzer room 
eliminates possible interference with other clean-up operations at TMI-2. 

3. Tie-in points to existing piping system are readily accessible. 

Disadvantaaes 
M 

1. System operators cann9t see the resin bed or the position of the lance; 
therefore, the process will be v~ry time consuming (hit and miss) with 
regard to resin and debris removal. Note: A Fiberscope will be re
quired to inspect the interior of demineralizer to determine progress 
of clean-up operation. 

2. Resin and debris cannot be removed from 3-inch diameter resin outlet 
line at bottom of demineralizer. 

3. Water level or water volume inventory system must be employed to assure 
that demineralizer is not o~erfilled with resultant spill of contaminated 
water out the res~n fill line. 

4. Requires use of existing vent lines from top of demineralizers to vent 
cover gas. These valves in the vent lines may not be operable. 

15 



Disadvantages (continued) 

5. Shipping container ~ill contain TRU concentrations that will prevent 
disposal at commercially operated disposal sites; therefore, disposal 
costs will be relatively high. 

16 
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3.0 EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION 

The process described is mechanical in the sense that a high velocity water 
stream is used to erode an otherwise unsluicable resin bed. The process is 
based on the assumption that the resin can be broken up by the water stream 
and that once broken up, the resin and debris are sluicable. The process 
may be better descri bed as a hydro-mechan i ca 1 process. In any event, it 
provides an alternative to removal of resin and debris via the normal resin 
sluice line which was the required task identified in Reference 2. 

Considering the complexities of equipment and the development effort that 
would be required, for a completely mechanical system for removing the 
demineralizer contents, the hydro-mechanical concept described herein appears 
reasonable. It is recommended that prior to developing a completely mechanical 
~.i~te,n ':'l..cn as l~obot1c a.~ms, other techniques su~h as chemical disu',utio"l 
(reference l) be re-evaluated for possible implementation at TMI-2. 
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SUMMARY 

This study evaluates three options for removing resin and debris from the 
Makeup and Purification demineralizers.- Each of these options incorporates a 
Spent Resin Storage tank into the resin and debris removal process system. 
The advantages and disadvantages of each option are listed for comparison 
along with the advantages and disadvantages of the resin and debris removal 
concept identified in HEDL document 7335 which does not use the Spent Resin 
Storage tanks. 

~---~----------------------------...;....----------



SECTION 1.0 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OBJECTIVE 

This study evaluates options for removing resin and debris by incorporating 
the Spent Resin Storage tank(s) in the overall process. These tanks, including 
the associated piping, resin transfer pump and instrumentation t are existing 
components that have been designed to accept and transfer spent resin (but not 
debris) from the demineralizers. The objective of this study is to identify 
the advantages and disadvantages of using this equipment to enable a compari
son with other processes under consideration which do not use the Spent Resin 
Storage tanks. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Part of the cold leg coolant flow from the TMI-2 reactor is diverted to the 
purification/makeup system during normal reactor operation. The system was on 
line during the TMI-2 accident. After approximately 16 hours into the acci
dent, the filters upstream of the makeup and purification demineralizers 
became blocked and were bypassed (Reference 1). Based on subsequent activi
ties to characterize the demineralizers (References 2 and 3) it was determined 
that both demineralizers (MU-I-IA and MU-K-1B) contain highly radioactive 
res in and debr i.s • 

Based on re$in scoping tests performed by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Refer
ence 4) Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory presented a concept for 
resin removal to EG&G and GPU Nuclear personnel that was based on the assump
tion that the resin in both demineralizers was sluicable. The concept did not 
make use of the existing Waste Disposal System for the following reasons: 
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\1) Transferring the resin and debris from the demineralizers to the 
Spent Resin Storage tanks did not accomplish the overall objective 
of removing the abnormally contaminated waste from TMI. It a1so 
resulted in additional components becoming contaminated to high 
levels. 

(2) The irradiated resin may provide information that could benefit the 
industry at a future date; therefore, it was considered that a cer
tain quantity should be made available for that purpose, and 

(3) The irradiated resin, in water, will release complex organic com
pounds which may not be compatible with the SDS and EPICOR II water 
treatment systems. If the water used to sluice the resin and debris 
to ~he Spent Pesin Storage ta~ks entered the SDS and F.PICQP I! sys
tems, it may contaminate the processed water at TMI-2. 

Based on the discussions following the HEDl presentation (Reference 5) it was 
agreed that HEDl would provide additional inputs into GPU's technical planning 
for resin removal. One of these inputs w~s to evaluate the use of existing 
plant piping, including the Spent Resin Storage Tanks, to the maximum extent 
practicable. 

1.3 SCOPE 

Three options are identified in this study to maximize the use of existing 
plant piping and systems. Two of these options use the Spent Resin Storage 
tank and the associated piping and components in their entirety. The third 
option uses the Spent Resin Storage tank as a temporary collection and holding 
tank for contaminated sluice water only. The third option has the potential 
of completely by-passing the Waste Disposal System (WDS) if it can be demon
strated that complex organic compounds can be removed from the sluice water by 
a single pass through a charcoal filter (or resin bed) designed specifically 
for removal of these complex compounds. Each option is evaluated- by comparing 
the advantages and disadvantages including the advantages and disadvantages of 
the removal concept discussed in the conceptual design report (Reference 4). 
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1.4 CRITERIA 

The following criteria are specified in the Resin and Debris Removal System 
Conceptual Design Report (Reference 4) and are applicable to the process op
tions that include the Waste Disposal System: 

1.4.1 Removal System Functions 

The resin and debris removal system shall provide 'the following specific func
tions: 

A. Removal of essentially all radioactive solids and liquids from the Makeup 
and Purification Demineralizers s MU-K-IA and lB. 

B. Treatment of all liquid effluents to assure compatibility with onsite 
water processing systems (Submerged Demineralizer System and EPICOR II) 

C. Onsite handling of radioactive demineralizer contents consistent with 
normal n~I-2 practices. 

D. Containerization of the radioactive demineralizer contents in a form 
suitable for use in a DOE research and development program. 

E. Transportation of radioactive demineralizer contents to a DOE site using 
licensed or licensable containers and casks. 

F. Flushing of lines after resin removal is complete. 

1.4.2 Removal System Process Requirements 

A. Existing TMI-2 systems and equipment shall be used to the maximum extent 
practical. 
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B. Selection of existing piping and routing of new piping shall minimize 
personnel exposure consistant with ALARA considerations in place at 
TMI-2. Maximum use should be made of existing architectural features. 

C. Operational process selection shall result in minimizing personnel expo
sure consistent with ALARA considerations in place at TMI-2. 

D. The resin and debris removal system shall perform its required functions 
only during normal plant operating and clean-'up conditions. 

E. The resin and debris removal system is a temporary system and shall be 
removed when its required functions have been performed. Any modifica
tions to the existing TMI-2 systems shall include provisions for return
ing those systems to their original configuration. Radiation levels in 
the permanent p'iping sha 11 be left in a condition acceptable for the 
original design usage. 

F. Materials used in the removal system shall be compatible with the con

veyed and contained internal fluids and with the surrounding environment 
including the anticipated radiological dosage. 

G. Operation of the resin and debris removal process shall be independent of 
the h~ndling, storage and transportation of t~e waste packages. 

H. TMI-2 plant demineralized water, p)'ocessed water, reactor coolant grade 
water and nitrogen sources may be utilized provided that precautions 
exist to preclude backf10w into these systems. 

1.4.3 Codes and Standards 

A. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.143, Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste 
Management Systems, Structures, and Components Installed in Light
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants. 
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B. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII Division 1. 

C. ANSI B31.1 Power Piping Systems. 

D. Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 173, Department of Transpor
tation Hazardous Material Regulations. 

E. NEC - National Electric Code. 

F. NEMA - National Electrical Manufacturers' Association. 

G. ASME/ANSI NQA-1, Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants. 

1.5 APPROACH 

The three approaches to resin and debris removal which use the Spent Resin 
Storage Tank (Waste Disposal System - WDS) are outlined below. The resin and 
debris removal concept outlined in the Resin and Debris Removal System Con
ceptual Report (Ref~rence 4) is included for information. The advantages and 
disadvantages of each approach are listed in Table I. 

1.5.1 Approach A - Use of Existing System with Hittman Type Shipping Con
tainers - See Figure I 

Step 1. Sluice to Spent Resin Storage Tank 

Add nitrogen and demineralized water to demineralizer through the normal 
outlet line to generate a resin slurry. (Open valves MU-V292, MU-Vl14 
and MU-V291). 

Add demineralized water to demineralizer through sluice line using exist
ing connection to sluice line header. (Open valves WDS-VI36, MU-VI08 and 
MU-V238). This will unpack resin in resin sluice line upstream of valves 
r·W-VIOa and MU-V238. 



Monitor pressure increase in demineralizer MU-K-1A or MU-K-1B (remove 
resin and debris from one demineralizer at a time). Do not vent gas 
(nitrogen blanket) from demineralizer. 

When pressure in demineralizer reaches 75 psig, secure demineralized 
water to sluice line (shut WDS-V136) and open inlet valve to Spent Resin 
Storage Tank WDS-T-1B (open WDS-V60B). Attempt to maintain 75 psig in 
the demineralizer by throttling nitrogen and demineralizer water valves 
(MU-V114 and MU-V292). If pressure increases, secure MU-Vl14 first to 
assure continuous supply of sluice water. If pressure goes to zero, the 
contents have been transferred to the Spent Resin Storage Tank. If pres
sure remains con~tant with MU~V114 and MU-V292 shut and the sluice line 
valves open, the sluice line is plugged. Estimated quantity of deminer
alized water required to sluice resin and debris from ea~h demineralizer 
is 1200 gallons. 

Step 2. Add demineralized water and nitrogen to generate slurry in Spent 
Resin Storage Tank. 

Generate slurry by adding demineralized water (open WDS-V124B) and adding 
nitrogen (open WDS-V88). Vent gas from Spent Resin Storage tank to Waste 
Gas System through WDG-V100B. Add demineralized water at rate of 50 gpm 
for 20 minutes (1000 gallons). Spent Resin Storage tank will now contain 
approximately 2200 gallons of water (capacity is 3861 gallons). Continue 
to sparge with nitrogen to maintain slurry. 

Step 3. Pump slurry to concreting system (shipping container) through exist
ing piping intended for this purpose. 

Assume that concreting system can be placed on 305 1 elevation of Auxil
iary and Fuel Handling Building near intersection of column lines A6S and 
AT. 
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Start and stop the Spent Resin Transfer Pump (WOS-P-l) as required to 
limit the amount of TRU in each shipping container to less than 100 nano 
Ci/gram of waste and/or less than the upper total curie limit of the 
shipping container. This may require a number of containers. 

Note: If total curie limit per container is limiting, the 137Cs may be 
eluted from the resin by adding a chemical injection system just upstream 
of the shipping container. 

If resin is required for resin evaluation program, divert required sam

ples to special containers provided for this purpose. 

Step 4. Dewater the shipping container. 

Oewater by using Booster Pump downstream of shipping container. Pump 
through a charcoal filter to remove complex organic compounds and fuel 

fines down to 1 micron before returning effluent to Spent Resin Storage 
Tank. Return effluent via existing 2 inch return line (open WOS-V125). 

Note: If it can be demonstrated that the charcoal filter can remove suf

ficient complex organic compounds in one pass through the ftlter, 
the effluent can be diverted to SOS (via the Reactor Coolant Bleed 
Hoid Up Tank). 

Step 5. Remove complex organic compounds from sluice water. 

When all resin and debris have been deposited in shipping containers, 
recirculate sluice water through the charcoal filter to remove complex 

organic compounds and fuel fines down to 1 micron. Sample to determine 
when sufficient complex compounds have been removed to allow transferring 

to SOS (via Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up Tank). (See Note under Step 4 
above.) 
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Step 6. Transfer sluice water to SOS. 

Use the Spent Resin Transfer Pump (WOS-P-1) to pump the sluice water from 
the Spent Resin Storage Tank to SOS (via Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up 
Tank). 

Note: This will require a temporary shielded line between the process 
equipment and the Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up Tank. 

Step 7. Flush systems with demineralized water. 

Add demineralized water to demineralizer for final flush. Assume 
approximately 2 volumes (1300 gallons). 

Add demineralized water to Spent Resin Storage Tank for final flush. 
Assume approximately two volumes (7600 gallons). 

1.5.2 Approach B - Use of EXisting System with SOS Type Shipping 
Containers - See Figure 2 

Step 1. Sluice to Spent Resin Storage Tank (same as 1.5.1 Step 1). 

Step 2. Add demineralized water and nitrogen to generate slurry in Spent 
Resin Storage Tank (same as 1.5.1 Step 2). 

Step 3. Pump slurry to shipping containers through existing piping intended 
for this purpose. 

Assume shipping containers can be pla:ed on 305' elevation of Auxiliary 
and Fuel Handling building near intersection of column lines A65 and AT. 

Start and stop the Spent Resin Transfer Pump (WOS-P-1) as required to 
prevent overfilling the 80 gallon shipping containers. Change out con
tainers as required. Containers include five micron filter as retention 
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element to retain resin and debris. S1urry is pumped through WDS-V58, 
V20, V142 and V-79. 

Step 4. Oewater shipping container (same as 1.5.1 Step 4). 

Step 5. Remove complex organic compounds from sluice water (same as 1.5.1 
Step 5). 

Step 6. Transfer sluice water to SOS (same as 1.5.1 Step 6). 

Step 7. Flush systems with demineralized water (same as 1.5.1 Step 7). 

1.5.3 Approach C - Use of Existinq SYstem with Resin Shipping Container 
and Without Recirculation - See Figure 3 

Step 1. Sluice to Resin Container. 

Add nitrogen and demineralized water to demineralizer through the normal 
outlet line to generate a resin slurry. (Open valves MU-V292, MU-Vl14 
and MU-V291.) 

Add demineralized water to demineralizer through temporary valve V-S and 
valves MU-VI08/MU-V238. This will unpack resin in the sluice line 
upstream of valves MU-VI08 and MU-V238. 

Monitor pressure increase in demineralizer. Do not vent gas (nitrogen 
blanket) from demineralizer. 

When pressure in demineralizer reaches 75 psig, secure demineralized 
water to sluice line (shut V-5) and open V-8 to sluice resin and debris 
to Resin Container. Attempt to maintain 75 psig in the demineralizer by 
throttling nitrogen and demineralized water valves (MU-Vl14 and 
MU-V292). If pressure increases, secure MU-Vl14 first to assure con
tinuous supply of sluice water. If pressure goes to zero, the contents 
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have been transferred to the Resin Container. If pressure remains con
stant with MU-Vl14 and MU-V292 shut and the sluice line valves open, the 
sluice line is plugged. Estimated quantity of demineralized water 
required to sluice resin and debris from each demineralizer is 
1200 gallons. 

Step 2. Dewater Resin Container. 

Resin Container contains built-in submersible pump enclosed in casing of 
100 mesh screen. As resin and debris are sluiced to Resin Container, 
dewater the container by running submersible pump. Pump water through 
hydrocyclone. Hydrocyclone underflow deposits particles in Debris Con
tainer. Debris Container has 1 micron retenticn filter element in over
flow outlet line. Outlet line returns to Resin Container. Hydrocyclone 
overflow will contain particles up to 4 microns. Overflow is passed 
through Charcoal Filter containing 1 micron filter element in outline. 
Water with particles less than 1 micron is piped to Spent Resin Storage 
tank through WDS-V12S. 

Note: If sufficient complex compounds can be removed by one pass through 
the Charcoal Filter, the effluent can be sent directly to a 
Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up tank. (Spent Resin Stora~e tank can 
be bypassed.) 

Step 3. Recirculate liquid in Spent Resin Storage tank to remove comp1ex com
pounds. 

See Note under step 2 above. 

To recirculate, use Spent Resin Transfer Pump and pump into Charcoal Fil

ter through V-3 (Shut V-4 and V-2). Recirculate through WDS-V12S. Sam
ple until liquid can be released to SDS via the Reactor Coolant Bleed 
Hold Up tank. Shut V-3 and open V-4. Rinse system with demineralized 
water. 
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Step 4. Transfer fuel and debris to Debris Container. 

Shut V-2 and open V-I. Run submersible pump and recirculate until all 
fuel fines and debris are deposited into Debris Container. Sparge Resin 
Container with nitrogen to agitate resin and debris as required to trans
fer debris through 100 mesh screen and into Debris Container via the 
r.ydrocyclone. Continue until gamma spectrometry indicates that TRU 
content in Resin Container is less than 100 nano Ci/gram. 

Step 5. Ship Resin Container as high level waste. 

Dewater and degas as required. Ship with submerisble pump intact. 

Step 6. Ship Debris Container and Charcoal Filter as TRU waste. 

Dewater and degas as required. 

1.5.4 Approach 0 - Upflow Downflow Process With Recirculation - See 
Figure 4 

Step 1. Remove complex organic compounds. 

Circulate at slow (5 gpm) flow rate in upward direction through deminer
alizer. Use Transfer Pump shown in Figure 4. Circulate through Charcoal 
Filter a~d enter demineralizer throug~ res~n sluice line. Exit top 
through resin fill iine. Circulate through Resin Transfer Container and 
back into Transfer Pump. Sample liquid. Continue to circulate until 
sample indicates that sufficent complex organic compounds have been 
removed by the Charcoal Filter. 

Step 2. Remove cesium. 

Continue to circulate per above. Inject chemicals using Chemical Injec
tion pump to elute cesium from resin. With cesium in solution, bleed 
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system to SOS via Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up tank. Add demineralized 
water or processed water to Surge Tank for makeup water to the system. 
Continue feed and bleed with chemical addition until radiation levels (1) 
in demineralizer stop decreasing. 

Step 3. Remove resin and debris by fast upflow. 

Secure Transfer Pump and start Recirculation Pump to recirculate at fast 
(120 Qpm) flow rate in up'llard direction through demineralizer. Some 
resin and debris will overflow into the resin fill line (tests indicate 
approximately 700% expansion of resin bed). Resin and large (up to 
150 micron) particles of debris that overflow will be collected in Resin 
Transfer Container which includes built-in 100 mesh (150 micron) screen 
to retain resin beads. Some debris (fuel) will settle to bottom of Resin 
Transfer Container. Some fuel fines and debris smaller than 150 h,icrons 
will pass through the 100 mesh screen, through the ReCirculating Pump and 
into the hycrocyclone. The hydrocyclone will remove all fuel particles 
larger than 4 microns and all resin fines larger than 70 microns and 
return them to the Resin Transfer Container. Fuel fines ranging up to 4 
microns will be recirculated through the demineralizer. This process 
continues until radiation levels (Y) in the demineralizer cubicle stop 
decreasing which indicates that no additional resin is being transferred 
from the demineralizer. The remaining resin and debris must be removed 
by downflow (Step 4). 

Step 4. Remove resin nnd debris by fast downflow. 

Secure Recirculating Pump and terminate "fast" upflow. Lower water level 
in 300 gallon Surge Tank by bleeding system (downstreem of Charcoal Fil
ter) to Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up tank. Inject demineralized water 
into bottom of demineralizer through normal outline line to create slurry 
of resin in demineralizer. In parallel ~ith this step, initiate fast 
upf10w to clear resin sluice line of resin and debris upstream of valves 
~1U-V108 and I~U-V-238. Secure upflow and injection of deminera 1i zed water 
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when water level in Surge Tank approaches high level alarm point. Imme
diately initiate fast down flow by changing valve line-up and restarting 
Recirculating Pump. Continue fast downflow recirculation until all resin 
and debris have been sluiced from demineralizer. 

Step 5. Resin and debris transfer to Shipping Container. 

Transfer resin and debris from Resin Transfer Container to Shipping Con

tainer by injecting nitrogen and demineralized water into bottom of Resin 
Transfer Container to generate resin slurry and pumping the slurry, using 

the Transfer Pump, to the Shipping Container. The Shipping Container has 
a 5 micron filter element installed internally as a retention element to 
retain resin and large debris while allowing the overflow to pass out the 
top of the container. The overflow from the Shipping Container is passed 

thrnugh the Charcoal Filter which removes (retains) particles larger than 
1 micron. Effluent from the Charcoal Filter is directed to SOS via the 
Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up tank. 
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SECTION 2.0 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

The advantages and disadvantages of each option are listed in Table I. The 
table identifies the options that are associated with each advantage and 

disadvantage to enable a comparison, on a qualitative basis, of the various 
options under consideration. 
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TABLE 1 

ADVANTAGES 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

APPROACH 
ABC D 

1. Eliminates recirculation through demineralizers with resultant X X X 
savings in costs associated with installation and removal of 
temporary piping. 

2. All waste shipments of resin and debris will be non TRU mate- X 
ria"' (except for charcoal filter) with resultant decrease in 
storage and disposal cost. 

3. Tie··in points to existing systems are in place. No need to X X 
break into eXisting piping (with subsequent repair) to make 
connections with temporary process equipment. 

4. Man rem expended during installation of processing equipment X X 
and temporary piping is essentially zero. 

5. Process does not require surge tank, hydrocyclone, chemical 
injection equipment or high capacity recirculation pump. 

6. Waste shipments of resin (in Resin Container) will be non TRU 
with resultant decrease in storage/disposal cost. 

7. Process does not require surge tank ·or chemical injection 
equipment. 

8. Process has potential for complete by-passing of Spent Resin 
Storage Tank and associated piping and components of the 
Waste Disposal System providing the charcoal filter can 
remove sufficient complex organic compounds in a single pass 
through the filter. 

X X 

X 

x 

X 

9. Fuel fines larger than 1 micron are not released to the Waste X 
Disposal System. 

REMARKS 

Eliminates recirculation line. 

A 1 so see Item 6. 

Also see Item 7. 

Process separates resin from 
TRU. Debris Container will 
contain TRU. See also Item 2. 

Also see Item 5. 

Alo see Item 17. 
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ADVANTAGES 

10. Does not require a "start and stop" procedure to transfer 
resin and debris to shipping containers. 

11. Relatively small quantity of water becomes contaminated since 
water is not required for transferring resin and debris from 
Spent Resin Storage Tank to Shipping Container. 

12. Only 1 major tie-in point to existing piping required (sluice 
line). 

13. Eliminates sluicing operations from Spent Resin Storage Tank 
to Shipping Containers. 

14. Uses low cost commercial submersible pump since seal leakage 
when installed in resin container is not a concern. 

15. Provides for elution of 137Cs and other soluble radioactive 
isotopes from resin prior to resin transfer operations. 

16. Recirculation provides for sampling of liquid waste prior to 
discharging to SDS via the Reactor Coolant Bleed Hold Up Tanks. 

17. Does not contaminate Waste Disposal System. 

APPROACH 
A B C 0 

x 

x 

x 

x X 

x 

X 

X 

X 

REMARKS 

Approach A & B requires none 
but approach 0 requires 2. 

Feature could also be incor
porated into approac~ D. 

Prevents inadvertent contamina
tion of other systems. 

Also see Item 8. Only short 
segments of existing piping 
are subjected to contamination. 
These segments are free of 
dead legs and with the exception 
of a few feet of resin fill 
piping, are located inside 
shielded enclosures. The few 
feet of resin fill piping that 
becomes contaminated can be 
flushed and manually cleaned 
subsequent to resin and debris 
removal operations. 
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ADVANTAGES 

18. Only one Resin Transfer Container needed. 

19. All offsite shipments of resin and debris will be in identical 
containers. 

20. Results in least risk with regard to plugging sluice line with 
resin and debris. 

21. Provides for unplugging the normal inlet lines to the deminer
alizers and collection of the fuel and debris in these lines. 

APPROACH 
ABC D ----

x 

x 

x 

x 

REMARKS 

Two will be required for 
Approach C. 

Will use modified SDS liners. 

Some resin and debris is 
removed through resin fill 
line. 

Unplugging normal inlet lines 
will also assist in final 
system flush . 
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TABLE 1 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

________________ -=DI=S~AD~V~AN~T~A=G~~S ________________ _ 

1. Contaminates currently clean Waste Disposal System with fuel 
fines and high 137Cs activity. 

2. Sluicability of debris not known. Results in greater risk 
of plugging sluice line and resin transfer lines with resin 
and debris. 

3. Transferring resin and debris from Spent Resin Storage Tank 
to shipping container requires a "start and stop" process. 

4. Does not provide for elution of 137es from resin ~rior to 
resin transfer and handling. 

5. Sluicing to and from Spent Resin Storage Tank generates larger 
quantities of contaminated water than a transfer process that 
uses recirculated water. 

APPROACH 
:'\ BCD .----
x X X 

x X X 

x X X 

x X X 

X X 

6. Requires procurement and modification (primarily for shielding) X 
of concreting system. 

7. Does not provide for unplugging normal inlet lines to deminer- X X X 
alizers (if plugged). 

8. Requires special sampling containers to collect resin and X 
debris for use in resin evaluation program. 

REMARKS 

Waste Disposal System contains 
numerous dead legs, feeder 
lines and instrument penetra
tions. May not be applicable 
to approach C, see Item 8 under 
Advantages. 

Increases risk of plugging 
piping with resin and debris. 

ALARA co~sideration. 
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or SAD VANTAGES 

9. Most, if not all, waste shipments of resin and debris 
including charcoal filters will be classified as TRU. 

10. Requires development of system to det~rmine level of resin 
and debris in shipping containers. 

11. Process requires special Resin Container with built in screen 
and submersible pump. Will probably need two of these (one 
for each demineralizrr). Also needs hydrocyclone and special 
Debris Containers. 

12. Requires a recirculation line with resultant incrpase in 
piping and shielding installation and removal cost. 

13. Requires tie-in point in resin sluice line with resultant 
increase in piping and shielding installation and cost. 

14. Requires tie-in point in MU-F-5A or 58 filter housing with 
resultant increase in cost. 

15. Process requires surge tank, Resin Transfer Container, chemi
cal injection pump, transfer pump, recirculation pump and 
hydrocyc1one. 

16. Feed and bleed process to elute 137Cs from'resin will 
result in contaminating additional quantity of water which 
must be processed by the SDS. 

17. Requires high (100 gpm) flow rate through 1 micron filter in 
charcoal filter which may plug up with debris. This may 
result in a plugged sluice line. 

18. Resin container curie content may be too high to permit ship
ment in existing shielded casks. 

APPROACH 
ABC 0 

x X 

x x 

x 

x 

x X 

x 

X 

x 

x 

x 

REMARKS 

Results in increased storage/ 
d isposa 1 cost. 

Proper level must be known 
prior to shipment. 

Also see Item 15. 

Also see Item 11. 

Currently estimated at 
10,000 ga 11 ons. 



SECTION 3.0 

EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

An eva1uation of the advantages and disadvantages associated with the three 
options that use, or potentially use, the Spent Resin Storage tanks indicates 
that the most significant items are the following: 

ADVANTAGES 

Item No. Item Approach 

3. Tie-in points in place A & B 

8. Potential for bypassing Waste Disposal System C 

10. Does not require "start and stop" process to C 
sluice resin and debris 

13. Eliminates sluicing operations from Spent Resin C 
Storage Tank 

DISADVANTAGES 

13. Requires tie-in point in resin sluice line. C 

Based on the above, it is reconmended that Approach C - "Use of Existing 
System with Resin Shipping Container and without Recirculation" be further 
evaluated as a concept for resin and debris removal that utilizes the Spent 
Resin Storge tanks. 

The primary advantage of Approach C is in eliminating the disposal of highly 
radioactive resin and debris into the complex piping system of the Waste Dis
posal System. If it can be shown that the charcoal filter in the system is 
capable of removing sufficient complex organic compounds in a single pass 
through the filter, the Waste Disposal System can be bypassed entirely. If 
the charcoal filter cannot remove sufficient complex compounds in a single 
pass, the effluent must be recirculated through the Spent Resin Storage tank 
but the effluent will not contain resin or fuel fines larger than 1 micron 
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which is considered to be the smallest size that can be removed from a 
practical standpoint. 

It is also recommended that laboratory tests be initiated to determine the 

capability of charcoal (or special resin beds) to remove complex organic com
pounds in a single pass through the filter bed. These tests can use the 
available organic compounds from previous irradiation tests on the TMI-2 type 
resins and should provide data on filter loading capaCities and required 
residence time of the complex organic compounds in the charcoal (or special 
resin) bed. 
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3.1.1.2 Advantages 

a) The piping runs are short in length and are all, excluding the 

resin sluice line, centrally located in one r'oom. This reduces 
the cost of piping and shielding and the radiation risk to the 

normal traffic on the 305' elevation. 

b) All of the equipment is located on one elevation. Therefore, a 
forklift or" rollers rather than the crane will be adequate for 
transferring the equipment. 

c) The equipment is located in one room and out of the way of 

other TMI recovery activities. 

3.1.1.4 Disadvantaqes 

a) A knockout wall will have to be removed in order to install the 
skid and will remain out during the cleanup process for chang
ing the charcoal filters and shipping containers. 

b) Most of the instrument racks will have to be moved in order to 
fit the skid into place. 

c) The gas analyzer is checked periodically by TI~I personnel. 

This may be a safety problem where extra shielding may be 
required around the skid. 

3.1.2 Alternate 2 - Use of Existing System with WDS Bypassed. See Figure 2 

3.1.2.1 Description of the Layout 

a) Penetrations Utilized 

Same as Alternate 1. 
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b) Tie in Points 

1) Break into the 2 inch resin sluice line, running along the 
ceiling of the 280 1 6" elevation valve and duct alley, 
between columns AF and AH. Tie in with new 2-1/2 inch 
process piping. 

2) Tie in to the top of the Make up and Purification Filter 
housing MU-F-SA. with a special filter cover. This cover 
matches the original, but includes a section of 2-1/2 inch 

piping flanged at one end. 

c) Skid Equipment 

1) 300- gallon resin shipping container 

2) Submerged pump 

3) Hydrocyclone 

d) Other Equipment Locations 

1) Charcoal filter. This will be stationed between the 
removed knockout wall and the normal entrance at the east 
end of the Hayes Gas Analyzer Room. 

2) Debris container. This will be located next to the char

coal filter but further into the room to allow access to 
the filter. 

e) Piping Runs 

1) A 2-1/2 inch line will run from the resin sluice tie in 
point, through both penetrations into the Hayes Gas Room 
and over to the skid. 
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2) A line runs between the skid and the debris container and 
then to the charcoal filter. 

3) A return line from the charcoal filter will run to the 
skid or into Makeup Filter, MU-F-SA. 

3.1.2.2 Assumptions 

Same as Alternate 1. 

3.1.2.3 Advantages 

All of those in Alternate 1, plus: 

d) Since all of the resin is sluiced into one shipping container, 
there is no transfer process to SDS liner type shipping con
tainers. This also reduces the amount of equipment needed on 
the skid. 

3.1.2.4 Disadvantages 

Same as Alternate 1. 

3.1.3 Alternate 3 - Use of Existing System WDS not Bypassed. See Figure 3 

3.1.3.1 Description of the Layout 

a) Penetrations Utilized 

Same as Alternate 1. 

b) Tie In Points 
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All of those in Alternate 2 plus: 

3) Tie into the flanged end of the resin transfer line out of 

the Spent Resin Storage tank. This end is located in the 
Concentrated Liquid Waste Pump Room on the 305 1 eleva
tion. Or break into the resin transfer line running along 
the ceiling of the 280 1 6" elevation valve and duct alley. 

4) Tie into the flanged end of the dewatering line that runs 
back to the Spent Resin Storage tank. This is located 

next to the resin transfer flange. Or, this line runs 
adjacent to the resin transfer line in the valve and duct 

alley for an equivalent tie in to No.3 above. 

c) Skid Equipment 

Same as Alternate 2. 

d) Other Equipment Locations 

Same as Alternate 2. 

e) Piping Runs 

All of those in Alternate 2 plus: 

4) A 2-1/2 inch line runs from the charcoal filter, out 
through the corridor and into the Concentrated Liquid 
Waste Pump, WDS-P-2, Room to the flanged end of the 
dewatering line. Or run a line along side of the resin 
sluice line out both penetrations and along the 280 1 611 

elevation valve alley ceiling to the dewatering tie in 

point. 
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5) A second 2-1/2 inch line will run beside the piping in 
No.4 above to the resin transfer tie in point in both 
options. 

3.1.2.1 Assumptions 

All of those in Alternate 1 plus: 

e) The connections to the spent resin storage tank in the 280 1 6" 
valve alley will be a possible method of tieing in. 

3.1.3.3 Advantages 

Same as Alternate 2. 

3.1.3.4 Disadvantages 

All of those in Alternate 1 plus: 

d) The lines to and from the ~pent resin storage tank are quite 
long, thus increasing cost and shielding. 

e) If the first method of tieing into the flanged ends for the 
spent resin tank recirculation lines is used, the piping will 
run through an area of normally heavy traffic. 

f) If the second method is used, this means cutting or hot trap

ping into the run of piping in the 280 1 6" valve alley ceiling. 

3.2 APPROACH B - Skid on the 280 1 6" Elevation 

The skid will be stationed just east of the R.C. Make up and Purification Pump 
Room, MU-P-1A, between co lumns AN al'd AL. 
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3.2.1 Alternate 1 - Upflow - Downflow Recirculation, See Figure 4. 

3.2.1.1 Description of the Layout 

a) Penetrations utilized 

b) 

1) No. 1066 - 305' elevation Hayes gas analyzer 
Room, WEIst wa 11 

Size = 1'6" x 8" 
El. = 320'6" 

2) No. 56 - 305' elevation valve all~y corridor floor 
Size = 1'0" x 2'6" 
El. = 301' - 305' 

3) No. 195 - 280'6" MU-P-1A Pump Room, west wa 11 

Size = 6'6" x 2'6" 
E1. = 299'3" 

4) No. 272 - 280'6" elevation MU-P-1A Pump Room, east wall 
Size = 2'0" x 8" 
E1. = 290' 

Tie In Points 

1) The resin sluice tie in point for this approach is in the 

R.C. Makeup and Purification Pump, MU-P-IA, Room. The 
line will be cut just as it enters the room through the 
west wa 11. 

2) Tie into both of the previously cut 3-inch resin fill line 
outside of each demineralizer cubicle. In the Hayes Gas 
Room. 
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c) 

3) Tie into the top of the Makeup and Purification Filter 
housing, MU-F-SA, with a special filter cover. This cover 
matches the original, but includes a section of 2-1/2 inch 
piping flanged at one end. 

Skid Equipment 

1) 300 Gallon Resin Capture Container 

2) Hydrocyclone 

3) Transfer Pump 

4) Booster Pump 

5 ) Chemical Feeder 

6) Chemical Pump 

d) Other Equipment Locations 

1) Charcoal Filter. This will be placed next to the skid on 
the east side. 

2) Shipping Container. It will set next to the charcoal 

filter in the most accessible location for a forklift to 
change containers as required. 

3) Surge Tanks. Two tanks will be located on the 305' el. 
valve Room mezzanine, near columns A65, AF and AH. 

e) Piping Runs 

1) From the resin sluice tie-in point, the 2 1/2 inch new 
pipe runs through MU-P-1A Pump Room, out penetration No. 
272 and to the equipment skid. 
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2) A line returns for recirculation from the skid through all 
four penetrations and into the resin fill lines in the 

Hayes Gas Room. 

3) Another line follows the recirculation line up to the 305 1 

el. to the surge tanks in the valve alley. 

4) A line for bleeding the cleaned liquid to the R.C. Bleed 
Tanks tees from the Recirculation Line and runs to the 

Makeup Filter, MU-F-SA. 

5) Two short lengths of pipe are needed from the skid to the 

charcoal filter/shipping container and b~ck. 

3.2.1.2 Assumptions 

a) The penetrations are clear of obstructions that would not allow 

space for the new 2 1/2 inch piping. 

b) The 280' 6" elevation valve and duct alley will be decontami
nated as required to make the necessary piping runs. 

c) The R.C. Makeup and Purification Pump, MU-P.1A, Room will be 

decontaminated as requirerJ to make all tie-ins and install 
piping. 

d) The area under the 305 1 el. hatchway is available for changing 

charcoal filters and shipping containers as needed during the 
process. 

e) The space for the equipment is available and does not interfer 

wlth other operations. 
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3.2.1.3 Advantages 

a) The pipe run from resin sluice tie-in point to skid is very 

short and the recirculation line is not as lengthy as in 
oiiginal layout and will only contain liquid. 

b) All pipe runs, exce~t the recirculation line across Gas Analyzer 
Room, are in areas of little or no traffic, therefore, extra 
shielding not necessary. 

c) The equipment ~s out of the way of heavy traffic and in an area 
already requiring personnel protection. 

d) Resin will travel downhill from the demineralizers to resin 

transfer container and will have the advantage of gravity. 

3.2.1.4 Disadvantages 

3.2.2 

a) Since the equipment and conta iners are on a floo. below the 
loading and storage floor, 305 1 el., they will have to be 
hoisted in and out of the hatchway with a crane secured to the 

25 ton monora il . 

b) The two long piping runs, for recirculation and to the surge 

tank, increase the total cost considerably. 

Alternate 2 - Use of Existing System with WDs Bypassed. See Figure 5. 

3.2.2.1 Description of the Layout 

a) Penetr~tions Utilized 

1) No. 272 - 280 1 6" Elevation r"U-p-1A Pump Room, east wall 
Size = 8" x 21 - a" El. = 290' 
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b) Tie-In Points 

1) The resin sluice tie-ir point is in the MU-P-IA Pump Rocm. 

The line will be cut just as the piping enters the room 
through the west wall. 

2) A tie-in will be made to one of the three R.C. Bleed 
Holdup Tanks. 

c) Skid Equipment 

1) 300 Gallon Resin Shipping Container 

2) Hydrocyclone 

3) Submurged Pump 

d) Other Equipment Locations 

1) Charc~al Filter. This will be located a few feet from the 

skid on the east side. 

2) Debris Container. This will be placed next to the charcoal 
filter in the most accessible location for a forklift to 
change out containers as required. 

e) Pipe Runs 

1) From the resin sluice tie-in point the 2 1/2 inch new pipe 

runs through MU-P-1A Pump Room, out penetration No. 272 
and to the equipment skid. 

2) A line for bleeding the clean liquid f~om the process runs 
from the charcoal filter to the first accessible line into 
the R.C. Bleed Holdup Tanks. 
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3) Two short lengths of pipe run between the skid and the 
filter and debris container. 

3.2.2.2 Assumptions 

Same as Alternate 1. 

3.2.2.3 Advantages 

a) The equipment is out of the way of heavy traffic and in an area 
requiring personnel protection. 

b) The resin will have the advantage of gravity as it travels 
Idownhilll to the resin shipping container. 

c) The pipe runs are the shortest of all the concepts. 

d) All pipe runs are in areas of little or no traffic, therefore s 

extra shielding is not necessary. 

3.2.2.4 Disadvantages 

a) Since the equipment and containers are on a floor below the 
loading and storagE floor. 305 1 el., they will have to be 
hoisted in and out of the hatchway with a crane sEcured to the 
25 ton monora il . 

b) The tie-in point to the R.C. Bleed Holdup Tanks requires the 
lonqest run of pipe in this concept and possibly a hot tap into 
the existing piping. 

3.2.3 Alternate 3 - Use of existing system with WDS not bypassed. See 
Figure 6. 
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3.2.3.1 Description of the Layout 

a. Penetrations Utilized 

Same as Alternate 2 

b. Tie-In Points 

1) The resin sluice tie-in point is in the MU-P-1A Pump Room. 
The line will be cut just as the piping enters the room 
through the west wall. 

2) A tie-in will be made in the resin sluice line near the 
location in No. 1 above and just before it enters the 
Spent Resin Storage Tank. 

3) A tie-in will be made to one of the R.C. Bleed Holdup 
tanks. 

4) The tie-in for the return line from the Spent Resin Storage 
Tank will be made near the Spent Resin Transfer Pump Room, 
close to columns A64 and AK. 

c) Skid Equipment 

Same as Alternate 2 

d) Other Equipment Locations 

Same as Alternate 2 
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e) Pipe Runs 

All those in Alternate 2, Plus: 

4) A return line will run through penetration No. 272 and 
adjacent to the resin sluice line to the tie-in for the 
Spent Resin Storage Tank. 

5) A line runs from the tie-in out of the Spent Resin 
Transfer Pump to the charcoal filter. 

3.2.3.2 Assumptions 

Same as A1ternate 1. 

3.2.3.3 ~dvantages 

a) The equipment is out of the way of heavy traffic and in an area 
requiring personnel protection. 

b) The resin will have the advantage of gravity as it travels 
'downhill' to the resin shipping container. 

c) All pipe runs are in areas of little or no traffic, therefore, 
extra shielding is not necessary. 

d) All tie-in points are in areas close to the skid making for 
short pipe runs, except for the R.C. Bleed Holdup Tank tie-in. 

3.2.3.4 Disadvantages 

Same as Alternate 2. 
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3.3 APPROACH C - Skid in the 305 1 elevation Valve Room - piping through 
the corridor. 

The skid will set between columns A63 and A64 in the Valve Room - adjacent to 
the Hayes Gas Analyzer room - with all other containers next to it, though 
closer to the doorway. 

This location was studied in the same manner that the first two areas were, 
but, upon comparing the gains and drawbacKs, it was disregarded as one of the 
options. Each of the three alternates are similar in respect to tie-in points, 

penetrations, etc., to the Hayes Gas Analzer Room approach. Therefore, only 
the advantages and disadvantages will be listed in this evaluation. See 
Figures 7, 8 and 9. 

3.3.1 Advantages 

3.3.2 

a) All of the equipment is stationed in one room, out of the way 
of traffic and other clean up activities. 

b) All of the equipment is located on one elevation, therefore, a 
forklift or rollers rather than the crane will be adequate for 
moving equipment. 

C) The Valve Room door is wide enough to move equipment in and to 
change out containers without removing a knockout wall. Also, 
it would not be necessary to rearrange any of the existing 
equipment in order to install the process equipment. 

Disadvantages 

a) A six foot access way is required through the Valve Room to the 
Spent Fuel Cooler Room which may not allow enough working space 
for the process equipment. Also, the piping would be a 
hinderance in that isle way. 
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b) The piping runs through the corridor between the skid and the 
deminera1izers. Since the 305 1 elevation requires no protection 
and has a fair amount of activity, this may be a safety hazard 
because of the highly radioactive resin being transferred. 

Also, these pipe runs are quite long. 

3.4 APPROACH D - Skid in the 305 1 elevation ValvE Room - piping through 

the wall. 

This location is identical to Approach C with a different plplng route to 

eliminate some of the safety problems. The entire approach for all three 
alternates was researched, but disregarded as in Approach C. Listed below are 
the advantages and disadvantages for justifying this decision. See Figures 
10, 11, and 12. 

3.4.1 Advantages 

All of those in Approach C, plus: 

d) The piping runs through the core-drilled wall between the Hayes 
Gas Room and the Spent Fuel Cooler Room. This not only shortens 
the piping considerably, but reduces the safety risk by keeping 
all hot piping out of heavy traffic ways. 

3.4.2 Disadvantages 

a) There must be a six foot accessway through the Valve Room to 

the Spent Fuel Cooler Room, \~ich may not allow enough working 
space for the new process equipment. Also, the piping would be 
a hinderance in that isle way. 

b) The Spent Fuel Cooler Room is caged off. Therefore, installa
tion of piping and shielding in that area may be impossible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During and following the TMI-2 accident, a nur.loer of instruments failed or 

were sllspected of providing erroneous readings. Because of this problem, 

industry concerns were focused upon the behavior of instrumentation under 

adverse conditions. To better understand failure mechanisms, the Technical 

Integration Office (TIO) contracted Technology for Energy Corporation (TEC) 

to perform field measurements on a set of selected instruments to determine 

current in-situ operatby characteristics. For some instruments, these 

measurements were to be performed prior to removal (and replJcement with 

new instruments) in order to have a cross reference with post removal 

observations. 

This report provides the information gathered by TEC on the area radiation 

monitor HP-R-211. This detector' wa~ located at 305 feet elevation, just 

inside the entry hatch (ante-room) used during initial entries into 

containment. This instrument consisted of a Victoreen Model 857-2 detector' 

assembly connected to a Victoreen Model 856-2 panel alarm and approximately 

520 feet of interconnecting cable. This instrument was believed to have 

faiied due to low radiation level indications and due to a lacK of response 

tu the manually activated checksource in the detector. As a resuit of this 

failure, the detector was a candidate for early replacement to provide 

long-term radiation monitoring capability inside containment at the entry 

hatch. 
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2. INSTRUMENT LOCATION, CABLING, AND TERMINATIONS 

A review of appropriate drawlngs from Victoreen and Burns & Roe (itemized 

in the Appendix in the measurement procedure, page A-5) resulted in the 

cOlTposite electrical diagram shown in Figure 2-1. From this information, 

Table 2-1 gives a 1 ist of the appropriate termination points for performing 

measurements in the Control Room in Cabinet 12. Also noted in Figure 2-1 

are the cable lengths pulled during instrument installation (before final 

trimming) between each termination and/or junction point. 

The detector assembly is a Victoreen Model 857-2 which is shown in 

Figure 2-2 along with required interfacing connections to the readout 

module. Figure 2-3 shows the functional layou! of the detector and asso

ciated readout module. This assembly is a "medium range" device with a 

range of 0.1 to 104 mR/hr. An electrical diagram of the c!etector circuit 

is shown in Figure 2-4. As shown in Figure 2-1~ the circuit ~s somewhat 

cOlTplicatect by the presence of a remote alann/meter which is used as a 

local indication of the radiation levels inside the entry hatch. 

Since measurements were being made in the control room, there was no way to 

remove the effect of the remote meter (attached to the signal line) from 

the observed instrument response. However, since the remote meter was 

located outside containment. it did not experience severe operating 

environments and thus was not considered to present any measurement 

problems. Similarly, the Model 856-2 Readout Module, located in the 

control room, was not specifically considered to be a source of instrumen

tation problems except in its functhn of supplying power to the detector 

assembly. 
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Table 2-1 

TERMINATION POINTS FOR HP-R-211 MEASUREMENTS 

Signal 

+lOV Power Supply 

+600V Hiqh Voltage 

Signal Out 

Ground 

CS** 

CS** 

*From cable IT2931I 

Cabinet 12 Identification* 

TB109-8 

TBI09-5 

TBI09-6 

TB109-10 

TB109-1 

TBI09-2 

*kCS = Checksource coil positive and return contacts (exact identification 
not necessary). 
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3. PREPARATION OF MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES 

As a result of generating the cOl1llosite electrical diagram and from a 

I'eview of the Victoreen Area Monitor Operation Manual, the major types of 

measurements to be per;ormec1 ~"iere identified as 

1. Oetermine as-found condition of Readout Module and Remote Meter 
and record signal output 

2. Perform passive measurements (i.e., passively monitor signals) on 
each electrical connection consisting of time domain waveforms, 
v0ry-higl"i frequency spectrum analysis (i .e., MHz region), and 
frequency spectra below 100 kHz 

3. Perform resistance, capacitance, il1lledance, and Time Domain 
Reflectometry (TOR) active measurements (i .e., actively intro
ducing a test signal). 

These measurements were designed to verify the operation of the Readout 

Module (especially the power supplies) and the Remote Meter/Alarm. The 

focus of the measurement was on the detector assembly, cabling, and 

terminations/connections to the assembly. The Appendix \":c.ltains the 

detailed procedure which was followed during the measurement program, and 

a summary of measurements is presented in the next section. 
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4. MEASUREMENTS 

Jince HP-R-211 was a candidate for removal and possible replacement, 

measurements were attempted at five different conditions: 

1. Laboratory measurements on a spare detector and readout module 
assembly 

2. Pre-insertion detector pin measure;~ents on two spares 

3. Meas~rements on the installed detector-readout assembly 

4. t>'easurerT€nts with a replacement detector installed at the remote 
mete r 1 ocat i on 

5. Attempted measurements on the newly installed detector (only TDR 
cable measurements were possible). 

Each set of measurerrents is described in the following sections. 

4.1 LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS (MOCK-UP) 

Prior to performing the mpasurements on the installed instrumentation, 

a pre! iminary set of measurements were taken on a spare detector and 

readout module assembly. rages A-3 to A-16 in the Appendix are the actual 

field data sheets for the measurements. A summary of the important data 

is presented in Table 4-1. Of equal importance to the measurements on 

the detector were the calibration data obtained on the equipment to be 

used for the field tests. Pi:lges A-17 to A-22 show the results of these 

measurements with the resulting equipment cal ibration (i .e., conversion 

val ues) data. 
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Measureme~t Points 

Checksource (+) 
Check source (-) 

Signal in 
Sh i e 1 d 

Signal in 
+ lOV 

Shield 
+ lOV 

4-2 

Table 4-1 

SUMMARY OF MOCK-UP MEASUREMENTS 
(DEfECTOR RESISTANCES) 

Polarity + 

30.4 ohms 

8.85 

7.47 

Polarity -

30.4 ohms 

7.23 

11.90 

Notes: (a) All values in ohrrs x 103 unless otherwise indicated 

(b) First signal to positive terminal and second to negative is 
considered Polarity + 

(c) All measurements made vlith a Keithley 177 DVM on 20xl03 ohn 
scale. 
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4.2 PRE-INSERTION DETECTOR PIN MEASUREMENTS 

Prior to possible insertion into containment for replacement of HP-R-2l1, 

measurements were made on two detector connector pins to determine a 

typical range of normal values for resistances. ~lese measurements were 

carried out on two different Model 857-2 detectors, serial numbers III and 

1405. Table 4-2 shows the data obtained from these pin measurements which 

was used for later comparison to the data obtained from the HP-R-211 

assembly. Note th<3t there is only a small variation in measured values 

between the aetectors and that the change in resistanc~s with polarity is 

the result of active corrponent,~ ~l-e., transistors) in the detector 

c i rcu i t ry. 

4.3 INSTA~LED DETECTOR-READOUT MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements were also performed on the HP-R-2l1 assembly in its as-found 

condit:ion. The field data sheets for these measurements are shown in the 

Appendix on pages A-23 to A-41. When mrJsJrements began, the local and 

remote meters were indicating 1.5 and 3.5 mR/hr, respectively. Prior to 

performing further measurements, a recording of the Signal Out line was 

made on an FM tape recorder using AC r.oupling to remove an offset of 

approximately 7V in the signal. Following this recording, passive measure

ments were made on certain signals with the following results: 

(a) lOY Power Supply @ 9.4V 

(b) Signal DC Voltage @ 7.5V with no check source 

@ 7.5V with check source 
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Table 4-2 

SUMMARY OF DETECTOR PIN RESISTANCE MEASUK~MENrS 

MC'Jsure:rtent Points 

Check source 
Checksource 

Signal In 
Sh iel d 

Signal In 
+]OV 

Sh i e 1 d 
+ 1 OV 

Detect (l r # III 
Polarity + Polarity 

8.77 7.34 

8.27 6.56 

7.44 11. 77 

Detector #1405 
Polarity + Polarity-

30 ohms 30 ohms 

8.79 7.16 

8.38 6.84 

7.37 11.84 

Notes: (a) All values are in ohms x 103 unless otherwis'e indicated 

(b) First siqnal tc positive terminal; second to negative is 
considered Polarity + 

(c) All measurements made with a KeithlE!y 177 DVM or 20xI03 ohm 
scale. 
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(c) 600V Power Supply @ 605V 

(d) Checksource Current @ 13 mao 

These measurements indicateo that the 10V power supply was somewhat low, 

that the signal did not significantly change when the checksource was 

applied, that there was an offset in the signal line (detected during 

earlier recording), and that the 600V supply and checksource coil were 

operating correctly. 

A series of time plots of all instrument 1 ine responses were obtained by 

photographin~ the trace from a storage oscilloscope. Figures 4-1 to 4·3 

show typical results of these measurements for the 600V supply, signal, and 

IOV :,upply, respEctively. The complete set of photographs is shown in the 

Appendix on pages A-19 to A-86. Frequency domain spectrum plots were 

also obtained for each signal over both a 0-5 MHz band ~~d a 0-100 kHz 

band and the complete set of data can be found ~n pages A-87 to A-92. 

Figures 4-4 to 4-6 show the 0-100 kHz plots of the signal spectra, but not 

the high-frequency band, since little information is present at those 

frequencies. From these measurements of the waveforms, the following 

summary is obtained: 

(1) 600V supply: IV P-P @ 120 Hz present 

small 20 kHz and harmonics 

small 95 kHz prese~t 

(2) Si gna 1 

random pulses present (see l/f spectrum) 

at lower frequencies 

3.4V P-P random pulses present 

small 32 kHz and harmonics present 
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Figure 4-1. Typical AC Fluctuations Present on 
600 V Supply . 

a) Vertical Scale 
O,2V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
2 ms/Div 

b) Vertical Scale 
0.2V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
10 ms/Div 
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Figure 4-2. Typical Output Signal. 

a) Vertical Scale 
IV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
1 ms/Div 

b) Vertical Scale 
IV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
2 ms/Div 

Ji 

1 
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a) Vertical Scale 
IV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
5 ms/Div 

b) Vertical Scale 
0.5V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
2 ms/Div 

Figure 4-3. Typical Fluctuations on the 10 Volt Power 
Supply. 
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Note: 

20 kHz Harmonics 11tensified 

AC RMS = 0.109 Volts 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 4-4. Frequency Spectra for 600 Volt Power Supply. 
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+20 dB Ref Note: 
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> 
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Figure 4-5, Frequency Spectra for Outpu~ Signal. 
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+20 dB Ref 
a) 0-100 kHz Range 

Not~; 

16 kHz Harmonics Intensified 

20 kHz Harmoni cs Pl~esent 

AC RMS = 0.301 Volts 

CJ so 100 

Frequency (kHz) 

+20 dB Ref 
b) 0-1 H;: Range 

Note: 

> 
.~ 120 Hz Harmonics Intensified 

AC RMS = 0.712 Volts 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 4-6. Frequency Spectra for 10 Volt Power Supply. 
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(3) 10V supply 

4-12 

2V P-P @ 120 Hz present 

small 16 kHz and harmonics present 

small 20 kHz and harmonics present. 

This data again indicates a problem in the lOV supply due to the excessive 

120 Hz AC present. 4nother' problem is obvious in the small afll}litude of 

the Siqnal pulses since they shoulrl span approximately lOVe 

After corrp let ion of these measurements, the nor-mal instrument cal ibrat ion 

;lrocedur-e was per-fomed on the readout moduie electronics. The raw data 

sl-:::c:ts from the calibration are given on pages A-62 and A-53. 

Application of the calibration procedures resulted in replacement of a 

capacitor in the +22V supply in the readout module, which directly feeds 

the 10V supply. This capacitor was the cause of the low supply voltage 

and probably caused the excessive 120 Hz fluctuations by allowing the 

rectified AC 1 ine signal to pass through. After the calibration, all 

voltdges were restored to normal values. 

After calibration of the readout module, power was removed from the 

instrument and the field cable 1 inks were opened between the detector and 

the readout module. A series of capacitance and ifll}edance measurements 

were made at the field side (directly to detector) of the terminal blocks. 

The data obtained from this test is erratic due to the presence of long 

cables and active components in the detector, but may be found on page A-39 

of the Appendix. 
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The integrity of the cable between the control room cabinet and the detec

tor was then tested by performing TDR measurements. Figure 4-7 shows a 

typical TDR result for the Signal Out 1 ine with inflection points 

identified, and Table 4-3 lists the inflection points for all lines 

measured. Notice that there is some scatter in the predicted location of 

electrical interfaces, but this is not unexpected when using TDR 

mer.surements. A complete set of TDR traces for all cables can he found in 

the Appendix on pages A-94 to A-107. 

0:00n c'Jrrpletion of the TOR measurer;J(~nts. resistance measurements were per

formed on all combinations of signal lines at the teiminal block. Note 

that this measuremEnt is different from the detector pin measurements due 

to the length of cabling between the detector and the termi'1al block. 

However, this effect should be small (as confirmed by TuR data) and results 

should be comparable to the data taken previously. Table 4-4 lists the 

irrportant measurements and a corrplete 1 ist can be found on page A-41. 

4.4 MEASUREMENTS FOLLOWING REMOTE INSTALLATION OF NEW DETECTOR 

Following the completion of measurements on the installed HP-R-211 system, 

a replacement model 887-2 detector (serial # 111) was installed by removing 

connections to the containmerl~ detector at the ante-room (remote) junc

tions. Before proceeding with measurements, the normal field calibrat.ion 

was performed on the detector-readout system using a calibration source. 

An adjustment to change the meter readouts upward by approximately a factor 

of two was needed, which is not unusual for expected variations with a new 

detector. The TM! calibration data sheets are given in the ft~pendix on 

pages A-64 to A-67. 
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Figure 4.7 TDR Results of Signal Out Cable. 
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Table 4-3 

SUMMARY OF TDR INFLECTION POINTS 

Si gnal Distance (ft)* Descript ion** Probable Cause 

Checksource 163 Increased R poi nt terminal block 

253 Increased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

342 Sl ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

379 Large R increase check source coil 

+600/ (RG59) 174 Increased R poi nt terminal block 

174+ Continuous R decrease ? 

268 Incre'seCl R point t ermi na 1 block 

368 Slight continuous R ? 
decrease 

405 Large R increase detector circuitry 

5igno~ ( RG58) 174 I.1creased R point terminal block 

174+ Continuous R decrease ? 

263 Increa:>ed R point terminal block 

368 51 i ght c ont i nuous R ? 
decr'ease 

395 Large H increase detector circuitry 
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Table 4-3 (Continued) 

Signal Oi stance (ft) * Oescription** Probab 1 e Cause 

+10V 163 In creased R point i:ermina1 block 

242 Increased R poi nt terminal block 

342-358 Sl ight R decrease ? 

379 La rge R increase detector c i ;-cu i t ry 

Si gna 1 (RG58) 174 Increased R point terminal block 
with terminal 
black added 174+ Continuous R decrease ? 

363 In creased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

384 51 i ght cant i nuous R ? 
decrease 

405 Large R increase detector circuitry 

*TOR to terminal block test cable (10 ft) not included in distance. 

**R is the abbreviation for resistance. 



Measurement Points 

Checksource (+; 
Check sou rce (-) 

Signal in 
Sh i e 1 d 

Signal in 
+10V 

Sh i e 1 d 
+10V 
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Table 4-4 

RESISTANCE DATA FROM HP-R-211 

Polarity + Polarity -

40.2 ohms 40.2 ohms 

8.62 6.53 

305 ohms 305 ohms 

6.47 8.59 

Notes: (a) All values in ohms x 103 unless otherwise indicated. 

(b) First signal to positive terminal and second to negative is 
considered Polarity +. 

(c) All measurements made with a Keithley 177 DVf1 on 20xl03 ohm 
scale. 
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After calibration, both the remote and local meters indicated a dose rate 

of 0.5 mR/hr at the ante-room location of the replacement detector and the 

signal from the detector was recorded (see page A-43). The lOY supply 

measured 9.99V, the 600V supply measured 605V, and the checksource coil 

measured 14 ma current, when tested. The signal output was ranging from 0 

to 9.9V ~hen measured with a DVM with background dose rate conditions and 

similarly varied when the checksource was activated, but at a much faster 

rate which appeared as approximately an averaged 5V le~el. 

Time tr JC2<; were taken of the output waveforms by photographing a storage 

oscilloscope trace. Figures 4-8 and 4-9 illustr'ate wavefo~ms l.mich 

exhibited the main differences between the original waveforms and the new 

ones (a complete set of plots are given on pages A-I09 to A-115). Figure 

4-8 snows the absence of the 120 Hz contamination on the 600V supply (which 

was also true for the checksource lines and the lOY supply). This improve

ment was probably the result of repairing the power supply capacitor in the 

readout module and is not indicative of the effect of replacing the detec

tor. Figure 4-9 shows the pulsed voltage on the signul line, which has a 

siqnificantly greater amplitude: 3.5V range p~eviously and 9.9V with the 

new detec tor. 

80th the high frequency and low frequency spectra taken on the signals show 

a continued low level contamination at both 16 arj 20 kHz and harmonics; 

however, the magnitude is much lower than previously shown. The complete 

set of spectra are given in the Appendix on pagl~s A-1l6 to A-121. 
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a) Vertical Scale 
20 mV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
10 :nS/Div 

b) Vert~cal Scale 
100 mV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
0.2 Sec/Div 

Figure 4.8 AC Fluctuations on 600V Supply After Replacement of Detector. 
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a) Vertical Scale 
0.5 V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
1 Sec/DiY 

b) Vertical Scale 
0.2 V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
0.5 Sec/Diy 

Figure 4.9 Fl~ctJ3tion of SIGNAL OUT After Replacement of Detector. 
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4.5 MEASUREMENTS F OllOWI NG ATTEMPTED DETECTOR REPLACEMENT IN crollAI NMENT 

Following the testing of the detector installed in the ante-room, the con-

tainment monitor was to be replaced with the detector (serial # Ill) which 

was just tested and calibrated. However, during the removal of the old 

detector, the connector to the detector was broken and insertion of the new 

detector was not possible. Dispute this problem, the old detector was 

removed for test ing by Sandia laboratory. Si nce there was no detector 

installed in the HP-R-211 circuit, the only measurements that would 

possibly provide any useful data were the TOR measurements on the cable. 

The results of these measurements are summarized in Table 4-5 and the strip 

chart traces are shown on pages A-123 to A-132. 
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Table 4-5 

SUMMARY OF TOR INFLECTION POINTS FOR DAMAGED CABLE 

Si gna 1 Distance (ft)* De scri pt i on** Probable Cause 

Checksource 168 Increased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

247 Increased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

342 51 ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

379 Large R increase open circuit 

+600V (R G59) 179 Increased R point termi na 1 block 

179+ Continuous R decrease ? 

274 Increased R point terminal block 

374 51 ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

405 Large R increase open c i rcui t 

5i gna 1 (RG58) 174 Increased R poi nt terminal block 

174+ Continuous R decrease ? 

268 Increased R point terminal block 

368 Sl ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

395 La rge R i nc rea s,e open circuit 
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Table 4-5 (Continued) 

Si gna 1 Oistance (ft)* Descript i on** Probable Cause 

+10V 163 Increased R poi nt terminal block 

245 Increased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

342 Sl ight continuous ? 
R decrease 

384 Large R increase open circuit 

*TDR to terminal block test cable(s) (15 ft) not included i~ distance. 

**R is the abbreviation for resistance. 



5. DATA ANALYSIS 

Following the actual field data gathering and on-site preliminary interpre

tations (given in Section 4), detailed analysis of the data ~as performed 

off-site. This data analysis consisted both of reduclng the recorded data 

and interpretation of measurements to infer physical characteristics of the 

instrumentation. 

5.1 REDUCTION OF RECORDED DATA 

As described in the previous section, a recording was made of the detector 

output signals for three conditions: 

1. Or i gi na 1 HP-R- 211 response 

2. HP-R-211 response after electronic calibration 

3. Replacement detector following conplete calibration. 

Examination of the waveforms from the original detector showed that there 

was a +6V offset on the signal with pulses rising to 9.5V and falling back 

to 6V also present. The operations manual for the detector indicates that 

the proper range of signals is approximately O-lOV (with a O.8V possible 

variation due to electronics). This correct span of operation observed on 

the output of the replacement detector indicated that some problem existed 

in the detector or in the containment penetration (cable passing into con

tainment). I-bwever, it is extremely unlikely that a cable problem would 

produce a signal with an offset and pulses correspondingly clipped at the 

offset value. Hence, the detector was selected as the most likely can

didate for having failed (i.e., not producing its normal output response). 

5-1 
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A more quantitative analysis of the detector recordings was also attempted 

because, as noted during field measurements. the pulse rate (but not the 

pulse height) from the original detector appeared to be consistent with 

believed containment radiation levels. A summary of the count rate for the 

three measurements is given in Table 5-1. Note that the operation of the 

device ref1uires that two ionizing events occur to produce the "up" and 

"down" transition of the output. This is G'Je to t'le "flip-flop" logiC in 

the detector circuitry. Because the output wave forms were observed to be 

of improper range for the original detector. a pulse shaping circuit was 

applied to the reproduced signal to generate a proper indication of the 

detector response. The diagram for this circuit is showr. in Figure 5-1. 

The first amplifier stage was applied to remove any signal offset (AC 

coupled) and to convert the detector output into overloaded pulse events 

(saturation of maximum amplifier output at approximately llV). This produces 

a well-defined range of the signal between -llV and +llV for processing by 

the threshold detector. Any delay introduced by the amplifier is not 

important since ionization events in the detector would be random. and 

hence not effected by such delays. Following the amplifier. a threshold 

detector circuit was inserted and adjusted to trigger at approximately +5V 

with a hy'steresis of 5V. This produced an output of +9.2V when the detec

tor signal exceeded 5V and maintained this output until the signal dropped 

beiow av. which triggered an OV output. The range of a to 9.2V was chosen 

because this was the winimum range normally resultant from the detector 

circuit. (However. a test to determine the effect of this range was also 

performed later.) 
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Table 5-1 

COUNT RATES MEAS~RED FROM SIGNAL RECORDINGS 

Average* Average** Rat;o of 
Description of Data Count Rate (CPS) Reading in mR/hr CP S/ (mR/h r) 

Original Detector 30l(3)t 200( 3) 1. 51 
as found) 

Original Detector 293(4) 1 03( 5) 1.52 
(after electrical 
calibration 

Replacement Detector 
(background) 

0.23(.08) 0.29( .09) 0.79 

Replacement Detector 
(checksource) 

7.2(0.5) 5.2(0.1) 1.38 

*Actual detector ionization event rate is twice the listed value. 

**From a readout module connected to a pulse shaping circuit applied to the 
reproduced signal with a 9.2V range. 

tNumbers in parentheses are the associated standard deviations. 
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I 
TEe MODEL 901 THRESHOLD DETECTOR 

RECORDER AMPLIFI ER WITH HYSTERESIS MODEL 856-2 
OUTPUT AC COUPLED OUTPu f: OV (OFF) READOUT MODULE 

I-
GAIN = 10 ~ 

9.2V (ON) r-

Figure 5-1. Diagram of Pulse Shaping Circuitry. 
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Referrlng to Table 5-1, the original detector count rates wlth the assumed 

pulse shaping arc indicative of dose rates of appr'Jx;"late1y 200 mR/hr 

inside containment instead of 1.5 mR/hr as indicated on the control room 

readout. A review of the readout meter theory of operation shows why this 

extreme variation in indication occurs. The readout meter converts the 

detector signal transitions to logarithmic levels using a "log-pump" 

circuit. This circuit essenti~lly consists of a series of capacitors (one 

for each decade range) which are charged by tnt! maximum signal level and 

are then discharged through a resistor wh~n the minimum s1gnal level occurs. 

The result~nt voltage output from the series of R-C circuits is summed to 

produce the readout value, with adjustments for "zero" and "span". Each 

R-C cirCUit (stage) is staggered by approximately a factor of ten in time 

response so tnat the more rapidly the input signal changes, the more stages 

reach near constant outputs and hence indicate higher radiation levels. 

This entire circuit is dependent on the c;pan of the input signal to 

generate the discharge levels from the capacitors through the resistors and 

is not sensitive to offset values due to the capacitive coupling. Since 

the range of the pulses was only 3.5 volts on the original aetector, the 

readout module was not capable of interpreting the correct radiation 

levels. To understand the effect of various pu~se ranges, a simple 

exr·-"'iment was perforrred using a function generator, at various frequencies 

and output levels. acting as a "detector" input into a model 856-2 readout 

module. Figure 5-2 shows the results of this test. As expected from the 

log-pump circuit operating principles. at low signal ranges there is very 

little dependence of the meter on the input frequency (i.e., simulated 
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Figure 5-2 Victoreen Alarm/Rate Meter Response to Test Signals. 
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ionization events) due to the low charge/discharge levels in the circuit. 

This data sugggests that for the original detector with a 3.5V range, the 

response of the readout meter would not exceed 5 mRjhr event at full-scale 

radiation levels. 

From Table 5-1 and Figure 5-2, there appears to be a near-constant conver

sion hetween pulse rate and readout indication at a fixed pulse vol~aqe 

span with variations occurring at low radiation levels. This behavior is 

expected since the design of the system uses only the frequency of ioniza

tion events to generate an output (at a fixed pulse range). From the data 

gathered, this constant appears to be approximately 1.5 CPS/(mR/hr} which 

was also observed during mock-up testing (see page A-20). The variations 

in -;-able 5-1 for the replacement detector data are probably due to ilTflroper 

adjustrnents to the readout module, non-l inearities at low readings, and 

difficulties in reading the meter at low values (needle variations). Note 

that the ratios of 1.55 and 1.51 are obtained for the replacement ratios in 

Table 5-1 if one standard deviation is added to the count rate and one 

standard deviation is subtracted from the dose rate. Thus the, jlue of 

1.5 CPS/(mR/hr) appears to be statistically acceptable as a count rate to 

dose rate conversion value. 

For cOl1llleteness ,., interpretation of this value. two other factors must be 

considered. Ref'erring to Figure 5-2. a factor of 2 increase in response 

occurs if the output pulses of the detector change from 9.2V to lOVe 

Thus. if the meter were calibrated to expect pulses spanning 10 volts. the 

conversion value of 0.75 CPS;(mR/hr). or 1.33 (mR/hr}/CPS~ is predicted. 
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The observations of a reading of 0.5 mR/hr background and of 9.9V pulse 

transitions during the measurements on the replacement detector suggest 

that this value is more nearly correct. With this conversion factor 

considered, the inferred dose rate indicated by HP-R-211 was 400 mR/hr 

inside containment. The second factor that needs to be elJl)hasizerl is the 

fact that two ionization events must occur in the GM tube of the rletector 

to achieve a corrplete pulse output. As mertionerl previously, this is due 

to the "flip-flop" output conditioning of the detector in which each GM 

tube event triggers a change in state (i.e., ON to OFF or OFF to ON). 

5.2 INTERPRETA"fION OF r~EASUREMENTS 

After acqui ri ng the data and performi ng some ana lys is of the recorded data, 

HP-R-211 appeared to be non-functional (using the installed instrumen

tation) due to a reduced arrplitude signal produced in the detectf)r output 

circuitry. By comparing restored signal indications to expected dose rate 

levels, the remainder of the detector and the entire readout module appears 

to be operating correctly, at least within normal variations due to lack of 

recent calibration and some potential changes in the GM tube sensitivity. 

As a result of these findings, an attempt to predict the problem in the 

rletector was made based on comparisons of measurements obtained on the new 

detectors and on the HP-R-211 detector. Figure 2-4 shows the electrical 

circuit within the detector housing, and Tables 4-2 and 4-4 give the 

resistance measurements for the reference and original detectors, 

respectively. Note that the cable resistances are included in data from 
; 
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the original detector since it was installed inside containment; but any 

small resistances would not seriously change the results, and TOR measure

ments indicated no large cable resistances. 

The only significant differences observed in the HP-R-211 data compared to 

the references were an increase in checksource resistance by 10 ohms, a low 

resistance path of only 305 ohms from signal in to +lOV supply, and a small 

reduction in resistance between shield and +10V supply. The increase in 

the checksource resistance is within the expected variation in coil 

resistances and the added cable resistance and is not considered important. 

The extremely low resistance of 304 ohms between the signal line and the 

shield (ground) is probably responsible for the small reduction in the 

shield to +10V resistance, and therefore will not be considered separately 

unless analysis indicates otherwise. 

Referring to the electrical circuit schematic in Figure 2-4, there are 

numerous paths between the signal 1 ine and the lOV supply, but only two 

main paths exist in the output section transistors 06, 07, and associated 

resistors. (The output section is considered the likely problem area due 

to indications of all other sections operating.) The first path consists 

of two fixed resistors R23 (10 k-ohm) and R21 (100 ohm), and the second 

path consists of Q6 (2N3906) and R20 (100 ohm). For the first path to 

produce a low resistance with a single failure, R23 would need to have a 

resistance of 200 ohms since R23 is normally much larger than the 304 ohms 

measured. "'lwever, the mechanism for such a reduction in resistance is not 

clear and, if R23 were reduced that low, normal operation of 07 to pull the 
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signal to ground would connect the +10V to ground through a 200 ohm 

resistance. If this occurred, the load on the 10V supply would have been 

50 rna, which is much greater than the normal load, and would have produced 

variations in the 10V supply due to this excessive load. No extreme 

voltage variations were observed (see page A-84) , which indicates this path 

was not responsible for the offset in the output. 

The second path would require Q6 to have a 200 ohm short from emitter to 

collector (in the unpowered state) to produce the low resistance 

measurement. Since this path normally enables the HI output state (+10V) 

through a 100 ohm resistor, the loading on the signal lire due to the 

readout module must be very low, and no variation on the lOY supply would 

be expected. Also, mechanisms for such a transistor failure are much more 

likely than for the resistor, R23, to have a reduction in resistance. This 

would also explain the reduction in the shield to 10V supply lines due to 

the formation of a 10.2 k-ohm path through resistor R22 if Q6 failed. As a 

result of this type of reasoning, along with dnalyses to determine alter

nate causes of the offset observed, it is felt that the cause of the offset 

present in the signal 1 ine is due to a low resistance path through Q6. 



6. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the measurements, data reduction, and circuit analysis of 

HP-R-211, the likely cause of the apparent failure of the monitor was a 

failure of transistor 06 (see Figure 2.4). This resulted in a low 

resistance path between the lOV power supply and the signal, which held the 

Signal Out level within 3.5 volts of the power supply level, even when 07 

attempted to pull the 1 evel to ground. 

Further analysis indicated that if the detector output signals were con

ditioned to their proper levels using external circuitry, a dose rate of 

approximately 400 mR/hr was indicated. Current results indicate that this 

circuitry would have been capable of restoring the proper signal if the Q6 

fai lure progressed to fully open or shorted. 

Other measurements indicated that with the exception of the failure of Q6 

inside the detector housing, the HP-R-211 monitoring system was functioning 

properly. 

6-1 



APPENDIX 

FIELD DATA SHEETS AND FIGURES 

Included in this Appendix are the original field data sheets from the 

measurements which were left as originally filled out without 

corrections or alterations, except for some added comments. Also 

included is a complete set of photographs and strip chart results from 

the measurement program. Due to the separate measurements taken, this 

Appendix is divided into the following sections with starting page 

numbers given. 

Section 

f' .1 

A.2 

A.3 

A.4 

A.5 

A.5.l 

A.5.2 

A.5.3 

A.5.4 

A.5.5 

Title 

Mock-up Measurements Prior to Field Tests 

Pre-Insertion Detector Pin Measurements 

Procedures for Pre-Removal and Post Removal 
Measurements 

Data Sheets from TMI Technician Calibrations 

Photographs, Strip Chart, and Recorder Log 
Pages from Pre-Removal and Post-Removal 
Measurements 

Recorder Log Pages 

Pre-Removal Photographs of Time and Frequency 
Domain ~leasurements of Waveforms 

Pre-Removal TOR Measurements on Cable 

Time and Frequency Domain Measurements of 
Waveforms on Detector Installed in the 
Anteroom 

Post-Removal TDR Measurements on Cable 

Page A-I 

Page 

A-2 

A-23 

A-27 

A-61 

A-68 

A-69 

A-78 

A-93 

A-I08 

A-122 
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SECTION A.I 

MOCK-UP MEASUREMENTS PRIOR TO FIELD TESTS 

(with Figures) 
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TnnJEIN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND 
SIGNALS FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR 
HP-RT-0211 (MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) 
(POST-REMOVAL) 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REV. 
o 

Techhology lor Energy Corporation AP DATE 

PROCEDURE erv. 01 v. 8-11-80 

/ 
PURPOSE: The purpose of these m'easurements is to gather basel ine data and infor

mation in preparation/for removal and replacement of Area Radiation 
Monitor HP-RT-0211 f~m the reactor building TMI Unit 2. The tests spe
cified in this procedure are designed to assess the condition of the in
containment instrument module (gamma detectcr), associated cabling, and 
readout devices. This assessment \'lill require the use of Time Domain 
Reflectometry (TOR), Impedance (Z), Spectral Analysis (frequency domain), 
special calibration ~easurements, and general oscilloscope observations 
(with recording) of waveforms from/to the unit under test (UUT). 

PROCEDU~E (ADMINISTRATIVE: 

A. Limitations and Precautiuns 

1. Nuclear Safety. Area radiation ~onitor HP-RT-0211 is part of a redun
dant ARM system at ~evation 305 1

• nle unit is not considered part of 
the engineered reactor safeguards system thus has no nuclear safety 
relevance. 

2. Environmental Safety. Area radiation monitor HP-RT-0211 can be taken 
out-of and restored to service withollt producing a hazard to the 
environment. 

3. Personnel Safety. The test described herein produces no additional 
personnel safety hazards other than normally associated with per
forming instrument calibrations and tests. Since the UUT is to be 
replaced by a calibrated spare, personnel safety should be enhanced by 
the ability to more reliaeil~y monitor the radiation levels at El-
305 1

• (tJ1'bl~ 

4. Equipment Protection. In the performance of each test described 
herein, care will be taken to insure adequate equipment protection as 
foll O\,/S: 

a. In all cases actual test hookups to the Unit-2 instrumentation 
shall be made and verified by Instrumentation Personnel. 

b. All passive mecsurements (Spectral Analysis and Oscilloscope 
observations) of waveforms and signals from powered instruments 
shall be pervormed using high input iw.~edance probes or inputs 
(Z = ~ 1 Meg ohm) to prevent loading of signals. 

c. In all Time Domain Reflectometry and Impedance measurements, power 
will be removed from the unit under test and low level test 
signals prescribed in Table 4-1 shall be utilized to perform cable 

1 nf ?? 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TIlLE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-I0l 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REv. 
o 

integretary measurements on the appropriate instrumentation cables 
by inserting test signals on appropriate conductors of Cable 
IT1869I (terminations shall be removed and replaced on T8109 of 
Cabinet 12). Should these tests reveal cable integretary problems 
further verification measurements will be made at TB1 of the 
appropriate Remote Alarm/Meter (Victoreen Model 858-3) located in 
the anteroom. 

Table 4-1 Active Measurements 

Active Signal Parameter Time Domain Reflectometry Impedance 

Voltage 

Frequency 

Current 

Other 

225 mV nominal (into 50 
ohm base) 

< lOrnA 

225mV, 110 picosecond 
pul ses 

< 5V rms 

100Hz, 1kHz, 
10kHz, 100kHz 

< lOOmA 

~----------------------4---------------------------~----------------

d. In the calibration verification measurem~nts section, baseline 
data on the as-found condit ion \'/ill be recorded prior to the per
formance of any adjustments or electronic calibrations. 
Furthermore, the replacement detector will be connected to TB-109 
(Cabinet 12) through an interface cable and calibrated by Instru
mentation personnel using applicable procedures for Calibration of 
the Victoreen Area Radiationt-'onitor (field calibration source 
corrected for half-life decay). Baseline passive measurements 
wi 11 be repeated on the repl acement unit. 

B. Prerequisites 

1. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified for concurrance 
prior to the performance of those measurements. 

2. Instrumentation personnel shall be assigned to assist in the perfor
mance of these measurements. 

3. All measurements and test instrume~~ation shall be in current calibra
tion (traceable to NBS). 

PAGE _2_0_f_22 
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'"In.E 
IN-SITU: ~lEASUREf.1ENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNAL( NO. T '''n' 
FRor~ AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 P-l \J 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REr~OVAL) REv. 
o 

4. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified prior to starting 
and upon completion of the measurements. 

C. Procedure for Performing Measurements 

References: 

1. Victoreen Dwg. No. 904550, Hiring Diagram Area Monitors Channel s 
HP-R-211 & HP-R-212 (Sheet 5 of 11). 

2. Instruction ~lanlJal for G-M Area Monitoring Systems, ~'odel 855 Series 
Victoreen Part Nc. 855-10-1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Burns & Roe D\'/g. 2024, Sh. 30A. 

Burns & Roe Dwg. 3043, Sh. 160. 

Burns & Roe D\'Ig. 3045, Sh. 34. 

Burns & Roe Dwg. 3045, Sh. 34B. 

Instruction r~.anual , Tekt roni x model 1502 Time Domain Reflectometer. 

Instruction I'ianual, Hewl ett Packard r~odel 4274 Multifrequency LCR 
I~eter. 

Instruction I'aanual, Hewl ett Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Model 14lT, 
8553B, 8552B Modules). ' 

Instruction ~~nual, Nicolet r~del 444A-26 Spectrum Analyzer. 

Instruction Manual, Tektronix Model 335 Oscilloscope. 

Instruction Manual, Lockheed Store-4 Recorder. 

Instruction Manual, Tektronix SC502 Oscilloscope. 
11ft,1{)i 

Composite Electrical Connection Diagram, HP-R-211 (Sketch dtd 8/8/80). 

Victoreen Instrument Company Dwg. 904550 (Ref. 1) and B&R Drawings 3024 
(Ref. 3) show the appropriate termination points for passive measurements 
of signals from HP-RT-0211 as follows: 

PAGE __ 3 _0_f_22 
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r

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITLE FRml AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-101 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) {DOST-REMOVAL) REV. 
o 

o.e<.f 
Penet rat ion Cabinet 

Si 9nal IT2931 I 12 

+lOV TB109-8 

600V I TBI09-5 

SIG TB109-6 

GND TBI09-10 

CS I TB109-1 

I 
I 

CS TB109-2 I 
NOTE 

Selected steps will be completed on an identical Victoreen Area Radiation 
Monitor Detector with attached interface connector and terminal ~ock to 
characterize signals and gather baseline data before the performance of 
this m~asurement. 

STEPS 

1. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Notify Shift Supervisor/Shift Forman of start of 
test on HP-RT-0211. 

2. PRE-REMOVAL , POST-REMOVAL: Verify power is appl ied to HP-RT -0211. 

S i gnat ure/Date 

PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: record present signals and readings and indica
tions on 856-2 Readout rr10dule (Local ~~emo~e). Record Signal-in at TBI09-6 
("T"), and record out put from TB1 of BT6-2 Readout A9 for a unit for one hour 
on FM Tape Recorder. Remove recorder when finished. 

1 ~ JPr5 J;(~I 6-t11'1J' ~ Ci>uA..e-o L>~I 0& ·Lf4>6~ Al.(!:> 
- Gh.A,tJ = 6Gl ... V 

4 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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TITLE 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-C211 TP-I01 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) Rc-V. /Tr~: 

o 
.\ 

Meter/Indicator/Switch Local Rmte 

~ 
\"f.lr/hr r-1eter Reading 

Off-Oper"ate-Al arm Function Switch N/A 

Fail Safe Indicator On Off N/A 

High Alarm-Reset Indicator On Off N/A 

Si gnature/Date 

4. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REr~OVAL: Using a Keithley Model 177 OM;" (or equivalent) and 
an electrostatic voltmeter (Zi ~ 1012 OHMS, Range 0-2000 V, Precision = ~ 1%) 
measure the DC voltage or current at the following tesL points. 

NOTE :~.J.for si gna 1 d. it wi 11 be necessary to depress Fall-Safe Check Source 
push button during the measurement. 

DAGE 5 of 22 
r~ __ 
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IN-SITU: r·:EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITlE FROfo1 AREA RADIATION MO~IITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REr~OVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

a. 

b. 

*c. 

**d. 

CABINET 12 

TBI09-8 
TS109-10 

TB109~ 
TB109-10 

TB109-~/r1 
T81097" 

TB109-1 
(open field 
side) 

TBI09-1 
(cabinet 
side) 

TEST LEAD 

(+) 
( - ) 

(+) 
(-) 

(+) 
(-) 

(+) 

(-) 

*Use electrostatic vultmeter 
**Link closed after wcasurement 

PAGE 6 of 22 

o 

READING 

(600V) __ _ 

(,S,. 500 mt\ e5 t.) __ _ 

Signature/Date 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREr·1ENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FRDr-l AREA RADIATION '-10NITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-I01 TInE 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REl-IOVAl) (POST -REl-IOVAl) REV. 

5. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-RE~::)VAL: Using a Tektronix I'lodel SC502 (or equivalent) 
oscilloscope observe the waveform at the following test points: 

I SIG~~Al CABH;~T 12 PARM~TER 

a. 

b. 

-¥ c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

TBI09-1 
TBI09-10 

T8109-2 
TSI09-10 

T3109-5 
T8109-10 

TB109-6 
T819-10 

T8109-8 
TBI09-10 

TBI09-10 
T8501-27 

*Use XlO probe 

CS 

CS 

+600V 

SIG 

+lOV 

GND 
ACGND 

PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO 

Time Sese --Vert Ga in 

PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO 

Time Base --Vert Gain 

PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO 

Time Sase --Vert Ga; n 

PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO 

Time Base --
Vert Gain 

PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO 

Time Base --Vert Ga in 

PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO 

Time Base --Vert Ga in 

o 

Sync the oscilloscope and photograph the waveform using three time base and 
vertical gain settings. Mark the back of the photographs I'lith the instrument 
tag number and para~eter measured. 

Si gnature/Date 

PAGE _7_o_f _22 
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TITLE 

Page A-10 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION ~10NITOR HP-RT -0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

TP-I0l 

o 

6. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using a Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Models 
141T, 8553B, and 8552. or equivalen~ perform an analysis of the following 
signals for spe(~ral content: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARANETER PHOTO # ----
I 

T8109-8 ~-a. 

I 
+10V 

TBI09-10 GND 
y.l~ -¢ TBI09-6 SIG IN b. 

~ ~iI!~ T8109-10 G~:D 

t~ .>-~ 
p;~ ~o *c. TB109-5 -+{)OQV 

TBI09-10 GND 

III ---

*Decouple DC yol tage input to Spectrum Analyzer max 
(50VDC) 

Before photographing each scope presentation adjust ana~ for 
resolution. Record critical analyzer parameters e.g., s aCE;A RF 

'ff- lLi..Q.ee-bandwidth and s\'/eep speed on rear of photograph as well as 
analyzed. 

SPECTRUM IDENT Al-1PL I TUDE REHARKS 

best spect ra 1 
bandwidth, 
parameter 

S i gnat ure/Date 

8 of 22 
PAGE __ _ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITlE FRO~l AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-I0l 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-Rnl0VAL) REV. 
o 

7. PRE-REI~OVAL, POST-REr1)VAL: Using the Nicolet t-bdel 444 FFT Analyzer (or 
equivalent) perform FFT analysis of signals from the following test points: 

PHOTO # 

*Decouple DC voltage input to Spectrum Analyzer 
(50VDC I'lax) 

If PSD plot~ from anyone of the three signals show high and unusual 
amplitudes, util ize the zoom feature to provide finer resolution and obtain 
PSD data in the frequency band of interest. 

Si gnature/Date 

8. PRE-REt~OVAL ONLY: Inside Cabinet 12 perform usual electronic calibrations 
using appl icable instrument shop procedures. Record the before and after 
readings for each step \oJhere adjustments are required and list below: 

PAGE _9_0f_22 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. TP-10l 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(~10CK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. 

TIT1.E 

o 
.\ 

Procedure Before After Remarks 

Step 

) 
See attached; nstrument shop procedure data sheet. 

Instrument Shop Procedure No. __ _ 

S~ gnature/Date 

9. PRE-RE~IDVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Remove all power from HP-RT-0211 (Tag Open TB501 
links 25, 26, and 27 per procedure AP 1002). 

Si gnat ure/Date 

10. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-RE~OVAL: Open links for all field wires from Cable IT1869I 
at T8109 (Cabinet 12). 

PAGE 10 of 22 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TIn.E FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) P.EY. 

TERMI NAL SIGNAL ID::NT. 

TB109-1 (Bl ue) C.S. 

TBI09-2 (Orange) C.S. 

TBI09-3 (I'Jh i t e) i'-J Rem. Meter 

TBI09-4 (YellO\",) IT2933C HI N. C. 

TBI09-5 (RG 59jU, 72 OHt·1) 60,:lV 

TBI09-6 (RG 58jU, 50 OHM) SIG IN 

TBI09-7 (RG 58/U, 50 OH~1) Shi el d 

TBI09-8 (Red) +10V 

TBI09-9 (Green) IT2933C Alert fj. C. 

TBI09-10 (Blk ) GND 
(RG 59/U~ 72 OHM) Shield 

Si gnaturejDate 

11. PRE-REMOVAL! POST -REI1JVAL: Usi n9 the He\,/l ett-Packard r~odel 4274 (or 
equivalent) Impedance Bridge measure the capacitance and impedance of the 
following test points: 

PAGE _1_1_o_f_22 
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1
!1 II;:S 1~153 
,j ~11Ei ~I~ 

TEST POINT 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Page A-14 
NO. 

TP-l01 
IN-SITU: M~ASUREME"TS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 

TI1U: FRO~l AREh RADIATION t~O;,lTOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) R.EV. o 

FROM TO 

CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE 

I Tl8691 Blue I I T18691 Orange . 
I Tl8591 RG 59/U Center I Tl8691 RG 59/U Shield 

ITl8691 RG 58/U Center ITl8691 RG 58/U Shield 

ITl8691 Red ITl8691 Bl ack . 
ITl8691 Bl ack 1 Tl8691 TB109-10 

Record the data required below: 

Tes t Poi nt Capa c it ance Im;>edance 

Frequency 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 

\ 
c.'7 {]1:f:H\ ( L-~~ ~~,,) ~\.4Jl.. .o(,25'~Jl ~~ .--" ~ 

a. 1>6.J JL 
• ,J -fA').,.,. ~ I 

t.o~ HL 0-

~b21> F ').71 1'F 2&3 -pF 5.94 Mil 5BB ~Jl., ~ b. '...., 

~ 
<l.lV\F 36 I 1'r- 2.8~ IdL .2. St, ~ J\. 1."35" ~Jl. , c. .{.,~",F 

, 
r '1NWC.:rOft /8.711. 11.1 elL I d. '08 ,.,..r- 16~rP II. I JL I , 

i e. ~') .... c~ r"j';>"C'ft'1l. :r:N).J.cr~ 97.C, _A 99.1 .... .P~ /.31Jl. 

, 

Si gnature/Date 

.,~---~------------------------------~ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLtS AND SIGNALS NO. 

TIn.E FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. 

o 

12. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REr·X)VAL: Using the Tektronix Model 1502 (or equivalent) TOR 
unit perform TOR measurements on the five test points given in Step 11. 
Record data below: 

Test Point 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

High R 
@ r\ ft. 

Instrument 
Low R Settin s 
@ N ft. Ampl Range 

*Utilize strij) chart \·:here available. 

Photo No. 

* 

Signature/Date 

13. PRE-REMOVAL, POST -REr~OVAL: Us i ng the Keithl ey Model 144 (or equi val ent D~1r~) 
perform resistance measurements on the Test Points specified and record value 
in space provided. 

NOTE: Open :inks for IT2933C from T8109 terminals 11, 12, 13, and 14. The 
appropriate wires should be marked accordingly. 

PAGE _1_3_o_f_22 
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TITLE 

TEST POINT 

~? a. 
b. 

Page A-16 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REV. 
-I 0 .. ,~ 

~~~ 10 -= - 10 ~ + 

FROt·' LINK TO LINK RESISTANCE ~ 

I TB109-1 TB109-2 30.4 Jl 30.~ Ill. 
1 

TB109-5 
____ c ~----l TB109-6 

--- ItsT09-7 d. 1-- -----

e. 
I 

TB109-8 
f. TBI09.d.O_ -- - -i -tBl09-2 

---
g. TB109-5 
h. TB109-6 
i . I TB109-7 
j.-- ---- TB109-8 - -- -

I 
k. --!-ra..1 0 9 - 5 

TB109-10 
l. TB109-6 ;;» ~ MJ\.. > ~D f1'\,,~ --- ------ -- --
m. 

I TB109-7 
on. 

1 
TB109-8 

? :w f"I..i\., > ~O f'\'\ .. ~ .1Q9til. 18]09-]0 
') \ i.? p. TB109-6 TB109-7 6.!3)" h.JL 7.2..1> kJC -

q. 

i TB)09-7 

TB109-8 
r. lBJ09-10 
s. T8109-S #Jdt- .5/",./l t. I TB1

1
09-8 

TB109-10 .'8A 
10 v u. 

I 
TB109-10 /1.96 ~JL 7.47 h,fl. 

-- -

Close all links on TB109 (opened in Step 10) I."hen finished with this step. 

5i gnat ure/Date" 

Utilizing all interface cable connect the replacement 
~~~SS7-2 Detector to the appropriate terminal s of TBI of the 

.!J.R..:i.t (Ante-room). ~t> ~IJ o~ ~ ust:'t::> -
Signature/Date 

14 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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MOCK-UP TEST 

Test in Trailer 

(1) Background of Detector 

Background Reading ~ 0.2 mR/hr 

102 Counts/10 min. 
Chart Speed: 1 mm/ s 

(Typical) 

(2) Check Source in Detector 

Check Source Reading ~ 2 mR/hr 
184 Counts/1 min. 
Chart Speed 10mm/s 

(Typical) 
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Mock-up Test (Trailer) 

Low Frequency Spectrum 

PHOTO #1 

BW = 1KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 20 KHz/Div 

(0.1 s/Div Scan) 

Vert. Scale: 10 dB/DiY 

+10V Signal (AC Coupled) 
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Mock-up Test (Trailer) 

Low Frequency Spectrum 

0.0116 RMS 
PHOTO #2 

+lOV Signal (Ae Coupled) 

Range: 0 - 100 KHz 

20 KHz Harmonics Intensified 

Vert. Scale: +10 dB Ref; 

10 dB/Di\' 
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SECTION A.2 

PRE-INSERTION DETECTOR PIN MEASUREMENTS 

(Procedure pages used to record data) 
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--,----------------r---------~ 

-m=m
ill W_W .. 

I N- S ITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TI11JE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-I0l 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REt~OVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 0 

S~\Al *'40S-
~E-\i.~"'wo~. ,tJ -p.N Mr::7¥:.I1()c$~~ 

TEST POINT FROM TO 

CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE 

a. IT18691 Blue lTI8691 Orange . 
b. IT18691 RG 59/U Center ITl869I RG 59/U Shield 

c. ITl8691 RG 58/U Center IT18691 RG 58/U Shield 

d. IT18691 Red IT18691 B1 ack . 
e. ITl8691 B1 ack IT1869I TBI09-IO 

Record the data required below: 

Test Poi nt Capacitance Impedance 

Frequency - 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 

a. 

b. -1(, ~ il,Dy.F ~A'ff \e·101 ~ O. f'. ~.~ I"'\JL 7~O ~J& 

c. 3.9'(1 F O.3D~~ 471~ ~.93 RJt :l.93 ~Jt ~ .6S' ~JL 

d. 1De f! f' Jo"3 f F D.r. :6.5 Jl.. }0.9 JL Jo.7JL 

e. 

~ e.lHlBo ~nreJtfate I ) 

PAGE 12 of 22 



TEl: 
____ - E _ 22±iiii 

~ - T.vSERrI 0 N 

-PIN 
M €"A os LA RrnEA}T3 :;;;-- ...... 

TInE 

TEST POINT 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1 • 
m. 
n. 
o. 
p. 
q. 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 

Page A-25 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TP-IOI FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REv. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
f 

+ 
FROM LINK 

TBI09-1 

TBI09-2 

TB 1 09-6--<:) 

rnt-7 
TBI

1
09-8 

TO LINK RESISTANCE 
"".~~t+ ... 

+ -
TBI09-2 3CJl. 30 Jt 

TBI09-5 -- --
TBI09-6 ~ 0 ......... 

TBI09-7 "- "-
TBI09-8 -- ~ 
TBI09~10 ~ _____ ~_ 
TBI09-5 --- ,...., 
TB 109-6"" "--

~1.09o~I o. '"'- ___ --_ 

TBI09-8 - "-' 
TBI09-10 - .-
TBI09-6 - .- __ 
TBI09-7 -- ,...... ;u;t< ~ 

o 

TBI09-8,- --
TBI09-10 -- "'-- ~ Mer-1 ?-l'l''bo 

TBI09-7 9.U'l..Jl 9.71oIl, rp'1 7J .. "-' ~ OPE tV 
TBI09-8 9. 7Qil. 9.'3~lt 'l:'fi. l''i 

TBI09-10_ 9.:1 ~/t c) • .1I-tJL 
TBI09-8 17~Jl. l~n. '.n II.t<l 

TBI09-10 0 0 
TBI09-10 J 7.1~lt 17.71tn 

Close all 1 inks on TBI09 (opened in Step 10) when finished with this step. 

=- _~( ~C/irr"c : SHORTEj) 

t GtH)U.~ O~ efl1/60 
i gnatdre/Date 

)C
,,,, 
,," PRE-REftDVAL ONLY: Utilizing all interface cable connect the replacement 
, '. Victoreen Model 887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminal s af TBI of the 

,/ ' Remote f-4eter/Al arm Unit (Ante-room). 

Signature/Date 

14 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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NO. 

TITlE 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-101 

- J...I,.)Se-RTIOfJ 

tiN 
MeASUR~El\1T"S 

TEST POINT 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
p. 
q. 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 

FROM LINK 

T8109-1 

TBI09-2 

T8109-5 

TB109-6 
I 

TJ09-1 
I 

TB 1'09-8 

REV. 

177 DMM : 10 ~rt Sep.L~ 

TO LINK RESISTANCE 
l'o~; 

+ 
1 T8109-2 

TB109-5 
TB109-6 
T8109-7 
T8109-8 
TBI09-10 
TB109-5 
TBI09-6 
T8109-7 
TB109-8 
T8109-10 
TBI09-6 
TRI09-7 
TB109-8 
TB109-10 

S:17w..fL 7. "?AVl.. TB109-7 
TB109-8 B.~7 "n. ".~ ftJ\ 
TBI09-10 8.77 'AA \ 7.'3'\ \It!\. 
TB109-8 7.cf4 ~Il \ 11.77 n 
TB109-10 010 
TB109-10 1/.77h17.44ftJ 

Close all links on TB109 (opened in Step 10) \'Ihen finished \'/ith this step. 

I9JleJ 
Y Signature/Date 

-RHlOVAL ONLY: Utilizing all interface cable connect the replacement 
:;ctoreen Mode 887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminal s of TBI of the 

te Meter/Alarm Unit (Ante-room). 

Signature/Date 

14 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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SECTION A.3 

PROCEDURES FOR PRE-REMOVAL AND 
POST-REMOVAL MEASUREMENTS 



b 

" 

III II:: II: 
TrnLEIN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND 

SIGNALS FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR 
HP-RT-0211 (MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) 
(POST-REMOVAL) 

Page A-28 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REV. 
o 

TltCftnotogy for Energy CQrporation AP DATE 

PROCECURE , v • 8-11-80 

PURPOSE: The purpose of these measurements is to gather baseline data and infor
mation in preparation for removal and replacement of Area Radiation 
Monitor HP-RT-0211 from the reactor building TMI Unit 2. The tests spe
cified in this procedure are designed to as~ess the condition of the in
containment instrument module (gamma detector), associated cabling, and 
readout devices. This assessment will require the use of Time Domain 
Reflectometry (TOR), Impedance (Z), Spectral Analysis (f~equency domain), 
special calibration measurements, and general oscilloscc, e observations 
(with recording) of waveforms from/to the unit under test (UUT). 

PROCEDURE (ADMINISTRATIVE: 

A. Limitations and Precautions 

1. Nuc1ear Safety. Area radiation monitor HP-RT-0211 is part of a redun
dant ARM system at elevation 305'. The unit is not considered part of 
the engineered reactor safeguards system thus has no nuclear safety 
relevance. 

2. Environmental Safety. Area radiation monitor HP-RT-0211 can be taken 
out-of and restored to service without producing a hazard to the 
envi ronment. 

3. Personnel Safety. The test described herein produces no additional 
personnel safety hazards other than normally associated with per
forming instrument calibrations and tests. Since the UUT is to be 
replaced by a calibrated spare, personnel safety should be enhanced by 
the abil ity to more pel iaeil ity monitor' the radiat ion level s at E1·· 
305' • ~e..\ ~u..'Io\y 

4. Eaui pment Protect i on. In the performance of each test descri bed 
herein, care will be taken to insure adequate equipment protection as 
follows: 

a. In all cases actual test hookups to the Unit-2 instrumentation 
shall be made and verified by Instl~umentation Personnel. 

b. All passive measurements (Spectral Analysis and Oscilloscop~ 
observations) of waveforms and signals from powered instruments 
shall be pervormed using high input impedance probes or inputs 
(Z = ~ 1 Meg ohm) to prpvent loading of signals. 

c. In all Time Domain Reflectometry and Impedance measurements, power 
will be removed from the unit under test and low 1 eve1 test 
signals prescribed in Table 4-1 shall be utilized to perform cable 

1 of 22 

-
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TEi: TInE 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-I01 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. 

o 
~-----------------~----------------------------------------------------------.------~----------~ 

integretary measurements on the ap~ropriate instrumentation cables 
by inserting test signals on appropriate conductors of Cable 
IT1869I (terminations shall be removed and replaced on T8109 of 
Cabinet 12). Should these tests reveal cable integretary problems 
further verification measurements will be made at TB1 of the 
appropriate Remote Alarm/Meter (Victoreen Model 858-3) located in 
the anteroom. 

Table 4-1 Active Measurements 

Active Signal Parameter Time Domain Reflectometry 

Voltage 

Frequency 

Current 

Other 

225 mV nominal (into 50 
ohm base) 

< 10mA 

225mV, 110 picosecond 
pul ses 

Impedance 

< 5V rms 

100Hz, 1kHz, 
10kHz, 100kHz 

< 100mA 

d. In the calibration veri'fication measurements section, baseline 
data on the as-found condition will be recorded prior to the per
formance of any adjustments or electronic calibrations. 
Furthermore, the replacement detector will be connected to TB-I09 
(Cabinet 12) through an interface cable and cal ibrated by Instru
mentation personnel using applicable procedures for Calibration of 
the Victoreen Area Radiation funitor (field calibration source 
corrected for half-life decay). Basel ine passive measurements 
wi 11 be repeated on the replacement unit. 

B. Prerequisites 

1. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified for concurrance 
prior to the performance of those measurements. 

2. Instrumentation personnel shall be assigned to assist in the perfor
mance of these measurements. 

3. All measurements and test instrumentation shall be in current calibra
tion (traceable to NBS). 

2 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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TEl: TI11..S 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNAL< NO. TP .101 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 -
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

. 

o 

4. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified prior to starting 
and upon completion of the measurements. 

C. Procedure for Performing Measurements 

References: 

1. Victoreen Dwg. No. 904550, Wiring Diagram Area Monitors Channels 
HP-R-211 & HP-R-212 (Sheet 5 of 11). 

2. Instruction Manual for G-M Area Monitoring Systems, Model 855 Series 
Victoreen Part No. 855-10-1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

a J. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14 • 

Burns & Roe Dwg. 3024, She 30A. 

Burns & Roe Dwg. 3043, Sh. 160. 

Burns & Roe Dwg. 3045, She 34. 

Burns & Roe Dwg. 3045, She 348. 

Instruction Manual, Tektronix model 1502 Time Domain Reflectometer. 

Inst rlJr.t ion Manual, Hewl ett Packard Model 4274 Mult ifrequency LCR 
Meter. 

Instruction Manual, Hewlett Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Model 141T, 
85538, 85528 Modul es) •. 

Instruction Manual, Nicolet Model 444A-26 Spectrum Analyzer. 

Instruction Manual, Tektronix Model 335 Oscilloscope. 

Instruction Manual, Lockheed Store-4 Recorder. 

Instruction Manual, Tektronix SC502 Oscilloscope. 

Composite Electrical CO"~iOn Diagram, HP-R-211 (Sketch dtd 8/8/80). 

Victoreen Instrument Company Owg. 904550 (Ref. 1) and B&R Drawings 3024 
(Ref. 3) show the appropriate termination points for passive measurements 
of signals from HP-RT-0211 as follows: 

PAGE __ 3 _O_f_22 
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IN-S ITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. TEe TITlE 

STEPS 

o 

Ca.b\e. 
-PeRet !"at; 6" Cabinet 

Si gna 1 IT2931I 12 

+10V TB109-8 

600V TB109-5 

SIG TB109-6 

GND TB109-10 

CS TB 109-1 

CS TBI09-2 

NOTE 

Selected steps will be completed on an identical Victoreen Area Radiation 
Monitor Detector with attached interface connector and terminal block to 
characterize signals and gather baseline data before the performance of 
this measurement. 

1. PRE-RE~·:.~L, POST-REMOVAL: Notify Shift Supervisor/Shift Forman of start of 
test on HP-RT-0211. 

2. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMJVAL: Verify power' ;5 applied to HP-RT-0211. 

h(lU:/e.c.h. ~ 6/So 
Signature/Date ~~~ 

3. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: recor-d present signals and readings and indica
tions on 856-2 Readout Module (Local &,SRemote). Record Signal-in at lBI09-6 
(liT"), and record out put from TB1 of at6-2 Readout A9 for a unit for one hour 
on FM Tape Recorder. Remove recorder when finished. ~ .; V j~* 

71i I'PS j)1~ECT (CHA~ i) ~ e -tL1 Af:-
DC. COI.li>LEj) TuRIt 46513 Am'Plll="u -- ~~ • 
G = 50 "'"' V -I CALJ:BRATEl> 

PAGE _4_0_f_22 
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Page A-32 
-----------------.-.----------~ 

Ti::C 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. , 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-!Ol 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. TITlE 

o 

Meter/Indicator/Switch Local Rmte -- --
Ytl1< 

/.~ ~ X 3 .. -) ,,,,,k ~/hr Meter Reading 

Off-Operate-Alarm Function Switch O]>CRAT[: N/A 

Fail Safe Indicator On /Off N/A -- --
High Alarm-Reset I nd i cator On __ Off~ N/A 

7fiLTet!~. 8/;3/~ 
Signature/Date 2Jc!J 

4. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using a Keithley Model 177 DMM (or equivalent) and 
an electrostatic voltmeter (Ii l 1012 OHMS, Range 0-2000 V, Precision = ! 1%) 
measure the DC voltage or current at the following test points. 

NOTE:~or signal d. it will be necessary to depress Fall-Safe Check Source 
push button during the measurement. 

5 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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TEe 
IN-SITU: r~EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TITlE FROM MEA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-101 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

--

SIGNAL CABINET 12 TEST LEAD 

a. T8109-8 (+) 
TB109-10 (-) 

b. TB109-6 (+) 
TBI09-~7 (-) 

*e. T8109-5 (+) 
T8109-l(J'1O (-) 

**d. T8109-1 (+) 
(open field 
side) 

TB109-1 (-) 
(cabinet 
side) 

*Use electrostatic voltmeter 
**Link closed after measurement 

PAGE 6 of 22 

READING 

(lOV) 9, <1 V 

(SIG IN) ZS=V 7.>"'1 
CS OUT CS IN 

(600V) tos=y 

C~500 1M est.) -13 IT\ A 

Nan: LAST CAUU,flI-,IDtJ 

'J../78. 

o 



Page A-34 -----------,-------, 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TEl: TIne FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-02II TP-I01 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) FU:V. 

5. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using a Tektronix Model SCS02 (or equivalent) 
oscilloscope observe the waveform at the following test points: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO ~ PHOTO ..L PHOTO ( 

/a. TBI09,,1 CS Time Bas~~ 3v~ }~~ 
TBI09-IO Vert Gain I~ 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO ..::L. PHOTO JL 
..,lb. TBI09-2 CS 2.'MSeC- ~"MSec.-

TBI09-10 l:i lY.. 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ PHOTO I ( 

v*c. TBI09-S ~OOV Time Base ~J1'5e.e, 10 ltlSeC-
TBI09-IO Vert Gai n • I ~~ .!hl 

PHOTO i'- PHC'TO Ji. PHOTO ~ 

Vd. TBI09-6 SIG Time Base ~ 2W\$~ ~mSec 
TBI9-)lf 7 Vert Gai n iL- l 1l ~~ 

PHOTO -1£ PHOTO f~ PHOrO -tL 
"'/e. TBI09-8 +lOV Time Base 2~ s-~Sec.. ,~~ 

TBI09-IO Vert Gai n 2lL- 1" ,$' Y 

PHOTO ....L.B.... PHOTO ~ PHOTO .2Q.. 

GND Time Base ~ ~Q~ .Q.~Sec... 
ACGND Vert (lain ~ I D~ InV 

-..ll 
*Use XlO probe "T.M!. ~ .JQ" $"" 

Go~ ~ " Sync the oscilloscope and photograp 
vertical gain settings. Mark the back 
tag number and parameter measured. 

PAGE _7_of_22 
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Paqe A-35 ~--------r-----'''''' 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MON!TOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~. TEl: TIne 

o 

6. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using Q Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Models 
T41f, 8553B, and 8552~ or equivalen~ perform an analysis of the following 
signals for spectral content: 

""'- -
SIGNAL CABINFT 12 ~r!TERl PHOTO II 

-v-a: I 
TBI09-8 +10V ~4) ,->, 

I TBI09-10 GNO 

...fi. TBI09-6 SIG IN ils, 
TBI09-):<f 7 GNO 

'-*c • TBI09-S +600V ~7 
TB109-10 GNO 

*Oecouple DC voltage max input to Spe~trum Analyzer 
(SOVDC) 

Before photographing each sco~e pre~,entation adjust analyzer for best spectral 
resolution. Record critical analyzer parameters e.g •• ~uRF bandwidth, 

""Rf,.·1 n bandwidth and sweep speed on rear of photograpr. as well as parameter 
analyzed. 

SPECTRUM !DENT FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE REMARKS -- I -

'!;r it-:2:4 0- /.<1 M~ -- bow Ro.~ fV:,.~ ~ 
-:w-Z5" o - '35l'1ke -- Lou.> --"R<1t"\.'ae r\k~e. 

-t:t' D - 3, ~ fV) f.{-l- r--- bo~ 1(Q.~e tJo(~e 

o -3.-r-M H~ -- Ve-R"I. Low N~se., 
-1t~i 

8 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. TEe TIne 

o 

7. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Nicolet Model 444 FFT Analyzer (or 
equivalent) perform FFT analysis of signals from the following test points: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO /I ----
*a. TBI09-S +600V :18 

TB109-10 GND 

b. TB109-6 SIG IN ~9 

I TB109-}t1' 7 GND 

c. 

I 
TB109-8 +10V 30 1"31 
TB109-10 GND 

I 
*Decoupl e DC voltage input to Spectrum Analyzer 

(SOVDC Max) 

... 

~ ~o ~ ~~ I J/AA~~ 
'"PEl\\lS 

~ 

. ..L • \ . '"k.1NW.-tit {- !VOL' 

-3 :t ~ I-t", ~4f" W\Of'. ; H 

t 
I>-~ ~ I~~~ 

~C> R"~ ~Q.oNC\Of\ \!. 

bo~~ ~~;u 

If PSD plots from anyone of the three signals show high and unusual 
amplitudes, utilize the zoom feature tc provide finer resolution and obtain 
PSD data in the frequency band of interest. 

8. PRE-REt{JVAL ONLY: Inside Cabinet 12 perform usual el ectrord!: cal1brat ions 
using applicable ir.strument shop procedures. Record the before and after 
readings for' each step where ddjustments are required and list below: 

9 of 22 PAGE __ _ 



TEl: 
Page A-37 

IN-SITU: f1EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TITlE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

a 

Procedure Before After Remarks 

Ste 

LftST A\.II!RATloV ~,16.~
:Lj78 

~i<A;.>\.~'5.~ 

~..,- =!> ~O, 'l Y 

Instrumeilt Shop Procedure No. ---
8/rS/8D 

,mT lee-\.. e/I~ 86 
Signature/Date ~ 

9. PRE-R~~:-:JVAL, POST -REt-DVAL: Remove all power from HP-RT -0211 (Tag Open TB501 
links 25, 26, and 27 per procedure AP 1002). 

1M]: -r~ 8/14 
Signature/Date 

10. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Open links for all field wires from Cable IT18691 
at TB109 (Cabinet 1-2). 

PAGE 10 of 22 
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TInE 
IN-S ITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CAB LES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. TEl: 

o 

TERMINAL SIGNAL IDENT. 

TBI09-1 (B1 ue) C. S. 

TBI09-2 (Orc.nge) C.S. 

TBI09-3 (White) Rem. Meter 

TBI09-4 (Yell ow) IT2933C HI N.C. 

TB109-5 (RG 59/U, 72 OHM) 600V 

TBI09-6 (RG 58/U, 50 OHM) SIG IN 

TBI09-7 (RG 58/U, 50 OHM) Shield (S:~f'oal) 

TB109-8 (Red) +lOV 

TB109-9 (Green) IT2933C Al ert N.C. 

TBI09-10 (B1 k) GND 
(RG 59/U~ 72 OHM) Sh i e1 d 

]'tC led. etl'f /80 
ignature/Oate 9~ 

11. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Hewlett-Packard Model 4274 (or 
equivalent) Impedance Bridge measure the capacitance and impedance of the 
fall owi ng test poi nts: 

~-------------------~-. ------------------------------------------~ 
PAGE 11 of 22 

------~~--~-----------------------------------------
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Page A-39 

1 N-S lru: 11EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITLE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-lOl 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. a 

TEST POINT FROM ~ (1'e.J. ·W) TO" ("]\aol W) 

CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE' 

a. ITl8691 Bl ue ("'IB1P9-.1.) ITl8691 Orange (-rBID9 -~ ) . 
b. ITl8691 RG 59/U Center(.5. ITl8691 RG 59/U Shield (- ~ ) 

c. ITl869I RG 58/U Center(-l. ITI8691 RG 58/U Shield(-') 

d. ITl8691 Red (-8) ITl8691 B1 ack (-)0 ) . 
e. ITl8691 Black (-IO~ ITl8691 TBI09-10 

:x:-r18L.9'I :rnSb9:I -w; 58/LL c.:~ +. "iG se /u. 5h'& 
"" VQ.\1oL&I \" ~'I"e~csis ("~r _ ;'\OTftI..l -.a e.o¥\¥\U.-fIC~" r-o"t:MI • 
Record the data required below: 

Test Poi nt Capacitance IlTq)edance 

Frequency • 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 

().F~ - :>.77/4F -~~ 4~1f 49.1 it 43~ Jt a. .1° 7 ~ &ii~ II ._-

b. -5"0 T\ ~ 5'"~r 'D y\~ Q. F'". 
... 

D. t.- ~S4.h 

{fEe. O.F. 9DY\ F J~1\F u.. F. S70J\. II{PJ'L 

d. O.F. ~D p.F' -4DnF it. F". ~5"" Jt 48.'7 It. 
e. 

-~ ~ 9 mF -38lJlF -S"'~F 4/)0-1'400 ~JL 9.14 YflJt. ;lB.' Jt 

ERR4 

~~ 8~/BO iin ure!Oate ' , 

PAGE 12 of 22 
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Page A-40 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

NO. 
TP- 01 

REV. 
a 

12. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Tektronix Model 1502 (or equivalent) TOR 
unit perform TOR measurements on the five test points given in Step II. 
Record data below: 

Test Poi nt High R Low R 
$n:,," Cv 
~No. 

@ N ft. @ N ft. * 

500 }ro' 
II i- - \ -1 a. S- f 

( ) 

b. I • I - \ -1 
) 

c. ~ -I -2-
.l 

d. • - ( -1 
) 

e. • J -! -1. 
) 

st ri p chart where avail ab 1 e. 

+, 

13. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Keithley Model 144 (or equivalent DMM) 
perform resistance measurements on the Test Points specified and record value 
in space provided. 

~ ~ ~ Open 1inks for IT2933C from TBI09 terminals 11, 12, 13, and 14. The 
~ <?~ ~iate wires should be marked accordingly. 

~ 

13 of 22 PAGE __ _ 



-I=mE _1_ 

~or-: 
;;JOt'( 

OJ f< 'co 1.. :;> "" JL.. 

TInE 

TEST POINT 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
p. 

- q. 
- r. 

--- - s. 
- t. 

u. 

Page A-41 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES ~ND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION f10NITOR HP-RT -0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REv. o 

Cl :: 0 z 

FROM LINK TO LINK I RESISTANCE 1<t:SISTAf\') CE 

TBI09-1 TBI09-2 
q -. -, r. <1L).c. JL 

I 
f~ 1(. _'1.-

'";> 2 c r~\(>: ,l. [L " ::- c' rr-(") r R... TBI09-5 I' - 'J 
I TBI09-6 ? 2 .' f) ) :J~. ,""r,_(?C ~ .fl. U ~~Cfl,._ 

TBI09-7 "720 /)\ ('( P. .. '1.... "'/ ~ L- '.,~ <2 JL 
I ( - , . 

TBI09-8 u ...., 

I "lev ()'ev~ .fL / :.:.::~ n',Q~4 ,'2-
TBI09-IO '/ ~~ If -:or.lo n. ;.;; - .",","~. G./'L. 

I 
TBI09-2 TBI09-5 '> '2 ~ ''', Q 5 r. IL I C0 "".':.::. I'L .... 

TBI09-6 / 2.:, .r~,. h..JL ;- 2..,::. "..._,. fL 

T~I09-7 -;, 20 ........ ~ \ ~ )- ;:.-:. ,,-r,-.J '1 

I TBI09-8 ? c (~ '~h.:..I( J. . ./L ~ '" C f"'t\.~ 1\ fL 
(- -..:.,-, 

TBI09-10 ) .~.:..; rr-.,:!t-':' fL - G';" .n'-"::..~Jl.. I .' 

I TBI09-5 TBI09-6 7? <: (,-.~ ":of> , .. ,.' ft.-, .... - :, n ~ 

I 
l~lO9-7 ? ~;..., ,y. ~.' ..... 'l. "' :.: ;,..-.. ')·le~~~ ... o\.-n ... ,.. 
TBI09-8 -

'/ :~ (" I .... \.~~ A ,J1, .. ;; . -
r"\a ~ .... fl... I ... ' TBI09 ... 10 > ~O "5\.,"': - ? ':.-"\1';-"" /1 t' 

I TBY9-6 TBI09-7 8 ,G.:,2. t. It.. ~.S3 t. r.: 
I 

TB109·-8 3.c~ JL 3c5..fL 
TBI09-10 ,,, :. t -J'7 ,C,CLJL -. -

I TBl'09-7 TBI09-8 ~,q7 1...1>.- R-:5q t--~ 

I 
TBI

1
09-8 

TBI09-IO . :J " n i. '1 I';; • . n_ I .• .Q '"_ 

I 
TBI09-IO g Ie. ~~"-

~/ 

{o.{~l-'L 

Close all links on TB109 (opened in Step 10) when finished with this step. 

/j -,--.." 
, ,? I I. / 

/ ! '", / -~'~<~·'~~'~'~'! ______ '._L:_i~~J 
Signature/Date 

I 

i- I I r. ~.... ' ,. _ . ,! •. -.:-;. I.' ~ ~,- \. \. ~" .' c-
'_ ... - ..... ~, .... " '0_' , ...., ~ I'"~ ...... :..\r. \ 

14. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY: Utilizing all interface cable connect the replacement 
Victoreen Model 887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminals of TBl of th~ 
Remote (Me~~~ (Ante-room). '"KECDIf) siN OF j)~e: ~l>e ~ __ 

. -= III 
-j(~ 

14 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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Page A-42 
NO. -m=m

m W_I_ TIn.E 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-101 
REV. 

o 

15. PR RE VAL ONLY: Apply power to HP-RT-0211. After a minimum of 30 minutes 
warm p time perform ,T33frijiji£ calibrations in accordance with applicable 
ins r nt shop procedures. Record the before and after readings for each 
st p whe adjustments are required and list below: 

PROCEDURE STEP 

r: L-EC, I RON (C-

N,~t:bO -
(e-P 8 
cc-uRR~' 

BEFORE AFTER REMARKS 

I 

HAVt 

16. PRE-R~MOVAL ONLY: Utilizing the Victoreen field calibration source perform 
calibration with source decay corrections in accordance with applicable 
Instrument Sh~~~ 

l~ . Instrument Shop Procedure No. 
(L.. ~ "r,--

---qm: le~ eiJdPh 
~ i gnature/Date 

PAGE _1_5 _o_f_22 



Page A-43 

-m=w
ill W_W_ TITLE 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION ~10NITOR HP-RT -0211 
\MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

17. Repeat Step 3. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

LOCAL RMTE 

# S-~Yo.o " 5"" 'tYj ~!~ 
..","R 
~/Hr Meter Reading 

O"P N/A Off-Operate-Alarm Function Switch 

Fail Safe Indicator On /Off N/A 

High Alarm-Reset Indicator 

SIGNAL 

a. 

b. 

"c. 

**d. 

PRE-REMOVAL ONlY 

CABINET 12 

TBI09-8 I T8109-10 

TBI09-6 
TBI09-~1 

T8109-5 
T8109-)610 

TB109-1 
(Open-Field 
Side) 

TB109-1 
(Cabi net 
Side) 

TEST LEAD 

(+ ) 
(- ) 

(+ ) 
(- ) 

(+ ) 
(- ) 

(+ ) 

(- ) 

"Use electrostatic voltmeter 
""Link closed after measurement 

On 

I 

16 of 22 PAGE __ _ 

. . . 

Off/ N/A 

READING 

(lOV) .jj..9~ 

(SIG IN) 0-9,£7V 50\1 
CS OUT CS IN 

(600V) ~ 

.... "'A 
(~500 1M' est.) -/1.1 

'. . 

NO. 
TP-I0l 

REV. 0 

. . . 
. ~ , . ~ . 

. . 
. . 

• • I ~ 

I 



Page A-44 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. -m:,m
W W_W_ TITLE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-101 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~ 

19. Repeat Step 5. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO ~s: PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

va. 

v b. 

TBI09-1 
TB109-10 

TB109-2 
TBI09-10 

.'/ ~c. TBI09-5 
TBI09-10 

/ d. TB109-6 
I TB19-lAf7 

v" e. TBI09-8 
TBI09-10 

CS 

CS 

+600V 

SIG 

+IOV 

/f. II TBI09-10 GND 
. TBSOl-27 ACGND 
• 

20. Repeat Step 6. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

lvrSec 
_SO '!fly 

PHOTO ..:J!L 
Time Base lmS~ 
Vert Gain SJbi:j 5QmV . .. 

"50 jL~C/ 
50;;y 

PHOTO ..:1:Q . 
SO ",seC 
~y 

PHOTO -1.L PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

Time Base ~~ ,'l.~ 
Vert Gain 2f2m)) 100m" .. -
PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

Time Base I S!.c .;l Sec 
Vert Gai n s:L ' "LV 

:( 0 nt Sec." 
MOmV 

PHOTO ..2.,£-

,.s:S~ 
. ') " 

PHOTO ..1.£ PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

Time Base ~~ S:mSe.~ 
Vert Gai n ~ 5'0\"1 \I 

PHOTO :4L 

Time Base .~~ 
Vert Gai n 5:Ull. 

17 of 22 

PHOTO ..1.fL 

,l(flSec, 
~m\) -

PHOTO -12.. 
SO p.Se.c., 
;lAY 

PAGE __ _ 

o 



Page A-45 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TInE FROM MEA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-IOI 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 
o 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO # 

~a. 

I 
TBI09-B +lOV S"O 
TBI09-10 GNO 

'-"b • TBI09-6 SIG IN S'I 

I TBI09-~7 GND 

*c. TB109-S +600V 5~~ 

I TB109-10 GND 

----""""'_ .... -~ ..... =-~= 
~i-'tl. i KiJf'i iUt.N I AFiPLITUDE 

( 

\ 

I . 

PAGE 18 of 22 --



-Page A 46 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-I01 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV, 

TITLE 

0 

21. Repeat Step 7. P RE-REKlVAL ONLY 

SIG NAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO # 

· TB109-S ~OOV ~ 
TBI09-IO GND 

• TBI09-6 SIG IN 5'4 
TBI09-~ 7 GND ~ 

./b 

• TB109-8 +10V ~ 
TBI09-10 GND 

c 

? • .-------- - ----4-~--~~---~ 

22. Repeat Step 9. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

-r~ tec.h 8/;t:{/8D 
S1 gnature/Oate 

~£9 
23. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY: Remove interface cable connected in Step 14 and r~-connect 
apprpriate field terminals to TB1 of the Remote Meter/Alarm Unit (Ante-room). 

-r f\'lS, -red 
Si gnature/Oate 

B/ltt/SD 

JL9 
24. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY: Reapply power by closing links opened in Step 22. Verify 

unit is operating as before by comparing meter readings with those taken in 
Step ~ 

PAGE __ _ 



Page A-47 
NO. 

TITLE 

IN-SITU: r~EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MOIlITOR HP-RT -0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-IOl 
I----.;.;~.;;..;;.-.-, -

REV. 

25. Repeat Step 3 at least 1 hour prior to entry for removal of HP-RT-0211. 
RECORDER ~ST BE STARTED NO EARLIER THAN 1 HOUR BEFORE ENTRY.a.POWER LINKS 
SHOULD BE OPENED FOR REPLACEMENT OF DETECTOR THEN CLOSED. 

ALL SUBSEQUENT STEPS ARE FOR POST REMOVAL MEASUREMENTS. 

26. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 3.: (y 23) 

$; gnature/Date 

27. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat 

Signature/Date 

28. POST -REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 5; (1' ~~) 

Si gnature/Date 

29. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 6; (1' 27) 

Si gnature/Date 

30.. POST -REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 7 ~ (1' ~8) 

Si gnature/Date 

29 ef 22 
PAGE __ _ 

o 



Page A-48 

-m-m-
m w:'w_ TITLE 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP} (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST~REMOVAL) 

(1) !29) 
J 

31. POST-REM:lVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 9. (Do Not Do Step 8). 

Signature/Date 

, 
32. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 10. (f:19) 

Si gnature/Date 

'?'3 _ POST ~RErt)Vft.L ONLY; Repeat St ep 1L (-;:> "30\ 

Si gnature/Date 

34. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 12. (y. 3~t) 

Si gnature/Date 

35. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 13. (r' 3.l ') 

S i gnat ure/Oat e 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REV. o 

36. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Apply power to HP-RT-0211 and verify proper operation uti
lizing applicable instrument shop procedures. 

d 01' ZZ 
PAGE __ 

Si gnature/Ddte 



Page A-49 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF ~ • .L'.8LES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITt.E FROM AREA RADIAiION f-10NITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-..:.1,;:;.;Ol:...-..----1 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REr10VAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 
o 

I hereby certify that this Test Procedure has been completed ~s written and that 
all data has been correctly entered and filed as requested. 

TEC Represenl.ct i ve ...,...,...._...,....._=--:--__ _ 
5i gnature/Date 

I nst rument at ion 
<) ; gnat ure/Oate 

22 of 22 
PAGe. __ _ 
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Page A-5U 

TI11.E 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. TP-"01 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 ,! 

(MOCK-UF) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REv. 
-1=1-11 __ 

Si gnal 

+10V 

600V 

SIG 

GND 

CS 

CS 

Penet rat i on 
IT2931 I 

NOTE 

Cabinet 
12 

TB109-8 . 

TB109-S 

TB109-6 

TBI09-10 

TBI09-1 

TB109-2 

o 

Selected steps will be completed on an identical Victoreen Area Radiation 
Monitor Detector with attached interface connector and terminal block to 
characterize signals and gather baseline data before the performance of 
this measurement. 

STEPS 

X -:-PR..;.;;E~-.;..;..RE_t1)_V=A,r;.l-k:I .... P--,o::07:-:ST~-......;.RE=~~VA~l : test on HP-RT-0211. 
Notify Shift Supervisor/Shift Forman of start of 

'X PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Verify power is applied to HP-RT-0211 • 

Si gnature/Date 

~~ POST-REMOVAL: record present signals and readings and indica
nonson 56-2 Readout Modul e (Local &.sRemote). Record Si gnal-in at TB109-6 
("T"), and record output from TBI of 816-2 Readout A9 for a unit for one hour 
on FM Tape Recorder. Remove recorder when finished. 

7t:LPS D 1~~c..T (CHAt-l.1. ) 

""'DC.. Cou.~L.E'b 1H"RtA.. i"S"B Af'/\1>L'~' ER 

G :: SO WI " CAL\~R~1:> 
4 of 22 PAGE __ _ 



Page A-51 

TITlE 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. n 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOP HP-RT-0211 TP-IO 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~ 

o 

Meter/Indicator/Switch Local Rrnte -- -
"WI"R 
~/hr Meter Reading 

Off-Operate-Alarm Function Switch N/A 

Fail Safe Indicator On Off N/A -- --
High Alarm-Reset Indicator On Off N/A -- --

Signature/Date 

(~7) 4. ~ POST-REMOVAL: Using a Keithley Model 177 DMM (or equivalent) and 
\ ~atic voltmeter (Ii ~ 1012 OHMS, Range 0-2000 V, Precision • ~ 1~) 

measure the DC voltage or current at the following test points. 

NOTE:~or signal d. it will be necessary to depress Fall-Safe Check Source 
push button during the measurement. 

S of 22 PAGE __ _ 



TEe 
Page A-52 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS Of CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TJTLE FROM AREA RADIATIO~ MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~ 

.-

SIGNAL CABINET 12 TEST LEAD 

a. TBI09-8 (+) 
TBI09-10 (-) 

b. TBI09-6 (+) 
TBI09-J,d 7 (-) 

*c. TBI09-S (+) 
TBIC9-}d' '0 (-) 

**d. TBI09-1 (+) 
(open field 
side) 

TB109-1 (-) 
(cabi net 
side) 

I 
*Use el ect rostat; c voltmeter 

**Li nle closed after me as urement 

PAGE 6 of et 

:lS-

READING 
. 

(lOV) 

(SIG IN) 
CS OUT CS IN 

(600V) 

(S,.SOO ~ est.) 

S i gnat ure/Date 

o 



Page A-53 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AriD SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-101 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~. TEe 

o 

(~8) 5. ~ POST-REMOVAL: Using a Tektronix Model SC502 (or equivalent) 
~ observe the waveform at the following test points: 

-

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO -- -- --

a. TB109-1 CS Time Base 
TBI09-10 Vert Gain --

--
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO -- -- --

b. TB109-2 CS Time Base 
TBI09-10 Vert Gain -- ----

-- ---
PHOTO PHOTO PH010 -- -- --

-:Jec. TB109-S -H500V Time Base 
TB109-10 Vert Gain --

--
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO -- -- -

d. TEI09-6 SIG Time Base 
TB19-J,6'7 Vert Gain --

--
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO -- -- -

e. TB109-8 +10V Time Base 
TBI09-10 Vert Gain --

--. 
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO -- - -

f. TBI09-10 

I 
GND 

I 
Time B.se _I 

TBSOl-27 ACGND I Vert Gai n 
I 

*Use XIO probe 

Sync the oscilloscope and photograph the waveform using three time base and 
vertical gain settings. Mark the back of the photographs with the instrument 
tag number and parameter measured. 

PAGE 
~ ef 22 

:J-ta 

S i gnat ure/Date 

I 
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Page A-54 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-101 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~. 

o 

(19) 6. ~ POST-REMOVAL: Using a Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Models 
, B, and 8552,; or cquivalen~ perform an ana1ysis of the following 

--

signals for spectral content: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO , 

a. 

I 
TBI09-8 +lOV 
TBI09-10 GND 

b. TBI09-6 SIG IN 
TBI09-~7 GND 

*c. TBI09-5 +600V 
TBI09-10 GND 

*Decouple DC voltage max input to Spectrum A~alyzer 
(SOVDC) 

Before photographing each scope presentation adjust analyzer for best spectral 
resolution. Record critical analyzer parameters e.g., ~. RF bandwidth, 

lR~ ~ bandwidth and sweep speed on rear of photograph as- wel1 as parameter 
analyzed. 

SPECTRUM !DENT fREQUENCY AMPLITUDE RE~RKS 

si gnature/Date 

PAGE 
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Page A-55 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI -m:-I-m 18 __ TITLE 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~ 

o 

(3D) 7. ~~~~~..!:P~O~ST!..:-~R~Efwl)~V:;2A=-L: Using the Nicolet fwbdel 444 FFT Analyzer (or 
perform analysis of signals from the following test points: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO # 

*a. TBI09-5 +600V 
TB109-10 GND 

b. TBI09-6 SIG IN 

I TBI09-~7 GND 

TBI09-8 +lOV c. 

I TBI09-10 GND 

*Decouple DC voltage input to Spectrum Analyzer 
(50VDC Max) 

If PSD plots from anyone of the three signals show high and unusual 
amplitudes, utilize the zoom feature to provide finer resolution and obtain 
PSD data in the frequency band of interest. 

Signature/Date 

.~ /. ' 

'\/ E-REt-()VAlONlY: Inside Cabinet 12 perform usual electronic calibrations 
~sing applicable instrument shop procedures. Record the before and after 
~adings for each step where adjustments are required and list below: 

g If i2 PAGE __ _ 
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Page A-56 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

Procedure Before After Remarks 

Step 

St:e attached instrument shop procec ure data sheet. 

NO. 
TP-101 

REV" 
o 

Instrument Shop Procedure No. __ _ 

S i gnat ure/Date 

'3\) 9. ~. POST -REft{)VAL: Remove all power from HP-RT -0211 (Tag Open TBS01 
~ links 25, 26, and 27 per procedure AP 1002). 

Signature/Date 

3~)lO. ~. POST-REft{)VAL: Open links for all field wires from Cable IT1869I 
\ ~abinet 1·2). 

PAGE H} sf 22 

29 



---------

TEl: TIne 

TBI09-1 

TB109-2 

T8109-3 

TB109-4 

TBI09-5 

TBI09-6 

TB109-7 

TB109-8 

TB109-9 

Page A-57 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CA3LES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TERMINAL SIGNAL IDENT. 

(B1 ue) C.S. 

(Orange) C.S. 

(White) Rem. Meter 

(Yell ow) IT2933C HI N.C. 

(RG 59/U, 72 OHM) 600V 

(RG 58/U, 50 OHM) SIG IN 

(RG 58/U, 50 OHM) Sh i el d L S:~~L) 
(Red) +10V 

(Green) IT2933C Al ert N.C. 

TB109-10 (Blk ) GND 
(RG 59/U~ 72 OHM) Shi e 1 d 

Si gnature/Date 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REv. o 

33)11. ~¥~~;.~~~. POST-REMDVAL: Using the Hewlett-Packard Model 4274 (or 
~ equivalent) Impedance Bridge measure the capacitance and impedance of the 

_ following test points: 

PAGE 11 ef 2t-

3D 



-m-m-
W W:'i_ TITI..E 

TEST POINT 

CABLE 

a. IT18691 

b. IT18691 

c. IT18691 

d. IT1869I 

e. IT1869I 

Page A-58 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REv. 

FROM TO 

WIRE COLOR/TYPE CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE 

Blue ITl8691 Orange . 
RG 59/U Center IT1869I RG 59/U Shield 

RG 58/U Center IT18691 RG 58/U Shield 

Red IT18691 Bl ack . 
Black IT18691 TB109-10 

Record the data required below: 

Tes t Po; nt Capacitance I~edance 

Frequency . 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 

(eo".) a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Si gnature/Oate 

PAGE 12 sf !t' 
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TI::C TITLE 

Page A-59 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

NO. 
TP- 01 

o 

34)12. ~ POST-REMOVAL: Using the Tektronix Model 1502 (or equivalent) TOR 
~ TOR measurements on the five test points given in Step 11. 
Record data below: 

Instrument 
Test Poi nt High R Low R Sett i n_9s Photo No. 

@ N ft. @ N ft. Ampl Range Mutt * 

~. 

I 
a 

/A. .. 
I ., 

,...r .. 1:. 

I vvd. 4 I 
t/t/e. -111 

I 
*Uti1ize strip chart where available. 

~13. ~~~, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Keithley Model 144 (or equivalent DMM) 
pe~resistance measurements on the Test Points specified and record value 
in space provided. 

NOTE: Open links for IT2933C from TBI09 terminals 11. 12. 13. and 14. The 
appropriate wires should be marked accordingly. 

13 of e2'-PAGE __ _ 

3.2. 



Page A-60 
NO. 

TI::C TITLE 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-101 

L~'N 
r....,..... r + 
10: -

REv. 

tt'Oft\ ;, .. '-

10:: + 

o 

TEST POINT FROM LINK TO LINK RESISTANCE ""RESISTANct I 
a. TBI09-1 TBI09-2 I 
b. 

I I T6109-5 
c. TB109-6 
d. 

I 
TB109-7 

e. 
I TB109-8 

f. TBI09-10 
g. 

I 
TBI09-2 TBI09-5 

h. TBI09-6 
i. I TBI09-7 
j. I TBI09-8 
k. I TBI09-IO 
1. I TBI09-5 TB109-6 
m. I TBI09""-1 
n. , TB109-8 
o. . TBI09-IO 
p. , TBY9-6 TBI09-7 
q. 

I 
TBI09-8 

t-
r. TBI09-1O 
s. I TBI09-7 TB109-8 
t. I TB1'09-8 

TBl09-10 
u. 

1 
TB109-10 

Close all links on TBI09 (opened in Step 10) when finished with this step. 

S i gnat ure/Date 

-REMOVAL ONLY: Utilizing all interface cable connect the replacement 
lctoreen Mode 887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminals of TB1 of the 
mote Meter/ Al arm Unit (Ante-room). 
':-,. 

S i gnat ure/D~te 

.q Df 2~ 
PAGE __ _ 

33 
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SECTION A.4 

DATA SHEETS FROM TM! TECHNICIAN CALIBRATIONS 



E'," 
fl' 
f' 

[«t'""'" 

J.P.? L( 

DETEeTER 

Mode:l 
Serid~r---

FCK Desired 
Posit. r~r. /Hr. 

Closed 
-~ 

Iter. 0 

Open 

Desired 
Mr/Hr Mv. Out 

4 
10' 1.00V 

103 .aoov 

10
2 

.600V 

10 .400V 

. ' 1 . 200V 

.1 .OOC 

As As 
Found Left 

; 

I 

I 
Ratemeter 

As As 
Found Left 

! .00;- /,000 

, ~I / ,C6o(o 

,&(1- ~&O7 

,'-//) It( 1/ 

,)../7 'AIr-

, {' 2-'-( I OJ-Y 

Page A-62 

RATEMETER 

Model~fo -.2.. 
Serial 3 r.'l 

• Toler. 

Check Source Rdg. Mr/Hr 

Fail Safe Volts 

" 

Pwr. As As 
To 1 er. Supply Found Left Toler. 

+.03 v 
_ "."s -,·~f 

-6.aV --t,~OC 't.5V 

~.03 v 
ICJ'7 /0,00 

10.OV 9,?J / l~· !'.lV 

.:2s." z 6 :10' ;:1-Co 

+.03 v 22.0V J 3,(p(; ~3.0V 

+.03 v 

Al arm As As 
+.03 v Set . Pt. Found Left Toler . 

+.03 v 
i!.l Minor 

Division 

EQUIP.J)/f..,r£:,-- _SER.NO.{P/~(Qof"Z=~ LAST CAL. 3 -::<'O-X'O DUE 9-)..D-g'o 
EQUIP. El-vl\£ PI/,tV\SER.NO. ;'-30;; / 7' .LAST CAL. ) - ;l..S-- ~p DUE 1- :;..S> ~ I 

EQUIP • _____ SER.NO. _____ ~LAST CAL._~~~~.,...: 

PERFORM£D BYfJJ... I~.EATE 1-13 -go APPROVED ~~.Ja.~~:....OATE tkf: 
Page /t9 Section. __ _ 

'7 



, 

)J(,IT£~ 

vfuT 
l/ol...T5 

DC. 

Jb;/~ 

1120 

~) '!7 

~~----~~----- -------- ------

DETECTER 

Model 
Seria ..... l----

FCK Desired As A~ 
Posit. Mr./Hr. Found Left 

Closed 

Iter. 

I 
I 

Opi!n I 
Ratemeter 

I I 
Desired As As 

Mr/Hr Mv. Out Found Left 

4 10-- 1.00V 11rc; ,997 

103 .SOOV 
I 8'0'1 ' "10 I 

10
2 

.600V ,0/ I " (; / I 

10 .400V / 
,If rs I if 1;-

.- 1 . 200V JA! '/ ,;U S 

.1 .OOOV ,0)..'1 I,O).i 

Page A-63 

RATEMETER 

Model 1S'S-C&--:2... 
Ser; a 1--.3.S:-J..Z' __ 

- Toler'. 

Check Source Rdg. Mr/Hr 
-

Fail Safe Volts 

Toler. 
Pwr. As As I Supply Found Left Toler. 

+.0_, v -6.8V -t,SS- -b.BS- ~.5V 

~/O. 5 '1 
+.03 v lO.OV lO;{)nn "10.00 !·.-lV 

,/7/(' 

+.03 v 22.0V 20,20 Z~. z..o ~3.0V 

+.03 v 

Al arm As As 
+.03 v Set . Pt. Found Left Toler. 

+.03 v 
~l Miner 
Division 

EQUIP. D/GIT£(' _SER.NO.&/A,&'o££.2 LAST CAL. 3-;2.0 -So DUE 1-2P-<:lQ.. 
EQUIP.F).uk£ ~SER.!:!O S3Q31 i LAST CAL. 7-~5"- <;f0 DUE 1-)->"-<3/ 

EQUIP. _____ S-ER.NO. ______ ,:..AST CAL. 

PERFORMED By[J . ~_ DATE tij-I't- 50 

-A-----:_--=DUE ____ ~~ 

. ""'--OATEI/ 

Page / 8 Section ---
------------- --- --- -----.....:...:..-:.. __ ._-_ .. --'-



I . 
t 

Procedure 
Step 

DATAS, _T1 
RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM 

2612-RS 
Revision 
07/19/78 

6.1.1.2 HONlTOR HP-R- 'J // LOCAL ft1£1TR .~ AS LEFT RECORDER TR~CE ___________ .-...:.~r;,U::::'..L=_ _ _==.:-::::::==-====~~~~ MARKED YES/I.O 
FCK SOURCE KtlOB PO~[TION 

CLOSlO ----------TNIEnr·itoi7-:rr OPEN 

. " 

INT 

.,...r--..:-..,.-_~DESCR I PTlON nAT.(MEl E'rCCJ.jI"lf(c1frfOERI"NTI<'i\H}IrTfn--JiiT
u

rf((unoOr-HH RAH~lETER nrfRITORDER lJiT 
6.1.2,3 ------ ------------------------------------ ----

6.1.2.4 
.6..J .2, 5 Source 3..0 ~1R/hr ~l~/hr 02.,a1Rjhr ~m/hr t lrnMR/hr NR/hr 
p..:.l--'.] Oil_cY.51£_o_u-"_d -=-L-.!~rYll~ __ -_J'!I!/!l_(' __ - __ -.J·~II?}i_l· - '!~/tlr HR/hr - r-I_R!l~ __ 
~_:..1..:..3..:..1 __ AS~_~Sp.uTce..B.~iljln_9s 02.£J:lRj~ __ !·~!/!I_~~if.~~IY1~ __ ..!lIy_~_r_~-IR/hr r-~IVJ.I.!.-__ 
LI-=--4.1 Or~9~nal-!!~E...d-i~..£¥ HIVllr 'f00 I-IIYllr. ~(")o('j I-\R/Ilr 
~1~ __ ~2.0..a_L.R_~j_~g_~~e ..L9:.Z1- _ - _ _ _ 
?_J_:_4..:.:1 ___ E~ecte!Jleild~q is' 1~lyhr -.3Sf,L Nryllr / 76J.: NR/~r __ 
E..:._~.:..'} ___ +l..?l of _E~pccted_B~.a.iinq _~-;:r I-Ill/hr ,._~ __ ___ '·~Y..hr' cJ.QQ?G ~lIl!t_lr __ 
6.1.4.5 -15':; o.!..!xpect~_~~~~~~ Jfl Hlyhr .299 ~m/hr ,/9Fr ~~~lb! __ 

Actual SOllrce ReadIng .. * .. * .. 
6.1.5.1 \'iithin 15~ of Expected? NO 1\/0 

Yes/N~o~---------------------------------------------------____ ----------------------5etpoint Data 

,v() 

AURT 
6.1 .6. 1 Requ i re_d_ . .s-~_-:--~-I?o--,;.--_n-,.t-------------'-

INT HIGH 

Al6.1.6.3 Indicated "As Found" 
!ii 6.1.6.4 Setpoin_t_ M3jhr MR/hr 
AL 6.1.6.7 "Tripped" Observed 
Hi ~.1.6.8 Setpoint__ _ _ MR/hr MR/hr 

6.1.6.9 
Observed Setpoint within One 
Hinor Divi~ion of Required 

Yes/llo _:-_~. 

* * 

-------;~;-;-h-e-c·I<~S()u::·ce, Recorder, A-cs_ep~ance.... Cri teri a..!29_r:-_O-rf 
6.1.7 Observed Increase in Reilding Due to Check Source 0 MR/hr INT 

6.1.7.2 Recorder Trace I·Iarred Yes/No" INn: 
* Acce'ptanceCr-itLria:All Yes/No Blanks Indicate 'ryes": 

-0 

'NT ~ 
I'D 

:t> 
• ()) 

+:> 

__________ u** __ R~e~~Tor.~~~9~~~'eter P~~~~Rue to Bac!~~r~ou~n~d~. ________________________________________ _ 
Ne ... , Cill i brat; on St, ckec.J'_~ached_~..s/llo=--__ . 

PERFORMED BY: It 
AND DATE: -----------------------------

13.0 

APPROVED BY: 
MD DATE -----------------------------.-----

Plilce Old Cal. 
_SJ:~ k e t:J.te l~e=--__ 



Procedure 
Step 

DA Tf\ SHEt, I 
RADIATION ~IONITORING SYSTUI 

-----

2612-1<5 
Revision 0 
07/19178 

6.1.1.2 LOCAL AS FOUND @ LEFT") RECORDER TRACE 
----METd6 _ ~ ~~M_A~R~KE=D_Y~E~S~/r~{O _____________ __ 

- FCK SOURCE KNOB POSITION 
HONITOR HP-R- Ob/L INT 

cLOs"(b---·----------TtftOmtoiAir- OPEN 
DESCRIPTION -W.(ME r(lfTN"f-R-(CUliu·Elfl-N-fRi\T1M(l Df-I til -I(E Co-notRINTRAttMETERTNT-RTCop])Eifl"NT 

6.1:2.3 
6.1.2.4 

--_._--- ------ .. _._- --

~.l .2. 5 Source _ H 8' MR/_hr ~!Rlh_r 350 r:~RLh_r ___ --: 
p..:_L_'·~ nilck_!l!:..~~_n_d ___ ,.---,..r. r-. r~H!!lI' -___ !:~I~/]1_r __ L::...._.J~I~!!1.1=_ 

~m/hr 
I·ITf/h r 

~:..I~J.:...l __ AE~_~S?~J_~i?_~~ildln_9s • .!i.'" "~Y~ __ iil.l/!'.r ,=9 f.l1~Lh~r ___ ~ 
LL..4.1 00inal_!~_~_'!..d_~ H Mil/hr ~Q 
Ll .". 2 OI29.i!:!..a_1...~~lj_~.9.~~e 122'J5.- _ ,--__ 
h,1.4.3 E!<'p'ecteL'leild~g___ 'ifL ,.,Il/hr 35,2.. 

i·m! h r 
,·il{/hr 

~\lf/hr 
i·ilf/hr 

/ 8tY~!~R/hr i - "~l/ hr 
'/99/o1RLhr 

c2L/JtJ 

176rZ 
~~.4 +15% of E!pected~~_aj_0.q & '-IJ /ll_r __ ~~.o~7,..--___ _ 
6.1.4-:5 -151 of Expected R';.~~~ 'iI ~II./hr 02,99 IE;. L <wi 

Actual SOl/rce Readlng * ** 1. -

t:2..a.:J..6 
i.iil/h,.. ... 00-

6.1.5.1 \'Iithin 15~ of Expected? ye5 yE.5 y~-s 

MR/hr 
- l'IR7h-l'--

~ilfihr 
"IR/hr-

HR/hr 
~mTh-r--

1·IR!hr 
* 

-0 
QI Yes/No 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------5etpoint Uata 
\0 
ro 

u, f:LI INT ):> 
I 

0> 
l.n 

ALEln---- -INT 
6. 1 .6. 1 Re~i re_d ___ S-~_"""~-o-'i_-n-:-t---------------""':":'·-
AL 6.1.6.3 Indicated "As Found" 
!i_0.1.6.4 Setpoin_t_ __ MR/hr 
AL 6.1.6.7 "Tripped u Observed 

MRLhr 

MD/hr Hi ~.1.6.8 Setpoint MR/hr ""I 
Observed Setpoint within One * .. 

6.1.6.9 Hinor Division of Required 
Yes/Ilo 

------;C:':"Ii-e-c.,..k~S()u!~-e-.-;;'Rr>-_c-o-r-d·~r. A-~_eptance C, _i i !!ri a~gD_-..::O:..;.f..:..f _______ -=--~.-:-:-______ ---:~ ________ _ 
6.1.7 Observed Increase in Reading Due to .. fleck Source 7 NR/hr INT 

6.1.7.2 Recorder Trace l1ark"ed Yes/No * --,I:-:cN.,-;J-=T-:":---------
... Acre'ptance Criter;a:--All Yes/Ho Hlilnks Indicate "Yes". 
** Recor_d-':?'!9.9.!!_d" if Heter P~~.9h...2_ue to nilC!:9'.:..r.:::.o.:::.;un~d:..:.~ ________________________ . 
New Calibration Sticke~ Attached Yes/No 

----------~~~~~ 

PERFORMED BY: 
AND DATE : __________________ _ 

0.0 

APPROVED BY: 
ArID DATE _____________________ _ 

praceOTd Ca 1. 
Sticker Here 

:' 

~l' 
( 

\. 

:' 

1. 



~ , ;: 04 , l' '~, " 
., ..... ~~,;;,.~ I ' .! . ..... I. '" 

J" ..£1 , ,,"'J' ,;J", .............. . ~il.: .. :~ .;" _.~: :1'... ~ .\1 I.l·~~ _,. ~.~,. ..,\ .... ~:: ... :.' I ',. ,,' :~"~' '.t ... , '.,I..~I :'"J.' 

Procedure 
Step 

• " 01\ TI\ SlifEr 1 
RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM 

2G12-RS 
Revision 0 
07/19/78 

: : ,,' " : '1 .'. ". I' • . ) . ,.~. ~ . 
.' ~. ' 

. . '. 
.. -.j. 

6.1.1.2 140NITOR HP-R-~~ 0~ AS LEFT 
RECORDER TRACE 
MARKED YES/NO INT' --- FCK SOURCE KNOB POSITION 

----CLOSED I Nn:IH'iIblA-T';";E~------"'"""OrEN 
DESCRIPTION RI\TtMEiTrflifrrf~-EljjflffR (N'frfAt1f.fHEiflin RECOROER INT RATEI'IETER INT RECORDER Bit' 

6.1.2.3 
6.1.2.4 
6.1.2.5 ~1<±J\~ . "'S= MIY1,r I1YJ~r ;;u90 MRjJ~r I~R/hr 7'60 ,I,R/hr MR/hr 
§_·,l.J_~~ Bil..f.~51!:.~_n_d' L - r1~L~r - ~l~l/l'r -/ M.R/hr - /'!.R/ hr - I /1R/hr NR/hr 
p_._l.,:.3.,:.1 ~s:~_u.!.~Sg_u_':S~~:.~ildi n_9s ~ __ M-,y~ __ r'"~/.hT I' 7 M~Lhr ',!'Yhr "7) j HR/hr ~1R/hr 
§. 1. 4.,:.1 OI.!_g..!.'.!.f!.I_~{~,::'1_d_~'!!91!!i'71") s= y r-m/hr itJO "mlTlr ~ ~QO HR/hr 
6 . 1." . 2_ 1- i ~i1_!....R_~d 1 '~9_Jl~~-=.e---J../-i~,-.'7LJ.5:=;-------'iin-iI.":':----=-==:.------.. n-;-;:-::-__ --:--:::-:,--:;-----:=-r.---
§.:,J.: ... 4, 3 E~"p'ec.le.~U~eil~~~~ ff? MR!!~ 3 5""6 ~~y'hr I 212 b:.. NR/hr 
E.:.I.4~ +!.5~ of _E~£.cctej~s_a_~j!!.q ff' HI!/Jlr Jfo'f I'\I{/hr ?-QA,.l- NR/hr 
6. D. 5 -15t oL~xpect~~~2dl ng Itl MH/hr 1.4't HRI hr I.., 'I <:{ "m/hr 

Actual SOllrc~ Readlng '" * * '" * * 
6.1.5.1 within 15'4 of Expected? nI () J1.}o -'t/(J 

Yes/No 
________ ~S~et~p~o~i~nt U~a~t-a---------- -,OF~--------"~---------""~------------~= 

ALERT lNT HIGH HIT 
6.1.6.1 Requir~~S~-~~p-_o~~-n~t---.--------------~= 
AL 6.1.6.3 Indicated "As Found" 
Hi 6.1.6.4 Setpoint 
AL 6.\.6.7 "Trippe-d"()j)served 

!1R/hr HR/hr 

Hi ~. 1.6. 8 S~oi nt _ ~IR/hr HR/hr 
Observed Setpoint within One * * 

6.1.6.9 Hinor Division of Required 
Yes/1l0 

__ ~.!.)eck Soii~~~e-:neco;::de r-;-A·~S_~l?~ilnce--.l~ ter i "_,.2.!.9.n- 0 n _~ _______ =-=-
-=6-. 1=-.-=7-' Observed Increase in Reading Due to Check Source r ~IR/hr lIH 

6.1.7.2 Recorder Trilce I-Iark"ed Yes/No "', INIT: 
'" Acce'ptanc:ecrl terla:AT1 Yes/rIo U 1 anks I nJ i ciitc'l,yesrr:---

____ ~*: Reco.!_cL:?eq.9~d.::.J!.J:le t_~.!: fe9~_~.b.,.!l.ue to Bi.,c_~~gl·olJnd. 
_____ .:..:N.-c:,.\';..-..I...,;C:.::::a'l:.;....-c,.i b::-,ra t ion S tic ke r A_~~j----'!S_s':.!-/..:..:.'l.::.o __ 

I\PPROVED [JY: PERFORI~EO ~ ~ , :. 
AND DATE: ~ !L~ 'g-/}-- 10 AND OATE, __________________ _ 

Place Old Cal. 
C"';rl,(\""" Unr('\ 

I 

" 
'" 
" 

I.v, 

"'0 
Do 

10 
I\) 

~ 
I 

'" '" 

" I, 



O/\T/\ SIIEE 
2G12-flS 
P.Qvision 0 
07/19/78 

, , . 
'...!. ".:. I I. ': 

Procedure 
Stell 

RI\O i A TI ON ~ION ITO,,, I~G S YS TUI ", '/ 
" 

;J 

6.1.1.2 I~ONITOR HP-R-?, /1 ./l.h~ -1~ AS FOUND ~ RECOROER TRACE 
r~ARKED YES/I'IO INT " 

---- ~J, 
:-;:-;-,-----FCK SOURCE K~uB PU~I Ilun 

----,.C1051:''O---- CNTEm,lmrr:i-=-E--------.."..OP'EN 
DESCRIPTION rw1i1EnkIi~-CrfEtOi~hLifTNTlfAi1T,ftTEjnin-REWnDEH INT RAnI-JETER ITffRECORDERTiIT I 

6.1.2.3 
. ._---,-----_ ... _- -, 

6.1.2.4 I, 
6.1.2. 5 SOln=ce-"R~,,,,~ . {Is- I1IYJlr '1~/11_r:.. 3S'O I~R!Jlr l-in/hr j) So I~R/hr ' ' '''R/hr: 
~_ .. 1._~3 BiJck9.!:.~_n~ / - r·~'YJ1.: - ',1 y! 11' /- "~H!Jlr - !,~~~J~_M·'~/hr - ~~Z/,.,..h_r __ 
~:..~3..:...L--..-~..!_~_Sp_u_r:s~ __ E.~iJdil'!_g~ __ i.1---l'Iry~--.!i!y.h.l~2:ij---.!iI~hr J'!'Y!lr J 7;/ i HR/hr ~!R/flr 
§.:J..:..4.:...1 O!-!-y..!.!~.1_!~~.:~~i~9=rLl2,.) .7:,/ ~m/llr taQ 1·Ia/hr ,;looo "IR/hr 
L 1.1\ . Or i n_i!.LR_~~!~.!li!.te I q 7 L __ _ 
.~..:...1..:..4. 3 ~ect~!.)~eild~~q !lE t~R!!l.r"3 5"2:::: ~~~/hr J 7u~ -.!'IR/hr 
§..: 1 .. 1\ +L?~ of J~£.ect~~E.aj.inq ,'i"L r-1iY!lr ~ '> I·!H/hr ').D)=: f'~1!l_r __ 
6.D.5 -151, oL~xpect~cLB~2ding '-II r~I{/hr :J.J9 HH/hr I ':L'LfL. "IR/hr 

cwal Scurcc ReiJdlng '" '" * '" '" '" 
\'iithin 15% o'f Expected? y£s 'y£ 5 '1/£ C 

Yes/No /~ / 
6.1.5.1 , '. , " , " 

Setpoint Uata --------- ~ 

ALEKI INT IiIGH HIT ~ 
6.1.6.1 Require!)-!!_.,...Y'-o-.i_-n..,..t------------- ------
JI.L S.I.6.3 Indicated "As Found" ----------------------------
!Ii 6.1.6.4 Setpoin..t____ I~R/hr MR/hr 
AL 6. t.6.7 "Tripped" Observed 
Hi 6.1.6.8 Setpoint MR/hr MR/hr 

Observed Setpoint within One * * 
6.1.6.9 Hinor Division of Required " 

Yes/t!o 

» , 
0"0 
'-l 

~~:-_---:thcc~ S(iu~~~e~eCorde r-:-A-~.s_~iI nce Cr i_te r i "-,_~i..9_n - O=-f_-f __ -, _____ ...,..,.".-;-;--_______ -.:-:c;:-_______ _ 

6.1.7 Observed Increase in Reading Due to Check Source 7 MR/hr IHT 

6.1.7.2 Recorder Trilcc Hark"ed Yes/No * INn: 
'* Acce'ptiinceCriteria:-ATI 'Yes/No Ulanks Indicilte "Yes". 

_____ ~'*.-'* Recor_~~_CJ_9~d.:..J!.J:le t_~r Pq-'J2.J..!.!_9l!..l~ue to lJiJC!:..9 round~.'--__ . _____________________ _ 
_____ .:..;.N.c~ ... ;...I....;C~a..;.l_i _briJ t i 0:1 5 ticker A_~achecJ---l9_sjtlo _____________________________ _ 

PERFORI-iED B2;: /1~ " : 
AND DATE: .~~ ~-)f-5S'c? " 

.oi' APPROVED OY: 
AND DATE ________________ _ 

. ... . ~: . : 

II 

Plilce Old Cal. 
Sticker Here :; I' 

!' 

.' ~. 

" . : ~. • : ,'" II ·1 ' .! "0' 

0.0 :i 

" 

I ,: , 
" 'f .J' .. _ .. _-



,v 
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Page A-68 

SECTION A.5 

PHOTOGRAPHS, STRIP CHARTS, AND RECORDER LOG PAGES 
FROM P~E-REMOVAL AND POST-REMOVAL MEASUREMENTS 
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SECTION A.S.l 

RECORDER LOG PAGES 



) 

TEC Form No. 

UNIT 2 --==---

TIME 

START 10 ',Z 0 .f.\F!\. 

STOP \\.; ~~ 

FIELD SERVICE DATA SHEET 

DATA SHEET - PLANT: --r M \ 

RUN 'n le\ 
TAPE ft PWR 

too h 
o!\~ c e T ..... ~ e-

ROD POSITION: GROUP _, __ _ CROUP 

Page A-7u 

Page No. ___ 1 __ 

DATE f.:, -\ 3> . Rei 

TAPE T(J( - 1138 

SPEED l Y? ips 

BAND __ _ 

CROUP _. __ _ 

BORON (ppm) EFPD ___ _ CYCLE ____ _ 

RECORDER 
CHANNEL 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

COMMENTS: 

SIGNAL AMP BW GAIN VDC 

\4; \'. - V.1" - 02 \ \ 
\ 

~ T ;cctA;.~ C. c·~ Z-Zc A-,1t'(l Ur.-lu.:i.rl ~J ee 2 
WA~ l~.(/C\ 



I 
'f 
r 

--.-- _. ----.--- ----- Page A-71 ------------- - t-. 

1-

I-
I 

I 

m'f-A5v...~(,l\'Ier\T5 tt-T -, In \ CC'ln Tl20l ~c-<Ot'h. 

E C .. ",. ~ xd l\\'l~ $--.. ~~ Q -r 

\A-~E' '?.eCO\ldl n~ LQ~ Skee"\ 

(. ~,,~(\'(\e\. i,o.(. S Leete k>'--".\L -ee.LD~e~l ~ ~ Q.l 
OD .!::::>, Q..~C ( KE-"_C c-~d.. 

TA~e it \ \ 3:> 8 

1A:~e S~<?.ed l YG \~ 
\'n..e Tct\c~\1'l S -reST r-OCTRse wA·s (ec..o\:l..\l~c:( 

b -zs- +-c ~ 1 ~'C\l t"E.r..L T~ =tt.~l A"1 LO nj 

2S-so~ ~ 1 \icL1 IL A-T \06 tJ,5 
, . 

I. A-I 1l hj 

Ik ()c\t~/"j b,A5vAP\ ~~ ,k 1<..e..(c~~d 
-rBi 

-ret. "Sc.ct>e wAS i 

! ItP- eI-li2l\ 
I I -~-I 

Ct.~,b (lh.Ted C .. h -rl·t \" k.. J 
I 

l=ollo-J.-h.V15 l Vl b 1: tu.. m Q n: ( 
1 1 __ _ 

(JJ.) s/Al __ 
I Tee ti -z 80\ ", fUVlC,(IOf"\ 6-eQJ"Q~;~ 

I 
lT~+1- 8o~ -( Foet . Ceu.~l~~ 
teL tr S D:; 2 ~ ..b rflrY\ 

I 

c~-ecl ~c\\..lw'4.(e SUJlI:L\" AG\ t\lP-TE'd A-"t T.~f"':: 
cc{ 81<0 

.c,C'"4~''' i 

I 
c\\[)(~_ $ou.UJi?_ ci~~_'1\'{A\ec1 tt-c So:) G-l. 

i 
i 
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~C Fona No. 

FIELD SERVICE DATA SHEET Page A-72 

PL Name T SC(" It Page No. --,;_.J __ 

DATA SHEET - PLANT: ~\,) \ 

UNI T _""">.::.,,;<,. _:-_ RUN :T? tOL 

TIME TAPE ft PWR 

START __ _ \ (I l.) 

STOP __ _ 

ROD POSITION: GROUP __ , __ _ GROUP 

BORON (ppm) EFPD ___ _ CYCLE 

RECORDER 
CHANNEL SIGNAL AMP 

1 'J. \ - 'D -, - r.""/l \ .\.: { - ~. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

COMMENTS: 

DATE t:<, -\ q- 80 

TAPE TA- -)L~5 
SPEED I Y? ips 

BAND -----

GROUP _. ___ 0 

-----

BW GAIN VDC 



\ 

\ 
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N\e:A ~u.'\l.\S\'Yl e~S A-"1 T m I ConThQl Lot:.,1"t'\ 

"EQ,~(} rcl~ho S~~oR-r 

-rA~E ~cco~J...I."5 lc~ .s~.ee-l 
T AJ(e t± 1139 

T ~e~ S~e ecl l Yz.. t ~5 

t\-lLeYi.lk~l \.on 1... 

C.h~~\\.e.\ 1 S!5 \'\~ ~~(Y\. ~~-~T - Oz.u 
Tes-c Set \A~ 

< ~ 
%b,t.' Te~ k~-~\-cZ\\ 

"';:'15\1 4 \ "- . CP 
*s:-~ 

! 

F C> \..,.L \L j be:teL rc\L 
tr:.ude 

3~\..llld -7 C: -$c.C\.c 
~ i 

I 

I 

I\. ew s / rJ. .J1l. . I 

Te\. .sL~~_ w~s C..~,\\b~~Te..d ~ -tC\-8o w \."t~ -rl~"i 
I 

-\?ollov.JlYl5 \ytST\Lu-\'Y) Qn-rS A-r lO', \ 'A1"tCYlL.lA-l0f1 I 

T~ L ~ I R () \ ..... 1v.,() G T l un 6-€ t1 E' l-Jl'TC it... 

TeL ti 8D30 {iLe'1~rtc.c{ CCu.(l7e~ 
TeL ±\ 8032.. - ~\l\R1 

CJ,.~\o 1l~-c Lon ~o(n:Ac e 
, ~ 

2 S-7S- ~\: .. ~ 2l 8 \[ ~et1.~ LC~\4~ ra -Sc0 ~ . 
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Page A-74 ---------------

( 

C·()n-\ . 

Sl:A-v.. -t\o~ ~o'A~e 'j ,Z-r -"/ S,~(J.", Ln;s \,r"l<2.. 2 ~C\Cl 
~S -nl'(\\.A."Tes \n-ro ~c..o~I.r;5 A-r lZ.~~l. 

f.\\lec\.(\~-\E?_ \'y\{)~u.:V-eme't'\.lS We\-e .s~R\ed... 

\ '> ~\/\.C'c..\.. S O-A-v..c.e &...u \-cd-t 1k: \\'-' A"\ed itT -l A~~ 

~l~e d 21~ 

2) ClecL S~\LCe SuJ \LCk ckk-r l "\A-red rrT 

l~e- ~cL:ASe c~ q~6 

3~ Ckl ~O\....\.QCe. Sv..:.l"tC,~ A.c.""Cl'tp....-ced ~ T..4.vcz 

~CT,o.S e. \ \ \ \ 

~) C~ec.l S00..Qc.e S\....IJ\lG~ ~eAC'f\'L~\ed Pr"CTA-~e. 

S:c.tl\~ IZ.. \\ \c. S-

\\~e.. SLe~ ~e~ \Y\ -c\~ fQOLe-S;' ol. dC\'f"1S 

bL€~ (8 w~\\e ~-.:e~ \1 vJ~~ 'Y'\ 

~~c~\te~~ 

icco,,&Q c\\.~t()nf"\CCrec\ At t S l ~ C-r \L~_(LJ'f\.It~( "ted. 
.I 

~l V3?i) +1 
lA-~,e ~-r':'frad~"t 2.~\(,~. 



FIELD SERVICE DATA SHEET 

PL Name I. ~t"l! -r \ .... 

"' 

\ 
/ 

UNIT ? 

TIME 

START 

STOP 

ROD POSITION: 

BORON (ppfIl) 

Rl:.eORDE! 
CHANNEL 

1 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

)-
j COMMENTS: 

TEe FOI1ll No. 

DATA SHEET - PLANT: 

RUN -rj?{U3 

TAPE ft PWR 

-IOU 

eH"{ Jr~e ---
GROUP --' GROUP 

EFPD CYCLE 

SIGNAL AMP 

Page A-75 

-, 
Page No. ~ 

DATE -::> 1--5> ,- ) - \ -~ () 

TAPE 1'ec - 1 A--'1 
I k: I I 

SPEED -, X., ips 

BIu'W 

GROUP _. 

BY GAIN VDe 
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Nu:.~u.~eme(lT A\ \n\ ~ Con'l Rot. lZcC''Y\ 

~G-" G- l,dAhC) ~U.?VC\lT 

\ o..~e \Cec.~~d,-\.\l ~ I\---C ~ Shee\ 

T~~e ~ \\.C\\ 

--C t\~ "S~ee.d l 'Ie:. \.~. S, 

-- .. \ec. -\€C~ S"te\lCf( 
t Be) t 1905 ~fQ\ t2.TZi I 

l.,~l \L tns ~-S~ \000 hJ 
1COOha \ II ~ &:Ill\{ 

F t 

----
I l~".,,~ II 'IL\eih\ 

bf'r\ Y'YI b \'Y\ '"'I 
\eG4t r \ec tt 
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C ~\\.b \\ r....-c. lOy\ ""f ~Ol ~o~Q, 
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I 

Pt--il. 
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SECTION A. 5.2 

PRE-REMOVAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF TIME AND FREQUENCY 
DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS OF WAVEFOP~S 
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PRE-REMOVAL 

Time Domain 

#5.a Check Source to GND 
Photo #3, 4, 5 

#5.b Check Source to GND 
Photo #6, 7, 8 

#5.c +6.00 VDC to GND 
Photo #9, 10, 11 

#5.d Detector Signal to GND 
Photo #12, 13, 14 

#5.e +10 VDC to GND 
Photo #15, 16, 17 

#5.f GND to AC GND 110 VAC 
Photo #18, 19, 20 fuse blown 

#5.g GND to AC GND Replaced 
Photo #21, 22, 23 blown fuse 
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PHOTO #3 

TB 10:J-.1J 
Check Source 

TE 1"9-10 

Vert. Gain: 2V/Div 

Hariz. Time Base: 5ms/Div 

PHOTO #4 

TB l09-1J 
Check Source 

TB i09-10 

Vert. Gain: lV/DiY 

Horiz. Time Base: 2ms/Div 

PHOTO #5 

TB 109-1J 
Check Source 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: lV/Diy 

Horiz. Time Base: lms/Div 
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PHOTO #6 

TB 109-2J 
Check Source 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 2V/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 5ms/Div 

PHOT:) #7 

TB 10S-2J Check 
TB 109-10 

Source 

Vert. Gain: lV/DiY 

Horiz. Time Base: 2ms/Div 

PHOTO #8 

TB 109-2

J Check 
TB 109-10 

Source 

Vert. Gain: lV/Diy 
Horiz. Time Base: lms/Div 
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PHOTO #9 

Tn 109-SJ 
+600V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: O.2V/Div 

Hariz. Time Base: Sms/Div 

PHOTO #10 

TB 109-SJ 
+600V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 0.2V/Oiv 

Hariz. Time Base: 2ms/Div 

PHOTO #11 

TB 109-SJ +600V 
TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 0.2V/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: lOms/Div 
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PHOTO #12 

TB 109-:] 
Signal 

TB 109-7 

Vert. Gain: lV/DiY 

Horiz. Time Base: 1ms/Div 

PHOTO #13 

TB 109-

J Signal 
TB 109-7 

Vert. Gain: lV/DiY 

Horiz. Time Base: 2ms/Div 

PHOTO #14 

IB 109-J Signal 
TB 109-7 

Vert. Gain: 2V/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 2ms/Div 
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PHOTO #15 

TB 109-8J 
+10V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 2V/Div 

Horiz. Time oase: 2ms/Div 

PHOTO #16 

TB 109-8~ 
+10V 

T:3 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 1V/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 5ms/Div 

PriOTO #17 

'IB 109-8~ 
+lOV 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 0.5V/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 2ms/Div 
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PIIOTO #18 

TB 109-1~ 
GND 

TB 501-27 

Vert. Gain: 2mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: lOms/Div 

PHOTO #19 

TB 109-1~ 
GND 

TB 501-27 

Vert. Gain: ImV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 20ms/Div 

PHOTO #20 

TB 109-1~ 
GND 

TB 501-27 

Vert. Gain: 1mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 0.2ms/Div 
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; " . ...... ~ ..... ~ ..... -.... ...... ~-.. ~ •••••••••• 111l1li_-_11111111. 
, - ~ 

PHOTO #21 

TB 109-1;] 
GND 

TB 501-2 

Vert. Gain: 10mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 10~s/Div 

PHOTO #22 

TB 109-1~ 
GND 

TB 501-27 

Vert. Gain: 10mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 50 IJS/Div 

PHOTO #23 

TB 109-1~ 
GND 

TB 501-27 

Vert. Gain: SmV/Div 

Hariz. Time Base: 2ms/Div 
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PHOTO #24 

TB 109-S

d +lOV 
TB 109-10 

BW - 3 KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 200 KHz/Div 

Scan Time - 100 ms/Div 

Vert. Scale: OdB Ref; 10dB/Div 

Input Attenuation: 40 dB 

PHOTO #25 

TB 109-SJ 
+lOV 

TB 109-10 

BW - 3 KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 500 KHz/Div 

Scan Time - 0.2 s/Div 

Vert. Scale: OdB Ref; 10dB/Div 

Input attenuation: 40 dB 
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PHOTO #26 

TB 109-J Signal 
TB 109-7 

BW - 3 KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 500 KHz/Div 

Scan Time - 0.2 s/Div 

Vert. Scale: 0 dB Ref; 10 dB/Div 

Input attenuation: 40 dB 
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PHOTO # 21 

TB 107-5J 
+600V 

TB 107-10 

BW - 3 KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 500 KHz/Div 

Scan Time: 0.2 s/Div 

Vert. Scale: 0 dB Ref; 10 dB/Div 

Input attenuation: 40 dB 
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0.109 RMS PHOTO #28 

TB 109-SJ 
+600V 

TB 109-10 

Range: 0 - 100 KHz 

20 KHz Harmonics Intensified 

Vert. Scale: +20 dB Ref; 10 dB/DiY 
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i .35 R!-lS PHOTO # 29 

TE 109-:] 
Signal 

TE, 109-7 

Range: 0 . 100 KHz 

32 KHz Harmonics Intensified 

Vert. Scale: +20 dB Ref; LO dB/Div 
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0.301 ~MS PHOTO #30 

TB 109-8~ 
+10V 

TB 109-10 

Range: 0 - 100 KHz 

~16 KHz Harmonics intensified 

~20 KHz Harmonics also present 

Vrlt. Scale: +20 dB Ref; 10 dB/DiY 

0.712 RMS PHOTO #31 

TB 109-8J 
+lOV 

IB 109-10 

Range: 0 - 1 KHz 

~120 KHz Harmonics Intensified 

Vert. Scale: +20 dB Ref; 10 dB/DiY 
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SECTION A.5.3 

PRE-REMOVAL TOR MEASUREMENTS ON CABLE 

(Detector Attached) 



Test 

#12.a 

#12.b 

#12.c 

#12.d 

#12.e 

#12.f 

Page A-94 

PRE-REMOVAL TOR MEASUREMENTS 

Verify Operability & Necessary lP Filter 
for Recording 

Checksource Tests 12a-l, 12a-2 

RG59 Tests 12b-l, 12b-2 

RG58 Tests 12c-1, 12-c2 

+10V Tests 12d-l, 12-d2 

GNO-GNO Tests 12e-l, 12-e2 

RG58+ 51 cable Tests 12f-1, 12f-2 
and tenni na 1 
block inserted 



Page A-95 
TDR Test Runs 

To Determine L? Filters 
Setting For Strip Chart Output 
Test Run - 10' Coax With Clips 

;iori.:. Scale: ~.·ncal.ibrated Chart Speed: 5 mmi!> 
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Test l2a - 1 

From Blue to Orange 

Checksource 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft./Div 

Vertical Scale: 0.25 V/Divj 500 m p/Div 
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Test i2b-l 

From RG 59/UCenter to RG 59/uShield 

6aaV to Shield 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft/Div 

Vertical Scale: a.lOV/Div; 500 ml¥Div 
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Test l2c-l 

From RG 58/U Center to RG 58/U Shield 

Signal to Shield 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft/Div 

Vertical Scale: O.lOV/Div; 500 mpJDiv 



Test 12d - 1 

From Red to Black 

+lOV to GND 

Page A-99 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft/Div 

Vertical Scale: O.lOV/Div; 500 m p/Div 
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Test l2e - 1 

From Black to TB109-l0 

GND to GND 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft/Div 

Vertical Scale: O.25V/Div; 500 mp/Div 
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Test l2f - 1 

From RU 58/U Shield to RG 58/l' Center 

Shield to Signal 

(12c-l with new cable and terminal black 
inserted 'Ql '\, 10 ,) 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft/Div 

Vertical Scale: O.lOV/Divj 500 mP/Div 
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Test 12a-2: From Blue to Orange - Checksource 

Horizontal Scale: 2.632 ft/Div Vertical Scale: O.lOV/iJiv; 500 md Div 
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L.J 
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Q) 

(f) 
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II 

L.J 
() 

CJ 
u 
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Test 12b-2: From RG 59ft) Center to RG 59/ U Shield 

600 V to Shield 

Horizontal Scale: 2.632 ft/Div Vertical Scale: O.lOV!Div; 500 m~Div 

I 

..... N :"'") ~ 

c c c 0 0 0 ..... . ... . ... 
.u .u .u 
() u () () 
~ (l) (l) (l) 

If) cr.; If) If) 

, t 
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Test 12c-2: From RG 58'l' Cent€::-:o RC 58L' ShlCic 

Signal to Sl'lt'id 

Horizontal Scale: 2.63= It [)n \'e:-t· :]i Sc;)i~: - . , ,'r ' (, i v: SOC) m pi [j J v 
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Test l2e-2: From Black to TB109-10 

GND to GND 

Horizontal Scaie: 2.632 ft/Div rertical Scale: O.lOV/Divj 500 mrfDiv 

r, 

0 r'"l " :: L.J :: :: 
" u 0 0 

GJ 
tr. u u 

Ci 
c.J U 
GJ GJ 

t -; c/", 1.1) 

i 
t t a t 

, 
i 

I I d! 
U I :: 
res 1 u 
VI 
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Page A-107 

From RG 58A! Shl(:ld to RG 581 L' Center 

Shield to Signal (Extra test cable and terminai block) 

.. orizont.!l Scale: :.6J~ ft/Djv Verticai Scale: O.lOV/Divj 500 mp/Div 
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SECTION A.S.4 

TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS OF WAVEFORMS 
ON DETECTOR INSTALLED IN THE ANTEROOM 
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PRE-REMOVAL 

Time Domain 

#19.a Check Source to GND 
Photo #35, 36, 37 

#19.b Check Source to GND 
Photo #38. 39. 40 

#19.c +600 VDC to GND 
Photo #41, 42. 43 

#19.d Detector Signal to GND 
Photo #32, 33, 34 

#19.e +10VDC to GND 
Photo #44, 45. 46 

#19.f GND to AC GND 
Photo #47. 48, 49 
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PHOTO #32 

TB 109-J Signal 

TB 109-7 

Vert. Gain: SV/Div 

Hariz. Time Base: 1 s/Div 

PHOTO #33 

TB 109-:] 
Signal 

TE 109-7 

Vert. Gain: SV/Div 

Horiz. TLme Base: 0.2s/Div 

PHOTO #34 

TB 109.-:] 
Signal 

TB 109·- 7 

Vert. Gain: 2V/Div 

Hariz. Time Base: O.Ss/Div 
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PHOTO #35 

7B 109-1J 
Cbeck Source 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 0.2V/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 5rns/Div 

PHOTO #36 

TS 109-1J 
Check Source 

TE 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 50mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 2rrs/Div 

PHOTO #37 

Tll 109-1J 
Check Source 

TE 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 50mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 5Q~S/Div 
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PHOTO #41 

TB 109-5 J 
+600V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 20mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 10ms/Div 

PHOTO #42 

TB 109-5 J 
+600V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 20mV/Div 

noriz. Time Base: 0.2s/Div 

PIIOTO 11'11 

TB 109-5J 
+600V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 100mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 20ms/Div 
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PHOTO #44 

TB 109-aJ 
+lOV 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 20mV/Div 

Hariz. Time Base: O.lms/Div 

PHOTO #45 

TB 109-aJ 
+10V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 50mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: 5ms/Div 

PHOTO #46 

TB 109-SJ 
+10V 

TB 109-10 

Vert. Gain: 20mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: a.2ms/Div 
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PHOTO #47 

TB 109-1~ 
GND 

TB 501-27 

Vert. Gain: 5mV/Div 

Horiz. Time Base: O.2ms/Div 

PHOTO #48 

TB 109-1:J 
GND 

TB 501-2 

Vert. Gain: 2mV/Div 

horiz. Time Base: 0.2ms/Div 

PHOTO #49 

TB 109-1J GND 
TB 501-27 

Vert. Gain: 2mV/Div 

lIoriz. Time Base: 501lS/Div 
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PHOTO #50 

T3 109-8J 
+lOV 

TB 109-10 

BW - 3KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 200 KHz/Div 

Scan Time: 100 ms/Div 

Vert. Scale: 0 dB Ref; 10 dB/DiY 

Input attenuation: 40 dB 
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PHOTO #51 

TB 109-61 

TB 109-J 

Signal 

BW - 3 KHz 

lloriz. Scale: 500 KHz/Div 

Scan Time: - 0.2 s/Div 

Vert. Scale: 0 dB Ref; 10 dB/DiY 

Input attenuation: 40 dB 
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PHOTO #52 

TB 109-5 J 
+600V 

TB 109-10 

BH - 3 KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 500 KHz/Div 

Scan Time - 0.2 s/Div 

Vert. Scale: 0 dB Ref; 10 dB/DiY 

lnput attenuation: 40 dB 
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PHOTO ::53 

IB 109-5J 

TB 10::)- ~O 
... 600V 

Range: 0 - 100 KHz 

Vert. Scale: +20 dB Ref; 10 dB/Div 
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0.00260 :tMS PHOTO #54 

!' -. . 
TB 109-6J 
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. '.., - ~ 

Range: 0 - 100 KHz . 

J
.. ... · ··t .: t' .. . . . ., ,.. 

j ! • I; I . 

• ..~. ~: 0 .! " .. J \ . 

. . ~'~IJ·'JI""" 

16 KHz Harmonics Intensified 

(20 KHz Harmonics also present) 

Vert. Scale: +20 dB Ref; 10 dB/Div 
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0.03 32 R~lS PHOTO #55 

TB \09-8 J 
+ 1 'Y" 

TB 109-10 

Range: 0 - 100 KHz 

16 KHz Harmonics Intensified 

(20 KHz Harmonics also present) 

Vert. Scale: +20 dB Ref; 10 dB/DiY 
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SECTION A.5.5 

POST-REMOVAL TOR MEASUREMENTS ON CABLE 
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Test 34a - 1 

From Blue to Orange 

Checksource 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft/Div 

Vertical Scale: O.25V/Div, 500 mP/Div 
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Test 34b - 1 

From RG 59/ U Center to RG 59/ U Shield 

600V to Shield 
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Test 34c - 1 

From RG S8/V Center to RG S8/u Shield 

Signal to Shield 

Horizontal Scale' 26.32 ft/Div 

Vert ieal SC<lle: 0.10 VI Div; 500 m p/Div 
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Test 34d - 1 

From Red to Black 

+lOV to GND 

Horizontal Scale: 26.32 ft/Div 

Vertical Scale: 0.10 V/Div; 500 mp/Oiv 
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Test 34e - 1 

From Black to TB109-l0 

GND to GND 
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Test 34b - 2: Fr-om RG 59~ Center to RG 59/ U Shield 
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Test 34c - 2: From RG 58/ U Center to RG 58/ U Shield 

Signal to Shield 

Eorizontal Scale: 2.632 ft/Div Vertical Scale: 0.10 V.·Div; 500 mP/Div 
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Test 34d - 2: From Red to Black 

+lOV to GND 

Horizontal Scale: 2.632 ft/Div Vertical Scale: 0.10 V/Div; 500 mplDiv 
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1. I NTRODUCTI ON 

During and following the TMI-2 accident, a nu~ber of instruments failed or 

were suspected of providing erroneous readings. Because of this problem, 

industry concerns were focused upon the behavior of instrumentation under 

adverse conditions. To better understand failure mechanisms, the Technical 

Integration Office (TIO) contracted Technology for Energy Corporation (TEC) 

to perform field measurements on a set of selected instruments to determine 

current in-situ operati 1':J characteristics. For some instruments, these 

measurements were to je performed prior to removal (and replacement with 

new instruments) in order to have a cross reference with post removal 

observations. 

This report pro\ldes the information gathered by TEe on the area radiation 

monitor HP-R-211. This detector' wa~ located at 305 feet elevation, just 

inside the entry hatch (ante-room) used during initial entries into 

containment. This instrument consisted of a Victoreen Model 857-2 detector' 

assembly connected to a Victoreen Model 856-2 panel alarm and approximately 

520 feet of interconnecting cable. This instrument was believed to have 

faiied due to low radiation level indications and due to a lack of response 

tu the manually activated checksource in the detector. As a resuit of this 

failure, the detector was a candidate for early replacement to provide 

long-term radiation monitoring capability inside containment at the entry 

hatch. 
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2. INSTRUMENT LOCATION, CABLING, AND TERMINATIONS 

A review of appropriate drawings from Victoreen and Burns & Roe (itemized 

in the Appendix in the measurement proced~lre, page A-5) resulted in the 

COflllosite electrical diagram shown in Figure 2-1. From this ~nformation, 

Table 2-1 gives a 1 ist of the appropriate termination pOints for performing 

measurements in the Control Room in Cabinet 12. Also noted in Figure 2-1 

are the cable lengths pulled during instrument installation (before final 

trimming) between each termination and/or junction point. 

The detector assembly is a Victoreen Model 857-2 which is shown in 

Figure 2-2 along with required interfacing connections to the readout 

module. Figure 2-3 shows the functional layout of the detector and asso-

ciated readout module. This assembly is a "medium range" device with a 

range of 0.1 to 104 mR/hr. An electrical diagram of the detector circuit 

is shown in Figure 2-4. As shown in Figure 2-1~ the circuit is somewhat 

cOfllllicated by the presence of a remote alann/meter which is used as a 

local indication of the radiation levels inside the entry hatch. 

S; nce measurements were be; ng made in the cont,'ol room, there was no way to 

remove the effect of the remote meter (dttached to the signal line) from 

the observed instrlll1ent response. However, since the remote meter was 

located outside containment, it did not experiE!nce severe operating 

environments and thus was not considered to present any measurement 

problems. Similarly, the Model 856-2 Readout Module, located in the 

control room, was not speci fically cons idered to be a source of i nstrumen-

tation problems except in its function of supplying power to the detector 

assemb ly. 
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Table 2-1 

TERMINATION POINTS FOR HP-R-211 MEASUREMENTS 

Signal 

+10V Power Supply 

+600V Hiqh Voltage 

Signal Out 

Ground 

CS** 

CS** 

*From cab 1 e IT2931I 

Cabinet 12 Identification* 

TBI09-5 

TBI09-6 

TB109-10 

TB109-1 

TB109-2 

**CS = Checksource coil positive and return contacts (exact identification 
not necessary). 
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Figure 2-2. Sketch of Instrumentation for HP-R-211. 
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3. PREPARATION OF MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES 

A5j a resul1: of gener~ting the corrposite electrical diagram and from a 

r~view of the Victoreen Area Monitor Operation Manual, the major types of 

measurements to be performed were identified as 

1. Determine as-found condition of Reado~t Module and Remote Meter 
and ~ocord signal output 

2. Perfor,: passive me!'surements (i.e., passively monitor signals) on 
each electrical connection consisting of time domain waveforms, 
very-high frequency sper.trum analysis (i .e., MHz region), and 
freqllency spectra below leO kHz 

3. Perform resistance, capacitance, irrpedance, and Time Domain 
Reflectometry (TOR) active measurements (i .e., actively intro
ducing a test signal). 

These measurements were designed to verify the operation of the Readout 

Module (especially t~e power supplies) and the Remote Meter/Alarm. The 

focus of the measurement was on the detector assembly. cabl i ng, and 

terminations/connections to the assembly. The Appendix (.'o~ltains the 

detailed procedure which was followed during the measurement program, and 

a summary of measurements is presented in the next section. 
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4. ~lEASUREMENTS 

Jince HP-R-211 was a candidate for removal and possible replacement, 

measurements were attempted at five different conditions: 

1. Laboratory measurements on a spare detector and readout module 
assembly 

2. Pre-i nsertion detector pin measure:lents on two spares 

3. Meas~rements on the installed detector-readout assembly 

4. t-Ieasurerrents with a replacement detector installed at the remote 
meter location 

5. Attempted measurements on the newly installed detector (only TOR 
cable measurements were possible). 

Each set of measurerrEnts is described in the followinj sections. 

Li.l LABORATORY MEASUREr~ENTS (MOcr.-UP) 

Prior to pen'orming the mpasurements on the installed instrumentation, 

a prel iminary set of mea~urements were taken on a spare detector and 

readout module assembly. Pages A-3 to A-16 in H.e Appendix ar~ the actual 

field data sheets for tne measurements. A SV'dmary of the important data 

is presented in Table 4-l. Of eqlJal importance to the measurements on 

the detector were the calibration data obtained on the equipment to be 

used for the field tests. . ges A-17 to A-22 show the results of these 

measurements with the resulting equipment cal ibration (i .e •• conversion 

values) data. 
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Measurement Points 

Checksource (+) 
Checksource (-) 

Signal in 
Sh i e 1 d 

Signal in 
+10V 

Sh i ~ 1 d 
+10V 

4-2 

Table 4-1 

SUMMARY OF MOCK-UP MEASUREMENTS 
(DEfECTOR RESISTANCES) 

Polarity + 

30.4 ohms 

8.85 

7.47 

Polarity -

30.4 ohms 

7.23 

11.90 

Notes: (a) All values in ohrrs x 103 unless otherwise indicated 

(b) First signal to positive terminal and second to negative is 
considereu Polarity + 

(c) All measurements made with a Keithley 177 DVM on 20xl03 ohr:1 
scale. 
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4.2 PRE-INSERTION DETECTOR PIN MEASUREMENTS 

Prior to possible insertion into containment for replacement of HP-R-2l1, 

.1eaSUrerTW:!nts ~ere made on two detector connec~or pins to determine a 

typical ran';le of normal vaiues for resistances. These measuremen~s were 

carried out on two different Morlel 857-2 detectors, serial ~umbers 111 and 

1405. Table 4-2 shows the data obtained from these pin measuretrents which 

was used for later comparison to the data obtained from the HP-R-2ll 

assembly. Note that there is only a small variati01 in measured values 

between the detectors and that the change in resi~cances with polarity is 

the result of active components ,J.e., transistors) in the detector 

c i rcu; t ry. 

4.3 INSTALLED DETECTOR-READOUT MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements were also performed on the HP-R-2l1 assembly in its as-found 

condit:ion. The field data sheets for these measurerTW:!nts are shown in the 

Appendix on pages A-23 to A-41. When mr ,S Jrements began, the local and 

remote meters were indicating 1.5 and 3.5 mR/hr, respectively. Prior to 

performing further measurements, a recording of the Signal Out 1 ine was 

marie on an FM tape recorder using AC coupling to remove an offset of 

approximately 7V in the signal. Following this recording, pdssive measure

ments were made on certain signals with the following results: 

(a) lOY Power Supply @ 9.4V 

(b) Signal DC Voltage @ 7.5V with no checksource 

@ 7.5V with checksource 
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Table 4-2 

SUMMARY OF DETECTOR PIN RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS 

MC'i1s~'rement Points 

Check source 
Checksource 

5i gnal In 
Sh i e 1 d 

Signal In 
+lOV 

Sh i e 1 d 
+10'1 

Detect()r # 111 
Polarity + Polarity 

8.77 7.34 

8.27 6.56 

7.44 11. 77 

Detector #1405 
Polarity + Polarity-

30 ohms 30 ohms 

8.79 7.16 

8.38 6.84 

7.37 11.84 

Notes: (a) All values Jre in ohms x 103 unless otherwise indicated 

(b) First signal tc positive terminal; second to negative is 
considered Polarity + 

(c) All measurements made with a Keithley 177 DVM or 20xl03 ohm 
scale. 
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(c) 600V Power Supply @ 605V 

(d) Check source Current @ 13 mao 

These measurements indicated that the 10V power supply was somewhat low, 

that the signal did not significantly change when the checksource was 

applied, that there was an offset in the signal line (detected during 

earlier recording), and that the 600V supply and checksource coil were 

operating correctly. 

A series of time plots of all instrument line responses were obtained by 

photographi~~ t~e trace from a storage oscilloscope. Figures 4-1 to 4-3 

show typical results of these measurements for the 600V supply, signal, and 

lOV supply, respectively. The complete set of photographs is shown in the 

Appendix on pages A-79 to A-86. Frequency domain spectrum plots were 

also obtained for each signal over both a 0-5 MHz band and a 0-100 kHz 

band and the complete set of data can be found on pages A-87 to A-92. 

Figures 4-4 to 4-6 show the 0-100 kHz plots of the sign~l spectra, but not 

the high-frequency band, since little information ;s present at those 

frequencies. From these measurements of the waveforms, the following 

summary is obtained: 

(1) 600V supply: IV P-P @ 120 Hz present 

small 20 kHz and harmonics 

small 95 kHz present 

(2) 51 gnal 

random pulses present (s~e 11f spectrum) 

at lower frequer.cies 

3.4 V P- P random p ul ses present 

small 32 kHz and harmonics present 
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Figure 4-1. Typical AC Fluctuations Present on 
600 V Supply. 

a) Vertical Scale 
0.2V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
2 ms/Div 

b) Vertical Scale 
0.2V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
10 ms/Div 
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Figure 4-2. Typical Output Signal. 

a) Vertical Scale 
IV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
1 ms/Div 

b) Vertical Scale 
IV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
2 ms/Div 
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a) Vertical Scale 
IV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
5 ms/Div 

b) Vertical Scale 
0.5V/Oiv 

Horizontal Scale 
2 ms/Div 

Figure 4-3. Typical Fluctuations on the 10 Volt Power 
Supply. 
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Figure 4-4. Frequency Spectra for 600 Volt Power Supply. 
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Figure 4-5, Frequency Spectra for Output Signal. 
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b) 0-1 Hz R3nge 

Note: 

120 Hz Harmonics Intensified 

AC RMS = 0.712 Volts 

Figure 4-6. Frequency Spectra for 10 Volt Power SIJPply. 
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(3) 10V supply 2V P-P @ 120 Hz present 

small 16 kHz and harmonics present 

small 20 kHz and harmonics present. 

This data again indicates a problem in the lOY supply due to the excessive 

120 Hz AC present. Another problem is obvious in the small arrplitude of 

the Signal pulses since they should span approximately 10V. 

Aft~r corrpletion of these measurements, the normal instrument calibration 

procedure was perforrred on the readout module electronics. The raw data 

sheets from the calibration are given on pages A-62 and A-63. 

Application of the calibration procedures resulted in replacement of a 

capacitor in the +22V supply in the readout module, which directly feeds 

the lOY supply. This capacitor was the cause of the low supply voltage 

and probably caused the excessive 120 Hz fluctuations by allowing the 

rectified AC line signal to pass through. After the calibration, all 

voltages were restored to normal values. 

After calibration of the readout module, power was removed from the 

instrument and the field cable 1 inks were opened between the detector and 

the readout module. A series of capacitance and illl'edance measurements 

were made at the field side (directly to detector) of the terminal blocks. 

The data obtained from this test is erratic due to the presence of long 

cables and active cOlll'onents in the detector, but may be found on page A-39 

of the Appendix. 
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The integrity of the cable between the control room cabinet and the detec

tor was then tested by performing TOR measurements. Fi9ure 4-7 shows a 

typical TOR result for the Signal Out line with inflection points 

identified, and Table 4-3 lists the inflection points for all lines 

measured. No ice that there is some scatter in the predicted locat.ion of 

electrical interfaces, but this is not unexpected when using TOR 

me2surements. A corrplete set of TOR traces for all cables can be found in 

the Appendix on pages A-94 to A-lO/. 

;;;)on conp 1 et i on of the TDR measurements, resi stance measurements were per

formed on all combinations of 5ignal lines at the terminal block. Note 

that this measurement is different from the detector pin measurements due 

to the length of cablillg between the detector and the terminal block. 

However, this effect should be small (as confirmed by TDR data) and results 

should be corrparable to the data taken previously. Table 4-4 lists the 

important measurements and a complete list can be found on page A-41. 

4.4 MEASUREMENTS FOLLOWING REMOiE INSTALLATION OF NEW DETECTOR 

Follcwing the rompletion of measurements on the installed HP-R-211 system, 

a replacement model 887-2 detector (serial # 111) was installed by removing 

connections to the containment detector at the ante-room (remote) junc

tions. Before proceeding with measurements, the normal field calibration 

was performed on the detector-readout system using a calibration source. 

An adjustment to change the meter readouts upward by approximately a factor 

of t\'oO was needed, which is not unusual for expected variations with a new 

detector. The TMI calibration data sheets are given in the Appendix on 

pages A-64 to A-67. 
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Figure 4.7 TOR Results of Signal Out Cable. 
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Table 4-3 

SUMMARY OF TOR INFLECTION POINTS 

Si gnal Distance (ft)* De sc ri pt i on** Probable Cause 

Checksource 163 Increased R poi nt t ermi na 1 block 

253 In creased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

342 Sl ight continuous R ? 

decrease 

379 Large R increase checkSQurce coi 1 

+600v (RG59) 174 In creased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

17 4~ Continuous R decrease ? 

268 Incre'sed R point terminal block 

368 Sl ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

405 Large R increase detector circuitry 

Signa 1 (RG58 ) 174 I.lcreased R point terminal block 

174+ Continuous R decrease ? 

263 Increa:.ed R poi nt termi na 1 block 

368 Sl ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

395 La rgl R increase detector circuitry 
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Table 4-3 (Continued) 

Signal Distance (ft)* Description** Probable Cause 

+lr)V 163 In creased R poi nt terminal block 

242 Increased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

342- 358 51; ght R decrease 7 

379 La rge R increase detector c i i"CU i t ry 

Si gna 1 (R G58) 174 Increased R point terminal block 
with termi na 1 
block added 174+ Continuous R decrease ? 

363 Increased R poi nt terminal b 1 ad 

384 Slight continuous R ? 
decrease 

405 Large R increase detector circuitry 

*TDR to term; nal block test cable (10 ft) not i nc 1 uded in distance. 

**R is the abbreviation for resistance. 

b 



Measurement Points 

Checksource (+) 
C'leck sou rce (-) 

Signal in 
Sh i e 1 d 

Signal in 
+10V 

Sh i e 1 d 
+lOV 

Tab 1 e 4-1 

RESISTANCE DATA FROM HP-R-211 

Polarity + Polarity -

40.2 ohr.ls 40.2 ohr.1s 

8.62 6.53 

305 ohms 305 ohms 

6.47 8.59 

Notes: (a) All values in ohms x 10 3 unless otherwise indicated. 

(b) First signal to positive terminal and second to negative is 
considered Polarity +. 

(c) All measurements made with a Keithley 177 OVr1 on 20xl03 ohm 
scale. 
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After calibration, both the remote and local meters indicated a dose rate 

of 0.5 mR/hr at the ante-room location of the replacement detector and the 

signal from the detector was recorded (see page A-43). The lOY supply 

measured 9.99V, the 600V supply measured 605V, and the checksource coil 

measured 14 ma current, when tested. The signal output was ranging from 0 

to 9.9V ~hen measured with a OVM with background dose rate conditions and 

similarly varied when the checksource was activated, hut at a much faster 

rate which appeared as approximately an averaged 5V le\'el. 

Time traces were taken of the output waveforms by photographing a storage 

oscilloscope trace. Figures 4-8 and 4-9 illustrate waveforms which 

exhihited the main differences between the original waveforms and the new 

ones (a complete set of plots are given on pages A-I09 to A-115). Figure 

4-8 shows the ahsence of the 120 Hz contaminat ion on the 600V supply (which 

was also true for the checksource lines and the lOY supply). This improve

ment was probably the re~ult of repairing the power sup!1ly capacitor in the 

readout module and is not indicative of the effect of replacing the detec

tor. Figure 4-9 shows the pulsed voltage on the signal line, which has a 

siqnificantly greater amplitude: 3.5V range previously and 9.9V with the 

new rletector. 

80th the high frequency and low frequency spectra taken on the signals show 

a continued low level contamination at both 16 ar3 20 kHz and harmonics; 

however, the maqnitude is much lower than previously shown. The complete 

set of spectra are given in the Appendix on pages A-116 to A-121. 
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a) Vertical Scale 
20 mV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
10 mSjDiv 

b) Vert i ca 1 Sea 1 e 
100 mV/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
0.2 Sec/Diy 

Figure 4.8 AC Fluctuations on 600V Supply After Replacement of Detector. 
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a) Vertical Scale 
0.5 V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
1 Sec/DiY 

b) Vertical Scale 
0.2 V/Div 

Horizontal Scale 
0.5 Sec/Diy 

Figure 4.9 Fluctuation of SIGNAL OUT After Replacement of Detector. 
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4.5 MEASUREMENTS FOLLOWING ATTEMPTED DETECTOR REPLACEMENT IN CONTAINMENT 

Following the testing of the detector installed in the ante-room, the con

tainment monitor was to be replaced with the detector (serial # 111) which 

was just tested and calibrated. However, during the removal of the old 

detector, the connector to the detector was broken and insertion of the new 

detector was not possible. Dispute this problem, the old detector was 

rernoved for test i ng by Sa ndi a Laboratory. Si nce there was no detector 

installed in the HP-R-211 circuit, the only measurements that would 

possibly provide any useful data were the TDR measurements on the cable. 

The results of these rneasurements are summarized in Table 4-5 and the strip 

chart traces are shown on pages A-123 to A-132. 

1 
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Table 4-5 

SUMMARY OF TDR INFLECTION POINTS FOR DAMAGED CABLE 

Si gna 1 Distance (ft)* Descript i on** Pr obab 1 e Ca use 

Cnecksource 168 Increased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

247 Increased R poi nt termi na 1 block 

342 Sl ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

379 Large R increase open circuit 

+600V (R G59) 179 Increased R point terminal block 

179+ Continuous R decrease ? 

274 Increased R point termi na 1 block 

374 Sl ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

405 Large R increase open circuit 

Si gna 1 (RG58) 174 Increased R point term; n.a 1 block 

174+ Continuous R decrease ? 

268 Increased R point terminal b10ck 

368 51 ight continuous R ? 
decrease 

395 La rge R i ncreas,e open c i rcu i t 
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Table 4-5 (Continued) 

Si gn a 1 Oistance (ft)* Description** Probable Cause 

+10V 163 Increased R point terminal block 

245 Increased R poi nt terminal block 

342 Sl i ght cont i nuous ? 
R decrease 

384 Large R increase open circuit 

*TDR to terminal block test cable(s) (15 ft) not included in distance. 

**R is the abbreviation for resistance. 



5. DATA ANALYSIS 

Following the actual field data gathering and on-site preliminary interpre

tations (given in Section 4), detailed analysis of the data was performed 

off-site. This data analysis consisted both of reduclng the recorded data 

and interpret.ation of measurements to infer physical characteristics of the 

; ns t rtrrlentat ion. 

5.1 REDUCTION OF RECORDED DATA 

As described in the previous section, a recording was made of the detector 

output signals for three conditions: 

1. Or i gi na I HP-R- 211 response 

2. HP-R-211 response after electronic calibration 

3. Replacement detector following conplete calibration. 

Examination of the waveforms from the original detector showed that there 

was a +6V offset on the signal with pulses rising to 9.5V and falling back 

to 6V also present. The operations manual for the detector indicates that 

the proper range of signals is approximately O-lOV (with a O.8V possible 

variation due to electronics). This correct span of operation observed on 

the output of the replo~~ment detector indicated that some problerr existed 

in the detector or in the containment penetr'ation (cable passing into con. 

tainment). However, it is extremely unlikely that a cable problem would 

produce a signal with an offset and ~ulses correspondingly clipped at the 

offset value. Hence, the detector was selected as the most likely can~ 

didate for having failed (i .e., not producing its normal output response). 

5-1 
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A more quantitative analysis of the detector recordings was also attempted 

because, as noted during field measurements, the pulse rate (but not the 

pulse height) from the original detector appeared to be consistent with 

believed containment radiation levels. A summary of the count rate for the 

three measurements is gi ven in Table 5-1. Note that the ope rat ion of the 

device requires that two ionizing events occur to produce the "up" and 

"down" transition of the output. This is C'le to the "flip-flop" logic in 

the detector circuitry. Because the output wave forms were observed to be 

of improper range for the original detector, a pulse shaping circuit was 

applied to the reproduced signal to generate a proper indication of the 

detector response. The diagram for this circuit is shown in Figure 5-1. 

The first amplifier stage was applied to remove any signal offset (AC 

coupled) and to convert the detector output into overloaded pulse events 

(saturation of maximum amplifier output at approximately IlV). This produces 

a well-defined range of the signal between -11V and +llV for processing by 

the threshold detector. Any delay introduced by the amplifier is not 

important since ionization events in the detector would be random, and 

hence not effected by such delays. Following the amplifier, a threshold 

detector circuit was inserted and adjusted to trigger at approximately +5V 

with a hysteresis of 5V. This produced an outPl't of +9.2V when the detec

tor signal exceeded 5V and maintained this output until the signal dropped 

below OV, which trigg~r~d an OV output. The range of 0 to 9.2V was chosen 

because this was the minimum range normally resultant from the detector 

circuit. (However, a test to determine the effect of this range was also 

performed later.) 
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Table 5-1 

COUNT RATES MEASuRED FROM SIGNAL RECORDINGS 

Average* Average** Rat i 0 of 
Description of Data Count Rate (CPS) Reading in mR/hr CPS/(mR/hr) 

Original Detector 301 (3) t 2UO( 3) 1.51 
as found) 

Original Detector 293(4) 1 03( 5) 1.52 
(after electrical 
calibration 

Replacement Detector 
(background) 

0.23(.08) O.29( .O9} 0.79 

Replacement Detector 
(checksource) 

7.2(0.5) 5.2(0.1) 1. 38 

*Actual detector ionization event rate is twice the listed value. 

**From a readout module connected to a pulse shaping circuit applied to the 
reproduced signal with a 9.2V range. 

tNumbers in parentheses are the associated standard deviations. 
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TEC MODEL 901 THRESHOLD DETECTOR r;ORDER AMPLIFI ER WITH HYSTERESIS MODEL 856-2 
OUTPUT AC COUPLED OUTPUT: OV (OFF) READOUT MODULE 

I 
f--

GAl N = 10 - 9.2V (ON) '"'""-

Figure 5-1. Diagram of Pulse Shaping Circuitry. 
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Referring to Table 5-1, the original detector count rates wlth the assumed 

pulse shaping arc indicative of dose rates of apPf'ox i '1'lCltely 200 mR/hr 

inside containment instead of 1.5 mR/hr as indicated on the control room 

readout. A review of the readout meter theory of operation shows why this 

extreme variation in indication occurs. The readout meter converts the 

detector signal transitions to logarithmic levels using a "log-pump" 

circuit. This circuit essenti~l1y consists of a series of capacitors (one 

for each decade range) which are charged by tne maximum signal level and 

are then discharged through a resistor when the minimum signal level occurs. 

The result~nt voltage output from the series of R-C circuits is summed to 

produce the readout value, with adjustments for "zero" and "span". Each 

R-C circuit (stage) is _taggered by approximately a factor of ten in time 

response so that the more rapidly the input signal changes, the more stages 

reach near constant outputs and hence indicate higher radiation levels. 

This entire circuit is dependent on the c;pan of the input signal to 

generate the discharge levels from the capacitors through the resistors and 

is not sensitive to offset values due to the c~pacitive coupling. Since 

the range of the pulses was only 3.5 volts on the original aetector, the 

readout module was not capable of interpreting the correct radiation 

levels. To understand the effect of various plJlse ranges, a simple 

exre~iment was performed using a function generator, at various frequencies 

and output levels, acting as a "detector" input into a model 856-2 readout 

module. Figure 5-2 shows the results of this test. As expected from the 

log-pump circuit operating principles, at low signal ranges there is very 

little dependence of the meter on the input frequency (i .e., simulated 
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ionization events) due to the low charge/discharge levels In the circuit. 

This data sugggests that for the original detector with a 3.5V range, the 

response of the readout meter would not exceed 5 mR,hr event at full-scale 

radiation levels. 

From Table 5-1 and Figure 5-2, there appears to be a near-constant conver

sion hetween pulse rate and readout indication at a fixed pulse vol~aqe 

span witt, variations occurring at low radiation levels. This behavior is 

expected since the design of the system uses only the frequency of ioniza

tion events to qenerate an output (at a fixer! pulse range). From the data 

gathered, this constant appears to be approximately 1.5 CPS/(mR/hr) which 

was also ohserver! during mock-up testing (see page A-20). The variations 

in 7able 5-1 for the replacement detector data are probably due to iJTflroper 

adjustfoents to the readout module, non-linearities at low readings, and 

difficulties in reading the meter at low values (needle variations). Note 

that the ratios of 1.55 and 1.51 are obtained for the replacement ratios in 

Table 5-1 if one standard devi~tion is added to the count rate and one 

standard deviation is suhtracted from the dose rate. Thus the. llue of 

1.5 CPS/(mR/hr) appears to be statistically acceptable as a count rate to 

dose rate conversion value. 

For cOlJllleteness i'1 interpretation of this value, two other factors must be 

considered. ReFerring to Figure 5-2, a factor of 2 increase in respohse 

occurs if the output pulses of the detector change from 9.2V to 10V. 

Thus, if the meter were calibrated to expect pulses spanning 10 volts, the 

conversion value of 0.75 CPS, (mR/hr), or 1.33 (mR/hr)/CPS, is predicted. 
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The observation') of a reading of 0.5 mR/hr background and of 9.9V pulse 

transitions during the measurements on the replacement detector suggest 

that this value is more nearly correct. With this conversion factor 

considered, the inferred dose rate indicated by HP-R-211 was 400 mR/hr 

inside containment. The second factor that needs to be errphasizeo is the 

fact that two ionization events must occur in the GM tube of the rletector 

to achieve a corrplete pulse output. As mertioned previously, this is due 

to the "flip-flop" output conditioning of the detector in which each GM 

tube event triggers a change in state (i .e., ON to OFF or OFF to ON). 

5.2 INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENTS 

After acquiring the data and performing some analysis of the recorded data, 

HP-R-211 appeared to be non-functional (using the installed instrumen

tation) due to a reduced arrplitucie signal produced in the detector output 

circuitry. By corrparing restored signal indications to expected dose rate 

levels, the remainder of the detector and the entire readout module appears 

to be operating correctly, at least within normal variations due to lack of 

recent calibration and some potential changes in the GM tube sensitivity. 

As a result of these findings, an atteflllt to predict the problem in the 

detector was made based on cOflllarisons of measurements obtained on the new 

detectors and on the HP-R-211 detector. Figure 2-4 shows the electrical 

circuit within the detector housing, and Tables 4-2 and 4-4 give the 

resistance measurements for the reference and original detectors, 

respectively. Note that the cable resistances are included in data from 
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the original detector since it was installed inside containment; but any 

small resistances would not seriously change the results, and TOR measure

ments indicated no large cable resistances. 

The only significant differences observed in the HP-R-211 data compared to 

the references were an increase in checksource resistance by 10 ohms, a low 

resistance path of only 305 ohms from signal in to +10V supply, and a small 

reduction in resistance between shield and +10V supply. The increase in 

the checksource resistance is within the expected variation in coil 

resistances and the added cable resistance and is not considered important. 

The extremely low resistance of 304 ohms between the signal line and the 

shield (ground) is probably responsible for the small reduction in the 

shield to +lOV resistance, and therefore will not be considered separately 

unless analysis indicates otherwise. 

Referring to the electrical circuit schematic in Figure 2-4, there are 

numerous paths between the signal line and the lOY supply, but only two 

main paths exist in the output section transistors 06, 07, and associated 

resistors. (The output section is considered the likely problem area due 

to indications of all other sections operating.) The first path consists 

of two fixed resistors R23 (10 k-ohm) and R21 (100 ohm), and the second 

path consists of Q6 (2N3906) and R20 (100 ohm). For the first path to 

produce a low resistance with a single failure. R23 would need to have a 

resistance of 200 ohms since R23 is normally much larger than the 304 ohms 

measu~d. I~wever. the mechanism for such a reduction in resistanc~ is not 

clear and, if R23 were reduced that low, normal operation of 07 to pull the 
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signal to ground would connect the +lOV to ground through a 200 ohm 

resistance. If this occurred, the load on the lOY supply would have been 

50 rna, which is much greater than the normal load, and would have produced 

variations in the 10V supply due to this excessive load. No extreme 

voltage variatiuns were observed (see page A-84), which indicates this path 

was not responsible for the offset in the output. 

The second path would require Q6 to have a 200 ohm short from emitter to 

collector (in the unpowered state) to produce the low resistance 

measurement. Since this path normally enables the HI output state (+10V) 

through a 100 ohm resistor, the 10ading on the signal lire due to the 

readout module must be very lOW, and no variation on the lOY supply would 

be expected. Also, mechanisms for such a transistor failure are much more 

likely than for the resistor, R23, to have a reduction in resistance. This 

would also explain the reduction in the shield to 10V supply lines due to 

the formation of a 10.2 k-ohm path through resistor R22 if Q6 failed. As a 

result of this type of reasoning, along with dnalyses to determine alter

nate causes of the offset observed, it is felt that the cause of the offset 

present in the signal 1 ine is due to a low resistance path through Q6. 



r 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the measurements, data reduction, and circuit analysis of 

HP-R-211, the likely cause of the apparent failure of the monitor was a 

failure of transistor 06 (see Figure 2.4). This resulted in a low 

resistarce path between the 10V power supply and the signal, which held the 

Signal Out level within 3.5 volts of the power supply level, even when 07 

attempted to pull the level to ground. 

Further analysis indicated that if the detector output Signals were con-

ditioned to their proper levels using external circuitry, a dose rate of 

approximately 400 mR/hr was indicated. Current results indicate that this 

circuitry would have been capable of restoring the proper signal if the Q6 

fai lure progressed to fully open or shorted. 

Other measurements indicated that with the exception of the failure of Q6 

inside the detector housing, the HP-R-211 monitoring system was functioning 

properly. 

6-1 



APPENDIX 

FIELD DATA SHEETS AND FIGURES 

Included in this Appendix are the original field data sheets from the 

measurements which were left as originally filled out without 

corrections or alterations, except for some added comments. Also 

included is a complete set of photographs and strip chart results from 

the measurement program. Due to the separate measurements taken, this 

Appendix is divided into the following sections with starting page 

numbers given. 

Section 

t .. 1 

A.2 

A.3 

A.4 

A.5 

A.5.1 

A.5.2 

A.5.3 

A.5.4 

A.5.5 

Title 

Mock-up Measurements Prior to Field Tests 

Pre-Inserti0n Detector Pin Measurements 

Procedures for Pre-Removal and Post Removal 
Measurements 

Data Sheets from TMI Technician Calibrations 

Photographs, Strip Chart, and Recorder Log 
Pages from Pre-Removal and Post-Removal 
Measurements 

Recorder Log Pages 

Pre-Removal Photographs of Time and Frequency 
Domain ~1easurements of Waveforms 

Pre-Removal TOR Measurements on Cable 

Time and Frequency Domain Measurements of 
Waveforms on Detector Installed in the 
Anteroom 

Post-Removal TOR Measurements on Cable 

Page A-I 

Page 

A-2 

A-23 

A-27 

A-61 

A-68 

A-69 

A-78 

A-93 

A-lOB 

A-122 
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SECTION A.I 

MOCK-UP MEASUREMENTS PRIOR TO FIELD TESTS 

(with Figures) 
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III 11-
TnnLE1N-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND 

SIGNALS FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR 
HP-RT-0211 (MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) 
(POST-REMOVAL) /' 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REV. o 

8-11-80 
t--T_e_C_h_n_ol_o_:_~_~_~_~_~_~_r~_~_c_orp_o_ra_tJ_o_n~ AP~Io~&.fti Serv. DlV. 

CATE 

PURPOSE: 

\ 

The purpose of thes'e m~asurements is to gather basel ine data and infor
mation in preparationlfor removal and replacement of Area Radiation 
Monitor HP-RT-0211 f~m the reactor building TMI Unit 2. The tests spe
cified in this procedure are designed to assess the condition of the in
containment instrument module (gamma detector), associated cabling, and 
readout devices. This assessment will require the use of Time Domain 
Reflectometry (TOR), Impedance (Z), Spectral Analysis (frequency domain), 
special calibration measurements, and general oscilloscope observations 
(with recording) of \'Iaveforms from/to the unit under test (UUT). 

PROCEDU~E (ADMINISTRATIVE: 

A. Limitations and Precautions 

1. Nuclear Safety. Area radiation monitor HP-RT-0211 is part of a redun
dant ARr·l system at el evat i on 305 1

• TIle unit is not cons i dered part of 
the engineered reactor safeguards system thus has no nuclear safety 
relevance. 

2. Environmental Safety. Area radiation monitor HP-RT-0211 can be taken 
out-of and restored to service without producing a hazard to the 
envi ronment. 

3. Personnel Safety. The test described herein produces no additional 
personnel safety hazards other than normally associated with per
forming instrument calibrations and tests. Since the UUT is to be 
replaced by a cal ibrated spare, personnel safety should be enhanced by 
the ability to more rE!liaei1~y monitor the radiation levels at El-
305 1

• (QJ1.bl~ 

4. Equipment Protection. In the performance of each test described 
herein, care will be taken to insure adequate equipment protection as 
f 011 O\'/S: 

a. In all cases actual test hookups to the Unit-2 instrumentation 
shall be made and verified by Instrumentation Personnel. 

b. All passive meesurements (Spectral Analysis and Oscilloscope 
observations) of waveforms and si9nals from powered instruments 
shall be pervormed using high input impedance probes or inputs 
(Z = ~ 1 Meg ohm) to prevent loading of signals. 

c. In all Time Domain Reflectometry and Impedance measurements, power 
will be removed from the unit under test and low level test 
Signals prescribed in Table 4-1 shall be utilized to perform cable 

, nf ?':> 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-lOl 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REv. 

o 

integretary measurements on the appropriate instrumentation (ables 
by inserting test signals on appropriate conductors of Cable 
1T1869I (terminations shall be removed and replaced on TBI09 of 
Cabinet 12). Should these tests reveal cable integret~ry problems 
further verificat ion measurements will be made at TBI of the 
appropriate Remote Alarm/Meter (Victoreen Model 858-3) located in 
the anteroom. 

Table 4-1 Active Measurements 

Signal Parameter Time Domain Reflectometry Impedance 

Voltage 225 mV nominal (i nt 0 50 < 5V rms 
ohm base) -

Frequency --- 100Hz, 1kHz, 
10kHz, 100kHz 

Current < 10mA < lOOmA - -
Other 225mV, 110 picosecond ---

pul ses 

d. In the calibration verification measurements section, baseline 
data on the as-found condition \,/i11 be recorded prior to the per
formance of any adjustments or electronic calibrations. 
Furthermore, the replacement detector will be connected to TB-I09 
(Cabinet 12) through an interface cable and cal ibrated by Instru
mentation personnel using applicable procedures for Cal ibration of 
the Victoreen Area Radiationfvbnitor (field cal ibration source 
corrected for half-life decay). Basel ine passive measurements 
will be repeated on the repl acement unit. 

B. Prerequisites 

1. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified for concurrance 
prior to the performance of those measurements. 

2. Inst rumentat i on personnel shall be a~)s i gned to ass; st in the perfor
mance of these measuremen~s. 

3. All measurements and test instrumentation shall be in current cal ibra
tion (traceable to NBS). 

PAGE _2_o_f_22 
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l"1l1...E 
IN-SITU: ~'EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNAL( NO . ... , , .... )1 

FRDr1 AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 I P-IU 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL ) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 
o 

4. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified prior to starting 
and upon completion of the measurements. 

C. Procedure for Performing Measurements 

References: 

1. Victoreen Owg. No. 904550, \~iring Diagram Area Monitors Channel s 
HP-R-211 & HP-R-212 (Sheet 5 of II). 

2. Instruction ~~anual for G~M Area Monitoring Systems, ~1odel 855 Series 
Victoreen Part No. 855-10-1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Burns & Roe O~/g • 3024, Sh. 30A. 

Burns & Roe Owg. 3043, Sh. 160. 

Burns & RJe OI·/g. 3045, Sh. 34. 

Burns & Roe Owg. 3045, Sh. 34B. 

I nst ruct i on '''.anual, Tektronix model 1502 Ti me Oomai n Refl ectometer. 

Instruction r"anual, Hewl ett 
'1et er. 

Packard Model 4274 Multifrequency LCR 

Instruction '''!Clnual, Hewlett Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Model 14IT, 
8553B, 8552B Modules).' 

Instruction ~~nual, Nicolet Model 444A-26 Spectrum Analyzer. 

Instruction Manual, Tektronix Model 335 Oscilloscope. 

Instruction Manual, Lockheed Store-4 Recorder. 

Instruction t1anual, Tektronix SC502 Osc.;illoscope. 
1ift,1{U 

Composite Electrical Connection Diagram, HP-R-211 (Sketch dtd 8/8/80). 

Victoreen Instrument Company Owg. 904550 (Ref. 1) and B&R Drawings 3024 
(Ref. 3) show the appropriate termination points for passive measurements 
of signals from HP-RT-0211 as follows: 

PAGE __ 3 _O_f _22 
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STEPS 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TITLE FRml AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-I01 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (DOST -REMOVAL) REV. 

o 

&elf 
Penetrat i O~ Cabinet 

Signal IT~9311 12 

+lOV TBI09-8 

600V TBI09-5 

SIG TBI09-6 

GND TBI09-10 

CS TBI09-1 

CS TBI09-2 

NOTE 

Selected steps will be completed on an identical Victoreen Area Radiation 
Monitor Detector with attached interface connector and terminal block to 
characterize signals and gather baseline data before the performance of 
this measurement. 

1. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Notify Shift Supervisor/Shift Forman of start of 
test on HP-RT-0211. 

2. PRE-RE,,,OVAL , POST-REMOVAL: Verify po\'/er is appl ied to HP-RT -0211. 

Signature/Date 

PRE-REt~OVAL! POST -REMOVAL: record present si gnal s and readings and indica-
tions on 856-2 Readout rr10dule (Local &~emote). Record Signal-in at TBI09-6 
("T"), and record out put from TB1 of 8f6-2 Readout A9 for a unit for one hour 
on FM Tape Recorder. Remove recorder when finished. 

1 Y;z !p& P(~r &II-~' ~ ~c->fJu:;\;) 0~10& 'Lf~6a A~ 

- Q:,AOJ = ~ &0. V 

4 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TIn.E FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 
o 

-

I Meter/Indicator/Switch Local Rmte <-- --
~ 

"'~lr/hr f1eter Reading 

Off-Operate-Alarm Function Switch N/A 
~ 

Fail Safe Indicator On Off N/A -- --
High Alarm-Reset Indicator On Off N/A -- --

S j gnature/Date 

4. PR~_-RE~10VAL, POST-REr10VAL: Using a Keithley Model 177 DM~" (or equivalent) and 
an ele~trostatic voltmeter (li ~ 1012 OHMS, Range 0-2000 V, Precision = ~ l%) 
measure the DC voltage or current at the following test points. 

NOTE :*4"or si gna 1 d. it wi 11 be necessary to depress Fall-Safe Check Source 
push button during the measurement. 

PAGE ~5_of_22 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITLE FROt·l AREA R,.\DIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-101 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-RH10VAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

SIGNAL 

a. 

b. 

*c. 

**d. 

T6109-8 
TBI09-10 

TBl09::.6-
TBl09-IO 

TBI09-~/ .A 
TB109;rv '\ 

TB109-1 
(open field 
side) 

TBI09-1 
(cabinet 
side) 

(+) 
( - ) 

(+) 
( -) 

(+) 
(-) 

(+) 

(-) 

I 
l *Use electrostatic vultmeter 

**Link closed after wcasurement 

PAGE 6 of 22 

o 

READING 

(600V) __ _ 

CS.SOO mL\ est.) __ _ 

Si gnature/Date 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREI·'ENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROI" MEA RADIATION ~,m;ITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REl-lOVAl) (POST -REl-IOVAl) REV. 

TITlE 

o 

S. PRE-REMOV!,l, POST-RH~V/i.L: Using a Tektronix "lodel SC502 (or equivalent) 
oscilloscope observe the waveform at the following test points: 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

, 

SlGNAl CABlf\~T 12 PARA/o~TtR PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO -- -- --

a. TB109-1 CS Time Base --TB109-10 Vert Gain -- ---
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO ._- -- --

b. TBI09-2 CS Time Bllse --TSI09-10 Vert Gain --
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO ._- -- --

-¥ I 

c. T0109-5 +600V Time Sase -- ---TB109-10 Vert Gain --
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO ._- -- --

d. TB109-6 SIG Time Base --TBl9-10 Vert Gain --
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO --- -- --

e. TBI09-8 +lOV Time Base 
TB109-10 Vert Gi3 in --

-- -
PHOTO PHOTO PHOTO --- -- --

f. TB109-10 Grm Time Base 
TB501-27 ACGND I;ert --Gel in --

*Use X10 probe 

Sync the oscilloscope and photograph the waveform using three time base and 
vertical gain settings. Mark the back of the photographs with the instrument 
tag number and parameter measured. 

S i gnat ure/Date 

PAGE _7_o_f _~~2 
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Page A-10 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION ~10NITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-101 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. 

TITLE 

a 

6. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using a Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Models 
141T, 8553B, and 8552, or equivalen~ perform an analysis of the following 
signals for spe(~ral ~ontent: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO # 

a. 

I 
TBI09-8 +10'1 ~-TB109-10 GND 

y.1 ~ 'f; b. TB 1 09-6 SIG IN 
~~~~ TBI09-10 GND 

l\- ~~ *c. TB109-5 +600V ff ~O 
;1('1 

TB109-10 GND 

*Decouple DC voltage max input to Spectrum Analyzer 
(50VDC) 

Before photograph; ng each scope present at ion adjust ana~ for best spectral 
resolution. Record critical analyzer param(~ters e.g., ~~ RF bandwidth, 
~ bandwidth and sl'/eep speed on rear of photograph as well as parameter 
analyzed. 

SPECTRUM IDENT Af.1PL I TUDE REr1ARKS 

~!:3!' fei,. 

Si gnature/Oate 

8 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FRO~1 AREA RADIATION r~ONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-IOI TITLE 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -Rnl0VAL) REV. 

o 

7. PRE-·REf"OV/;L, POST-REmVAL: Using the Nicolet />"odel 444 FFT Analyzer (or 
equivalent) perform FFT analysis of signals from the following test points: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAt1ETER PHOTO # 

*a. TBI09-5 -t{500V 
TBI09-10 GND 

\~ b. TBI09-6 51 G IN 

~r I 
TBI09-10 GND 

TBI09-8 +10V c. 

I 
Z. TB109-10 GND 

*Oecouple DC vol tage input to Spectrum Analyzer 
(50VDC r·lax) 

If PSD plots from anyone of the three signals show high and unusual 
amplitudes, utilize the zoom feature to provide finer resolution and obta in 
PSD data in the frequency band of interest. 

Signature/Date 

8. PRE-REt10VAL ONLY: Inside Cabinet 12 perform usual electronic calibrations 
using applicable instrument shop procedures. Record the before and after 
readi ngs for each step \'t'here adj ustment s are re-qui red and 1 i st below: 

PAGE _9_0f_22 
:'l 
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.,----------------~--------~ 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO·
T
"" 'all 

FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 Y-l 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~. 
TITLE 

o 

Procedure Before After Remarks 

Step 

See attached instrument shop procecure data sheet. 

Instrument Shop Procedure No. ---

S~ gnature/Date 

9. PRE-RHlOVAL! POST -RE~lOVAL: Remove all power from HP-RT -0211 (Tag Open TB501 
links 25, 2b, and 27 per procedure AP 1002). 

S i gnat ure/Date 

10. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REr.OVAL: 
at TBI09 (Cabinet 12). 

Open links for all field wires from Cable IT1869I 

PAGE 10 of 22 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-I01 TITLE (MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) p~ 

TERMl NAL SIGNAL IDENT. 

TB109-1 (Bl ue) C.S. 

TB109-2 (Orange) C.S • 

TB109-3 (I-Jhite) ..... J Rem. Meter 

TB109-4 (YellO\oJ) IT2933C HI N. C. 

TB109-5 (RG 59/U, 72 OHM) 60JV 

TB109-6 (RG 58/U, 50 OHM) SIG IN 

TB109-7 (RG 58/U, 50 OHM) Sh i el d 

TB109-8 (Red) +lOV 

TB109-9 (Green) IT2933C Alert N.C. 

TB109-10 (Blk ) GND 
(RG 59/U~ 72 OHM) Sh i e 1 d 

-

S i gnat ure/Date 

PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REfIOVAL: Using the He\·,lett-Packard r~odel 4274 (or 
equivalent) Impedance Bridge measure the capacitance and impedance of the 
following test points: 

PAGE _11_0_f_22 
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TEST POINT 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Page A-14 

NO. 
TP-10l 

IN-SITU: MEASUREME~TS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
TITlE FRO~l MEA Rh81ATION MOj~lTOR HP-RT-0211 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 
o 

FROM TO 

CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE CABLE WI RE COLOR/TYPE 

ITl8691 Blue ITl869I Orange . 
I Tl869I RG 59/U Center I Tl8691 RG 59/U Shield 

ITl8691 RG 58/U Center ITl869I RG 58/U Shield 

1 Tl869 I Red ITl869I B1 ack . 
I Tl8691 81 ack I T18691 TB109-10 

Record the data required below: 

Tes t Po i nt Capacitance Jmpedance 

Frequency - 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 

!-7 (;~~\ ( ~~J ~~~) 4\.4!l. ..0(.25'" AJI.. a. 1>0.1 JL 
, ~ 'fA') .... ~ ) 

0-
')/.:,3 -pF f"Ift SBB~ll t.o!: ~fL 

b.'" 2&.11" F ~7 I l' ~ (~ 94 
~I. 

c. <1,~V\F . G,1",F 30 I l' r- 2.8(, Idl ~. 9t, ~ J\. 1."35" ~Jl. 

, 
IN'WcroA. I I. I JL d. 108 fLP 1()3 rP IB.7 !I. II. I A 

: 

e. --:L" ")"'C T1JIt T..., ...... C'1I7Il :Z:-N).o.&cr~ 97.& Y'f\Jt 99.1 ..... /t /.31/1. 

S; gnature/Date 

-~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
PAGE 12 of 22 
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IN-SITU: ~1EASUREMENTS OF CABLtS AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. 

T~l=m;a 
~,_m_ TITLE 

o 

12. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-RHx:JVAL: Using the Tektronix Model 1502 (or equivalent) TOR 
unit perform TOR measurements on the five test points given in Step II. 
Record data below: 

Test Poi nt 

a. 
I 

\~ b. 
i 

~1 c. 
I 

d. 
I 

e. 
I 

*Ut i 1 i ze + . 
s~ rl;:' 

1 nst rument 
High R Lo ..... R Settings 
@ t; ft. @ N ft. Ampl Range Ml¢:l; 

Photo No. 
* 

f 
chart \· .. here available. 

S i gnat ure/Dat e 

13. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REI~VAL: Using the Keithley Model 144 (or equivalent OMM) 
perform resistance measurements on the Test Points specified and record value 
in space provided. 

NOTE: Open links for IT2933C from T8109 terminals 11, 12, 13, and 14. The 
appropriate wires should be marked accordingly. 

PAGE _1_3_o_f_22 
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TITLE 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-I01 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-RE~lOVAL) REV. 

o 

TEST POINT FROf·' LINK TO LI NK RESISTANCE 

> ~O f'(\Jl 
7 . .1.'6 U-- -

30.4 Jl 30.4 JL c::. ~ a. I T8109-1 T8109-2 
b. I TB109-5 

____ c! ___ ---1- TB10:.::9_-6:::'-~_-___ -l __ -- ---
d. I ---- ----- ItiTIi9-7 
e. TB109-8 
f. I -1£1(~~ _________ _ 

r-- - g. --II-tBI09-2 TB109-5 ------
h. TB109-6 
i. , ______ TB109-7 
j .-- I TB109-8 
k. I T8109-10 

c-- ___ 1_. __ ~8~.Q2:~- _I§109-6 ~:lo ('<'If\.. 
m. -----:- I TB109-7 

~~:~ ~.t:=~O_?~~Jl 
-" S\V p. I T8109-6 T8109-7 B.B5"" ~Jl. 

q. I J TB1(;9-8 
r. TB109-10 

-+---s.----',-T8109-7 TBlCi-;;-9----;8~-----4---·---

I T 1(9 1 1T2 1\ _~- .S'tA I t., B ) - 0 .~ •. 11.. ~ 

~'-Ov--u_.---4I __ TB_1-0-9--8--~I--T-Bl-O-9--l-04_-r-I.-9-.-~_~~-_7_.4_1 __ kA 

Close all 'links on TBI09 (opened in Step 10) I"hen finished with this step. 

Remote 

Si gnature/Date-

Util ;zing all interface cable connect the replacement 
887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminals of TBI of the 
~ (Ante-room). ~~ ~IJ 01=-~ U"ic:'--P .. 

Si gnature/Oate 

14 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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MOCK-UP TEST 

Test in Trailer 

(1) Background of Detector 

Background Reading ~ 0.2 mR/hr 

102 Counts/10 min. 
Chart Speed: 1 mm/s 

(Typical) 

(2) Check Source in Detector 

Check Source Reading ~ 2 mR/hr 
184 Counts/l min. 
Chart Speed lOmm/s 

(Typical) 
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Mock-up Test (Trailer) 

Low Frequency Spectrum 

PHOTO #1 

BW = 1KHz 

Horiz. Scale: 20 KHz/DiY 

(0.1 s/DiY Scan) 

Vert. Scale: 10 dB/DiY 

+lOV Signal CAC Coupled) 



r 
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Mock-up Test (Trailer) 

Low Frequency Spectrum 

0.0116 RMS PHOTO #2 

+lOV Signal (AC Coupled) 

Range: 0 - 100 KHz 

20 KHz Harmonics Intensified 

Vert. Scale: ·+-i0 dB Ref; 

10 dB/Div 
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SECTION A.2 

PRE-INSERTION DETECTOR PIN MEASUREMENiS 

(Procedure pages used to record data) 
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-m=m
W W_W .. 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITLE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-02ll TP-lOl 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REf10VAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 0 

S~\P.l *140S"" 
~E-T~S~~TJ()tJ MrJ M~I1~m~ 

TEST POINT FROM 

CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE 

a. ITl8691 Blue . 
b. ITl8691 RG 59/U Center 

c. ITl8691 RG 58/U Center 

d. ITl869I Red . 
e. ITl8691 Blad: 

Record the data required below: 

Test Po; nt Capacitance 

Frequency - 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 

a. 

b. -I"..., +WrF ~4ff \e·l:,l ~ 

c. "3.9", F O.3DV\~ "171 F 

d. JDe Jl F 10?> pF D.F. 

e. 

PAGE 12 of 22 

TO 

CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE 

ITl8691 Orange 

1 Tl8691 

ITl8691 

ITl8691 

ITl8691 

100 Hz 

O. r. 

:2.93 R.it 
18.5 Jt. 

R G 59/ U Sh; e 1 d 

RG 58/U Shield 

81 a cl< 

TB109-10 

Impedance 

1 kHz 100 kHz 

~.~ J'Y'\JL 7~O RiL 
:2. 93 ~Jt ~ .BS' ~JL 

)0.9 JL JO. 7 JL 

~ ~1H/8() 
~nreJtfate I ) 
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NO. 

TEl: TInE 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-02II 
(MOCK-UP) {PRE-REMOVAL} (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-IOI 

~ -"IJJseerrl 0 N 
-PI 10 

ME"A'SLAR~E~n 
_c ---- -.... 

TEST POINT 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
; . 
j. 
k. 
l. 
m. 

+ 
FROM LINK 

I 
TBI09-I 

TBI09-2 

TB109_SLe\ 

REv. o 

-
TO LINK RESISTANCE 

-,.,,' .... ;r+" 
+- i -

TBI09-2 3CJl .. 30Jt 
TBI09-5 ....... ....... 
TBI09-6 ,..., 

""""'" .- -
TBI09-7 "- ""-

TBI09-8 - ....-

TBI09-10 - -r----- -.- -- - -

TBI09-S --- -TBI09-6 - ,..-

_J]1.0~~I .. ,......, 
"------ -

TBI09-8 ..... ......... 
TBI09-10 ....- .--
TBI09-6 - ---- '-TBI09-7 --.. /'-

,...., "'--
W;K ~ n. TBI09-8 

o. 
TB I 09-6-<;) 

TBI09-10 --- .r..- ~ MeM ~-J'i·io 

p. TBI09-7 
q. 

TBJ09-7 
TBI09-8 

r. TBI09-liL 
s. TBI09-8 
t. 

TBI
1
09-8 

TBI09-10 
u. TBI09-10 

9.'{1\..Jl 
9. 7 bJ'\. 
9J~1t 
17~Jt 

0 

17.7.Ql\ 

9.7 ~n, 
9.L3hlt 
' . .1 ~JL 
I~.Q 

0 

17.71t1t 

'{.71 i.'v.,..,.. ~ ar€. N 
q,"$ ~,~ ----

7.'J) II.t~ 

Close all links on TBI09 (opened in Step IO) when finished with this step. 

::: __ ~( ~CA-r.c : SHORTEJ> 

'l G'RoutJ"b igna 

-," PRE-REr-l)VAL ONLY: Utilizing all interface cable connect the replacement ~
~\ 

- -_ Victoreen Model 887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminal s of TBl of the 
, , Remote p.4eter/Alarm Unit (Ante-room). 

Si gnature/Date 

14 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TITlE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-101 

SERiAL -- $/11 

~ - ..4>Se-RIIOfJ 

-p,fJ 
MeAsiJREft1C1'JT"5 

Nc:te: 118109-7 
!BfO'l-/O 

cW.-~ 
a:t-~ 

... 

TEST POINT 

a • 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 
p. 
q. 
r. 
s. 
t. 
u. 

FROM LINK 

I TB109-1 

I 

I 

I 

I 

: TB109-2 

I 

I 

: TB109-5 

I 

I 

TO LINK 

TB109·-2 
TB 109·-5 
T8109·-6 
TB 109·-7 
TBI09·-8 
TB 109·-10 
TB109··5 
TB 109-·6 
T8109 .. 7 
T8109 .. 8 
TB109 .. 10 
TB109-6 
TR109··7 
TB109 .. 8 

RESISTANCE 
"Po\a;~ 

+ 1 -

\ 

TBI09··10 
: TB109-6 TB109 .. 7 e;:17",fL 7"~4'Jl. 

I 
TB109-8 B.:17"n. ".~~J\ 

I TBI09 .. 10 g,77 .... Jl, 7.~ 'itA 
; TBI09-7 T8109··8 7.~4~1l \ 1l.77I-tJL,. 
I I TBI09 .. 10 0 I 0 I TB109-8 TB109 .. 10 II.T7h17.44~~ 

1----------4---------4--------

REV. 

Close all links on TB109 (opened in Step 10) \'Ihen finished with this step. 

o 

I9ltW%J e;!~/80 
. .. Si gnat ure/Date 9t ~ 

- 14~' ~'I{)VAL ONLY: Utilizing all interface cable connect the replacement 
A:jctoreen Model 887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminal s of TEl of the 

/"" te Meter/Al arm Unit (Ante-room). 

Si gnature/Date 

~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
14 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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SECTION A.3 

PROCEDURES FOR PRE-REMOVAL AND 
POST-REMOVAL MEASUREMENTS 



'. 

III II~ 111= 
TrnwErN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND 

SIGNALS FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR 
HP-RT-0211 (MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) 
( POST-REMOVAL) 

Page A-28 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REV. o 
T4tChnology for Energy Corpor.tlon DATE 

8-11-80 PROCECURE lV. 

PURPOSE: The purpose of these measurements is to gather baseline data and infor
mation in preparation for removal and replacement of Area Radiation 
Monitor HP-RT-0211 from the reactor building TMI Unit 2. The tests spe
cified in this procedure are designed to assess the condition of the in
containment instrument module (garrma detector), associated cabling, and 
readout dey; ces. Th; s assessment wi 11 requi re the use of Ti me Domai n 
Reflectometry (TOR), Impedance (Z), Spectral Analysis (frequency domain), 
special calibration measurements, and general oscilloscope observations 
(with recording) of waveforms from/to the unit under test (UUT). 

PROCEDURE (ADMINISTRATIVE: 

A. Limitations and Precautions 

1. Nuclear Safety. Area radi~tion monitor HP-RT-0211 is part of a redun-
dant ARM system at elevation 305 1

• The unit is not considered part of 
the engineered reactor safeguards system thus has no nuclear safety 
relevance. 

2. Environmental Safety. Area radiation monitor HP-RT-0211 can be taken 
out-of and restored to service without producing a hazard to the 
environment. 

3. Personnel Safety. The test described herein produces no additional 
personnel safety hazards other than normally associated with per
forming instrument calibrations and tests. Since the UUT is to be 
repl aced by a cal ibrated spare, personnel safety shoul d be enhanced by 
the ability to more pe1ia~ility monitor the radiation levels at El-
305 1 

• "'eJ ~()..'·'O\t 

4. Equipment Protection. In the performance of each test described 
herein, care will be taken to insure adequate equipment protection as 
follows: 

a. In all cases actual test hookups to the Unit-2 instrumentation 
shall be made and verified by Instrumentation Personnel. 

b. All passive measurements (Spectral Analysis and Oscilloscope 
observations) of waveforms and signals from powered instruments 
shall be pervormed using high input impedance probes or inputs 
(Z = ~ I Meg ohm) to prevent loading of signals. 

c. In all Time Domain Reflectometr'Y and Impedance measurements, power 
will be removed from the unit under test and low level test 
signals prescribed in Table 4-1 shall be utilized to perform cable 

1 of 22 



TEl: 
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TIn..::: 

IN-S ITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-I01 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) FU:V. 

o 

integretary measurements on the appropriate instrumentation cables 
by inserting test signals on appropriate conductors of Cable 
ITl869I (termi"ations shall be removed and replaced on TB109 of 
Cabinet 12). Should these tests reveal cable integretary problems 
further verification measurements will be made at TB1 of the 
appropriate Remote Alarm/Meter (Victoreen Model 858-3) located in 
the anteroom. 

Table 4-1 Active Measurements 

Active Signal Parameter Time Domain Reflectometry Impedance 

Voltage 

Frequency 

Current 

Other 

225 mV nominal (into 50 
ohm base) 

< 10mA 

225mV, 110 picosecond 
pul ses 

< 5V rms 

100Hz, 1kHz, 
10kHz, 100kHz 

< 100mA 

d. In the calibration veri"fication measurements section, baseline 
data on the as-found condition will be recorded prior to the per
formance of any adjustments or electronic calibrations. 
Furthermore, the replacement detector will be connected to TB-109 
(Cabinet 12) through an interface cable and calibrated by Instru
mentation personnel using appl icable procedures for Cal ibration of 
the Victoreen Area Radiation Monitor (field cal ibration source 
corrected for half-life decay). Basel ine passive measurements 
will be repeated on the replacement unit. 

B. Prerequisites 

1. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified for concurrance 
prior to the performance of those measurements. 

2. Instrumentation personnel shall be assigned to assist in the perfor
mance of these measurements. 

3. All measurements and test instrumentation shall be in current calibra
tion (traceable to NBS). 

2 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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-1:'1--I __ TITtE 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNAL( NO ....... 'all 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 I~-l 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

o 

4. The Shift Supervisor/Shift Foreman shall be notified prior to starting 
and upon completion of the measurements. 

C. Procedure for Performing Measurements 

References: 

1. Victoreen Dwg. No. 904550, Wiring Diagram Area Monitors Channels 
HP-R-211 & HP-R-212 (Sheet 5 of 11). 

2. Instruction Manual for G-M Area Monitoring Systems, Model 855 Series 
Victoreen Part No. 855-10-1. 

3. Burns & Roe Owg. 3024, She 30A. 

4. Burns & Roe Dwg. 3043, Sh. 160. 

5. Burns & Roe Dwg. 3045, She 34. 

6. Burns & Roe Dwg. 3045, She 348. 

7. Instruction Manual, Tektronix model 1502 Time Domain Reflectometer. 

8. Instrur.tion Manual, Hewl ett Packard Model 4274 Multifrequency LCR 
Meter. 

9. Instruction Manual, Hewlett Packard Spectrum Analyzer (Model 141T, 
8553B, 85528 Modules). 

10. Instruction Manual, Nicolet Model 444A-26 Spectrum Analyzer. 

11. Instruction Manual, Tektronix Model 335 Osci" oscope. 

12. Instruction Manual, Lockheed Store-4 Recorder. 

13. Instruction Manual, Tektronix SC502 Oscilloscope. 

14. ~ Composite Electrical Connection Diagram, HP-R-211 (Sketch dtd 8/8/80). 

Victoreen Instrument Company Dwg. 904550 (Ref. 1) and 8&R Drawings 3024 
(Ref. 3) show the appropriate termination points for passive measurements 
of signals from HP-RT-0211 as follows: 

PAGE __ 3 _o_f_22 
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IN-S ITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI TITLE 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. 

Signal 

+10V 

600V 

SIG 

GND 

CS 

CS 

Ca.'b\e. 
-PeAet pet; e" 

IT2931 I 

NOTE 

Cabinet 
12 

TBI09-8 

TBI09-S 

TBI09-6 

TBI09-10 

TBI09-1 

TB 109-2 

o 

Selected steps will be completed on an identical Victoreen Area Radiation 
Monitor Detector with attached interface connector and terminal block to 
characterize signals and gather baseline data before the performance of 
this measurement. 

1. PRE-REt1JVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Notify Shift Supervisor/Shift Forman of start of 
test on HP-RT-0211. 

2. PRE-REMOVAL, POST -REMJVAL: Verify power is appl ied to HP-RT -0211. 

/-rmr:/ec.~. ~6!80 
Signature/Date ~1~ 

3. PRE-REMOVAL. POST-REMOVAL: record present signals and readings and indica
tions on 856-2 Readout Module (Local &sRemote). Record Signal-in at nn09-6 
(liT"), and record out put from T81 of 8[6-2 Readout A9 for a unit for one hour 
on FM Tape Recorder. Remove recorder when finished. ~ V t7 rk 

7}{ I'PS J)rREC'.T (CI1A~ i) ~ ~e. ·'?[1 A_L. 
""])C COl/i)LE""!) ~'R1t 46513 A~'PLIF'ru -- ~~ • 
G = 50 "t'I\ V f CALI~RATEl> 

PAGE _4_0_f_2_2 
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IN-S ITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SI GNALS NO. 
TITLE FROM AREA RAOIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-I0l 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~ 

Meter/Indicator/Switch 

"",1( 
~/hr Meter R~ading 

Off-Operate-Alarm Function Switch 

Fail Safe Indicator 

High Al ann-Reset Indicator 

a 

Local Rmte -- --

/, ~ :t:l X 3 .. -)'MK 

O]>C1?m&.: N/A 

On /Off N/A --
O,, __ Off--L N/A 

7mTet!~. B)3!e() 
Signature/Date 2)c'J 

4. PRE-REMOVAL. POST-REMOVAL: Using a Keithley Model 177 DMM (or equivalent) and 
an electrostatic voltmeter (Ii l 1012 OHMS. Range 0-2000 V, Precisior. ~ ~ 1%) 
measure the DC voltage or current at the following test points. 

NOTE:~or signal d. it will be necessary t() depress Fall-Safe Check Source 
push button during the measurement. 

PAGE _5_0f_22 

~. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TEe 
IN-SITU: t".EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TITlE FROM MEA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-101 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~ 

.-

SIGNAL CABINET 12 TEST LEAD 

a. TBl09-8 (+) 
TBI09-10 (-) 

b. TBI09-6 (+) 
TBl09-~7 (-) 

*c. TBI09-5 (+) 
TB109-)61o (-) 

**d. T8109-1 (+) 
(open field 
side) 

iB109-1 (-) 
(cabinet 
side) 

*Use electrostatic voltmeter 
**Li nk closed after measurement 

PAGE 6 of 22 

READING 

(lOV) 9. ~ V 

(SIG IN) Z£V ?(v 
CS OUT CS IN 

( 600V) to$"" V 

(i500 1M est.) -13 )1'_~ 

Nan: LAST CAL\-at~-rltW 
'J../79. 

o 



Page A-34 ------------r-----..., 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-101 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REv. TEl: TIn.! 

o 

5. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using a Tektronix Model SC502 (or equivalent) 
oscilloscope observe the waveform at the following test points: 

SIGNAL 

/a. 

v*c. 

./e. 

CABINET 12 

TBI09-1 
TBI09-10 

TBI09-2 
TBI09-10 

TBI09-S 
TBI09-10 

TB109-6 
TB 19-J..f1' 7 

TB109-8 
TBI09-10 

·Use XlO probe 

PARAMETER 

cs 

CS 

+600V 

SIG 

+lOV 

GND 
ACGND 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

Time Base~~ 3 v~ 
Vert Gain~ 

PHOTO ( 

\'m~ 
h' 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

Ti me Base 5 'It. 

Vert Gain 2\' 

PHOTO ---2-
Time Base 
Vert Gain ..... ~~ 

PHOTO i'-

PHOTO ,~ 

Time Base 2wSee. 
Vert Gain~_ 

PHOTO -1.A. 

Time Base ~ 
Vert Gain ~ 

2Yf.Sec. 
Iy 

PHOTO ~ 

?'1t5~ 
« 2,v 

\'MSee. 
tV 

PHOTO I ( 

J() mSec
.!hl 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

'- m Su. 
1 V 

PHOTO r~ 

S"mSee.. 
J y 

PHOTO J!l....
lQmSec.. 
t m\1 

~mSec 
~V 

PHOTO -.l2. 
l~ 
.Sy 

PHOTO ...:uL 

• Q. w.~c" 
In\} 

..aL 
-rl~ ~ 1Q f' s;.y "Tlftir'. ~~(;. "T \tN.: --'lll..J1llo....-_ 

Go~ : G:a,?~ ~ ",~, .= ........... 
Sync the oscilloscope and photograp e wave orm uS1ng three t1me 1Sase-an 
vertical gain settings. Mark the back of the photographs with the instlument 
tag number and parameter measured. 

7 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

.... 

FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT~0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

-El-I .. _ TITLE 

a 

6. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using a Hewlett-Packa~d Spectrum Analyzer (Models 
141f, 85538, and 8552~ or equivalen~ perform an analysis of the following 
signals for spectral content: . 

Before photographing each scope presentation adjust analyzer for best spectral 
resolution. Record critical analyzer parameters e.g., ~~RF bandwidth, 

'Rf w;' IH) bandwi dth and sweep speed on rear of phot09rap~ as well as parameter 
analyzed. 

SPECTRUM IDENT FREQUENCY. AMPLITUDE REMARKS ._-- " 

'!;. -#24 0- /.<1 MJ4 -- ~~~~~~ 
~25 0- 3.S'I'1Ue- -- Mu.> f<4f'\.cae. f\hse. 

..;rl' D - 3. ~ M j.{-1;- .r-- 1.,~w \(Q.~~ tJo(~e 

o -3.'S'M H~ .-....., VeR"( Low lJo'\se... 
-1t~, 

8 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. TEl: TIn.E 

o 

7. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Nicolet Model 444 FFT Analyzer (or 
equivalent) perform FFT analysis of signals from the following test points: 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO /I 
~., 

*a. TBI09-5 -+600V ~8 
TBI09-10 GND 

b. TBI09-6 SIG IN !l9 
. 

I TBI09-J.6 7 GND 

c. 

I 
TBI09-8 +10V 30 1 '31 
TBI09-IO GND 

*Decouple DC voltage input to Spectrum Analyzer 
(50VDC Max) 

... 

... 

~ ~o ~ ~~ I J/AA~~ 
-P~t!S 

. .L • \ . 
~,~-ttf f- (VOl' ~ -3:t ~1-4~ I-Io.t"~;tt 

r-- "1>fIQ.'u '* J~k~ 
~b~~~ ~~I!-

t~ ~~ ~~;e.( 

If PSD plots from anyone of the three signals show high and unusual 
amplitudes, utilize the zoom feature to provide finer resolution and obtain 
PSD data in the frequency band of interest. 

8. PRE-REftDVAL ONLY: Inside Cabinet 12 perform usual el ectronic cal ibrat ions 
using applicable instrument shop p~ocedures. Record the before and after 

adj ustment s are requ; red and 1 i st below: 
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TEl: 
Page A-37 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 

TITlE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 

o 

Procedure Before After Remarks 

Ste 

i nst r'ument 

L ftST A\..II!RATloV <::J.:O--
:Lj78 

.~~ -p 'S . .JPCl.b 

'=!> :J.O,~V 

Instrument Shop Procedure No. 

8/rS/BD 
\ -rec.~ e/ICi /86 

Si gnature/Date .tCL 
() 

9. PRE-RET()VAL, POST -REMJVA.L: Remove all power' from HP-RT -0211 (Tag Open TB501 
links 25, 26, and 27 per procedure AP 1002). 

1M]: Icl 8//4 
Signature/Date 

10. PRE-REMJVAL, POST-REP()VAL: Open 1 inks for all field wires from Cable IT18691 
at TBI09 (Cabinet 1-2). 

FAGE 10 of 22 
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TEi: TIlt.E 

TBI09-1 

TBI09-2 

Page A-38 -----------.,r-------, 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~ 

o 

TERMINAL SIGNAL IDENT. 

(B1 ue) C.S. 

(Orange) C.S. 

TBI09-3 (White) Rem. Meter 

TBI09-4 (Yell ow) ~T2933C HI N.C. 

TBI09-5 (RG 59/U, 72 OHM) 600V 

TBI09-6 (RG 58/U, 50 OHM) SIG IN 

TBI09-7 (RG 58/U, 50 OHM) Shield ('5:~NlL) 

TB109-8 (Red) +lOV 

TBI09-9 (Green) IT2933C Al ert N.C. 

TBI09-10 (Bl k) GND 
(RG 59/U; 72 OHM) Sh i e1 d 

1{% -red. 0f{1/80 
iQriature/Oate 9L9 

11. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Hewlett-Packard Model 4274 (or 
equivalent) Impedance Bridge measure the capacitance and impedance of the 
following test points: 

PAGE 11 of 22 



Page A-39 

1 N-S lTU: l1EASUREMEtlTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
TlTLE: FROM AREA RADIATION !10NlTOR HP-RT -0211 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOYAL) (PO~T-REMOYAL) 

~ 

NO. 
TP-IOl 

Pet. 0 

TEST POINT FROM ~·W) TO" (""B\aol W) 

CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE CABLE WIRE COLOR/TYPE' 

a. 1Tl8691 B1 ue (-n~9. i) 1Tl8691 Orange (--ralb9 -~ ') 

b. rTlB69r 
. -" 

RG 59/U Center~-~J LTlB69r RG 59/U ~ield (-~ 

c. ITlS691 RG SS/U Center{-t. .. ITlS691 RG 5S/U Snie1d(-') 

d. 1118591 Red L .. s) 1118691 Bl ack ( .. )tJ ) . 
e. [TIBon 61 act (.,0) rTIBon rnW9-W 

T: ~-r)~:~ ~ 58/~ ?~.~ :rT\S""'r:I: ~ 58/1J. c.~ 

Test Poi nt Capac'itance Impedance 

Frequency 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 100 Hz 1 kHz 100 kHz 

O.F:. - ;).71#Jr:: 
l.) a. ~if:P -*,,~ 

-3~ ~ 
~~ 4~'1f 49.1 Jt 43~ JL 

S-",F" 
, iii!. 

D. F.- ~54.A b. -5"0 1'1 ~ 'D ,,~ Q, F'". 

(r£C' O.F. 9DY\ F J!t1\f lJ.. F. ~70Jl. IJiPJt 

d. O.F. ~Dp.t -4DnF tJ.F. ~5"Jt 4B.7Jt 

~ e. 
-'~9l1\F -38~Jlr - .5'"'" F ;Do -,.qoo raJL 9"~ YftJt. ~8.~ ~ 

II~JL 

PAGE 12 of 22 
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Page A-40 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

NO. 
TP- 01 

REV. 
o 

12. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Tektronix Model 1502 (or equivalent) TOR 
unit perfonn TDR medsurements on the fi ve test poi nts ghfen in Step II. 
Record data below: 

Test Poi nt High R Low R 
St-,:'l" C~ 
.... No. 

@ N ft. @ N ft. * 

a. 
5{)() J«)' v i- - - \ -1 

) 

b. • -\ -1 
) 

c. • -I -1 
} 

d. • -I -1 
) 

e. ., -! - l. 
) 

*Uti' ,'ze strip chart where available. 

+. 

13. PRE-REMOVAL, POST-REMOVAL: Using the Keithley Model 144 (or equivalent DMM) 
perfonn resistance measurements on the Test Points specified and record value 
in space provided. 

~ ~ ~~ Open links for IT2933C from TB109 terminals 11, 12, 13, and 14. The 
~ C?~ ~iate wires should be marked accordingly. 

~ 
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( 
-1=1-m __ 

.;l.ot-: 
;JDt'( 

~fo 'O'\. :JooA 

TIn..E 

TEST POINT 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i-
j. 
Ie. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
o. 

- p. 
- q. 

, - - r • 
-- - s. -

- t. 
u. 

Page A-41 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION t,10NITOR HP-RT -0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) 

NO. 
TP-IOI 

REv. o 
'"R:> LA R Ill' 

0 = 

FROM LINK TO LINK RESISTANCE 1<\::SISTAt\\ CE 

TBI09-I TBI09-2 
<i ~ -, f1 '4 LI ,'2. JL 

I 
'. ),::" -.~ 

'? 2 C 1""\ <"~ ,1 n. --- ::-, _ r--('O r fL TBI09-5 I' ~ 'J 
I 

TBI09-6 ? 2 ,0 f] '( ';1.....:,... ,...,.,.(?\' '" fL u ~"r; fl ,,~ 

TBI09-7 '720 Il,l?C ~.,'t- -/ ?L ...;;. <1 JL 
I 

TBI09-8 u ~ . 
J 12-..;. n'<-'vA fL '1 :: ':'~ .... ,Q:i A ,'L 

TBI09-10 ..... , 70 
''" ~r- ~'l 2_ .. -... "I'"' Pr, e..IL 

I 
TBI09-2 TBI09-5 '> 2..:. ,~. Q~'. fL f 20 ,.-.,,':,.:. J(_ 

" TBI09-6 / 2~' ,r·N h..fL ? 2-.:::. .....P.<! to :t.. 
TBI09-7 '> ., J :> 2 .. :. ",-£",-..J I .:.0 ;n~ \ ~ '1 

I TBI09-8 7 2 .::' ,'o:,"t: .to.fL ( : c .-n.;u. /!.~ 
TBI09-10 :> .~ ~ t'r',:!t- .:.IL -. G '-.. ~n;;'; 4JL I .' 

TBI09-5 TBI09-6 .~ 

I 7;:: <: (,----:;. ':./l '> 1'\,", ...... -:1 n 
J 

I tif09-1 ? ~ :., I)' ~,' ,\ ~l- ') ~ ;...-" I'-l~~~: .. ,.. .. rt. 
TBI09-8 ~ 

I (?~~ t"\\e"/"".Ji .. I ;:.': ,)\~ ~\,Jr..., 
TBI09-10 >20 "lV:: . -; ? '--"'~1';-4 J"1 

TBr9-6 TBI09-7 8,~.2- t. .IL (C.S~ L r-: 
I 

I 
TB109-8 2-(;~ JL 3,C5JL 
TBI09-10 in ~ t -," fe,etA .... i _ 

TBI09-7 TBI09-8 rv,Q7 1..12- E' ° C t.._~ I ,..) I 

I TBl'09-8 
TBI09-10 ' .:J" n 1,9 1,£' ';'-"1 .Q ~-

I 
TBI09-10 Q II:. f.- ... ".- ~/ 

{o.~n fL. 

Close all links on TBI09 (opened in Step 10) when finished with this step. 

14. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY: Utilizing all interface cable connect the ~placement 
Victoreen Model 887-2 Detector to the appropriate terminals of TBl of th~ 
Remote (Me~~~ (Ante-room). '"RE~ siN OF j)~e: ~!.c -----..__ 

. ~ II/ 

~~ 
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Page A-42 -,---.-------......,.------, 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. -m=m

W W_~_ 
, 

TITLE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-I0l 
REV. 

o 

15. PR RE VAL ONLY: Apply power to HP-RT-0211. After a minimum of 30 minutes 
warm p time perform 81 itt ririi£ calibrations in accordance with applicable 
ins r nt shop procedures. Record the before and after readings for each 
s p whe adjustments are required and list below: 

IJROCEDURE STEP 

£L-tC I ROtV fG 

Ne-CbO -
(e-P 8 I 
c-c..-u R R \?b, 

BEFORE AFTER RE~RKS 

! 

HAV6 

Sign.t~. 
16. PRE-R~MOVAL ONLY: Utilizing the Victoreen field calibration source perform 

calibration with source decay corrections in accordance with applicable 
Instrument Sh~~~ 

(\~ l~ . Instrument Shop Procedure No. 
Q.... v-v"o "r,--

-qm: Ie.ch eM EX) 
1 gnature/Date Q 

PAGE _1_5 _o_f_22 



Page A-43 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV. 0 TITLE 

17. Repeat Step 3. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

1R 

LOCAL RMTE 
","R 
~/Hr Meter Reading , .)WlYao " 5 WlK/J...v 
Off-Operate-Alarm Function Switch OP N/A 

Fail Safe Indicator On /Off N/A - -
High Alarm-Reset Indicator On Off/ N/A 

fl<~CD~ (S-Et 5T~ 3 ) 'P' 4 ') 
< J~(Yl'NU.IE-~ ""BflCKGt<OL(ru!> 

Re?2at- Ste~ 4" PRE~RE~VAL ONt Y J'ili>N Ku~~ 
--_. ~---~ /0 LOG BooK. 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 TEST LEAD READING 

a. TBI09-8 (+ ) (lOV) 3.J..9~ 
TBI09-IO (- ) , 

b. TBI09-6 (+ ) (SIG IN) 0-9,a;V 5.0'1 
CS OUT CS IN TBI09-~1 (- ) 

*c. TBI09-5 (+ ) 
TBI09-~10 (- ) 

**d. TBI09-1 (+ ) 
(Open-Field 
Side) 

TBI09-1 (- ) 
(Cabi net 
Side) I 

*Use electrostatic voltmeter 
**link closed after measurement 

16 of 22 PAGE __ _ 
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Page A-44 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. -m:-m

~ W_W_ TITLE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 "-P-101 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE -REMOVAL) (POST -REMOVAL) REV. 

o 

19. Repeat Step 5. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO ~5" PHOTO ~ PHOTO :xL 
, v 

V' a. TBI09-1 CS l Yr\Sec 50",.~~ 
TB109-10 ~fJ.-my" ~O;y 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO -1Q. . . 
v b. TB109-2 CS Ti me Ba se lJl. lmS~ SO H-Se6 

TBI09-10 Vert Ga in 5.Q.n:J ,'i"Om~ QOmV' . 
~ 

PHOTO ...1L PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 
I 

.,,-7.< I 

,~~ ;;(Orn Sec... c. TB109-5 ~OOV Time Base ~ r-
TBI09-10 Vert Ga in 2Q:m)J laO m \j MOmV ... 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ PHOTO ..21..' 
~ d. TB109-6 SIG Time Base I Sec ~5ec :1f~ TBI9-~7 Vert Ga in s.:i- I ,,,,)"V 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO .!1S:... PHOTO ~ 

~e. TBI09-8 +lOV Time Base ~ S-m S"ec.. 4 'lW\Sec... 
TBI09-10 Vert Gain ~ 5"0:0 ~ ~Ch:Dll 

PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ PHOTO ~ 

/f. 

;1 
TBI09-10 GND Time Base .~~~ .!~~See sP p-Se.e.. 
TB501··27 ACGNO Vert Gain ~ ~m'l . :ldl~ 

* USE" X )0 l=\-o~t 
- -_ .. 

~~e Bfii/ao 
I 

20. Repeat Step 6. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

17 of 22 
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Page A-45 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
TITLE FROM MEA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-IOI 

(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) ~. 
a 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO # 

......... a. 

I 
TB109-8 +lOV S'O 
TBI09-10 GNO 

.......-1>. TBI09-6 SIG IN 5'1 

I TBI09-lff7 GND 

*c. TBI09-S +600V S~~ 

I TBI09-10 GND 

~ CAu\ION! VECOU1>L£.· 

SPECTRu/~ WENT FREQUENCY f\~1PLrTUDE 
--_.- ----
r<tr.!\XK::i 

\ 
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Page A-46 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT -0211 TP-IOI 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) Ftl:V. 

TITLE 

o 

21. Repeat Step 7. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

SIGNAL CABINET 12 PARAMETER PHOTO I 

* TBI09-5 +600V .£~ v a. 
TBI09-10 GND 

v b. TBI09-6 SIG IN 5'4 
TBI09-~ 7 GND 

c. TBI09-8 +lOV <{ 
TBI09-IO GND 

, , 
~~-- -----: ---- . 

*J>e:c.ou:1> L~ 

9~~ 
22. Repeat Step 9. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY 

-rrvr.r. lee'" e/;t:{ /80 
-::S~i g ...... n..:;a':""t u-r-e"7i/D~a~t:"'e---':"'~-£ 9 

23. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY: nemove interface cable connected in Step 14 and re-connect 
apprpriate field terminals to TBI of the Remote Meter/Alarm Unit (Ante-room). 

-r f'V\J, T eci 
Si gnature ate 

B/I'1 aD 

JL9 
24. PRE-REMOVAL ONLY: Reapply power by closing links opened in Step 22. Verify 

unit is operating as before by comparing meter readings with those taken in 
Step ~ 

PAGE __ _ 



Page A-47 
NO. IN-SITU: t~EASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 

FROM AREA RADIATION MarlITOR HP-RT -0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

TP-IOI 
~-.....;;..~-,-TITLE 
REV. 

25. Repeat Step 3 at least 1 hour prior to entry for removal of HP-RT-0211. 
RECORDER MCST BE STARTED NO EARLIER THAN 1 HOUR BEFORE ENTRY ••• POWER LINKS 
SHOULD BE OPENED FOR REPLAcEMENT OF DETECTOR THEN CLOSED. 

ALL SUBSEQUENT STEPS ARE FOR POST REMOVAL MEASUREMENTS. 

26. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 3: (1' 23) 

Si gnature/Date 

27. POST-REMOVAL ONLY; Repeat 

Si gnature/Date 

28. POST -REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 5; (r 1(.;,) 

Si gnature/Date 

29. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 6; (1' ~7) 

si gnat'Ure/Date 

30. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 7: ('P:>'8) 

Si gnature/Date 

29 ef 22 
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I Page A-48 

TITLE 
IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS 
FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 
(MOCK-UP) (PRE-REMOVAL) (POST-REMOVAL) 

(1)29) 
~ 

31. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 9. (Do Not Do Step 8). 

Si gnature/Date 

32. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 10. (f 29) 

5i gnature/Date 

Repeat Step 11: 

Si gnature/Date 

34. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 12. (-p.3!t) 

Si gnature/Date 

35. POST-REMOVAL ONLY. Repeat Step 13. (p. 3~) 

Signature/Date 

NO. 
TP-101 

REV. o 

36. POST-RE..uYAlONlY. Apply power to HP-RT-0211 and verify proper operation ut'f
lizing applicable instrument shop procedures. 

5i gnature/Dafe 

PAGE __ _ 
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Page A-49 

IN-SITU: MEASUREMENTS OF CABLES AND SIGNALS NO. 
ITLE FROM AREA RADIATION MONITOR HP-RT-0211 TP-IOl 

T (MOCK-UP) (PRE-REr10VAL) (POST-REMOVAL) REV, 
o 

I hereby certify that this Test Procedure has been completed as written and that 
all data has been correctly entered and filed as requested. 

TEC Representative 
~--~--=-~-------Si gnature/Date 

Instrumentat ion 
Si gnat ure/Date 
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